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111IPODUCT I. 11
4,

PART I PURPOSE OF THE COURSE .

Historians of science, notably T.S. Kuhn, have suggested that major scientific discoveries frequently
occur as slow metamorphoses rather than unique events. Such a slow metamorphosis is presently
responsible for an entirely. new way of, viewing our earth, its processes and its history.

.
, .

Kuhn (1970) desocibes the maturation of a science as tangential groups of studies.deing united by a
major theory which is consistent with a large body of observations. Copernican astronomy,
Newtonian physics, and LavoiSier's oxygen theory of combustion are sonie excellent examples of
revolutionary theories that h e,,,emerged in response to a breakdown in the ability of previously held .

beliefs to explain a growi ody of observations. It is the appearance of such new theories, termed
paeadtgms by Kuhn, w llows;the correlation, integration and 'explanation of observed puizles
and anomalous data, the loWing,sCience t9 progresS to the point wheree new paradigm becomes
netessary.! .. .

1'1/4

Suon s point was reached in the earth sciences in the late 1950's. Maps and oceanographic,charts
produced for nuclear submarines began to show that She seventy percent of The earth's surface
whithi lay below the oceans was not the flat,. uncomplicated place ,that it was once thought to be.
'Vas( mountain ranges and deep, trenches were among the most impressive structures of a
topOgraphy quite unlike anything observed on theland surface, of the earth. P.J. Coney (1970) states
that perhaps the most startling ditCovery resulting.from the explosion in oceanographic research
has been the fact that the OCEANIC RISE is one of,the major features of our planet. It is a system of
adjoining rifts, which circles the globe like the seams or a baseball. Such major features of Our
earth demand an explanation and the emergence ofthe.plate teCtonic theory of continental drift has
precipitated a major scientific revolutiOn:. Canadian' geologist J. Tuzo Wilson (1971) states that:

. . . The acceptance of continental drift has transformed the earth sciences from a geoup of
rather unimaginative studies based on pedestrian interpretations of natural
:phenomena into a unified science that is exciting and dynamic and that holds out the
promise of great practical advances for the. future . . .

Geology 12 and ELarth Science 11 are ,intended to provide secondary school students with the
background and the desire to investigate their earth, its materials and its processes.

Referen6.es Cited:

1. Conk, Peter J., 1970. The Geotectonic Cycle anethe Neil., Global Tectonics: Geological Society of
America Bulletin, Vol. 81. pp. 739-747.

2. Kuhn, T.S., 1970, The Structure of Scientific Revolution.s, (Second Ed., enlarged), University of
Chicago Press.

5.



PART SCIENCE OF GEOLOGY

Geology, the science of the earth, is concerned with the systematic study of rocks and minerals, in "-
which the,re IS preserved' the history of the planet earth. The geologl6 record shows that processes
have long beeriat work. on the surface of the ,,earth and deep within it.

The sciences of geology and astronomy have made and continue to make contributionk to Our.
knowledge about the earth's origin.and place in,the solar system; In attempting to understand the
earth's dynamic evolution, geology makes use of physics and chemistry; anti in its inquiry,inlo the
origin and evolUtion of life, it embraces biology and contributes to the, understanding of ancient
geography. In short, geology (and science) must use every available tool in the difficult task of un-
derstanding the planet on which we live.

Investigations of the physical properties and internal processes are Called geophysics. The study of
the meaning and implications of the fossil record is termed paleontology. Aspects of geology that
deal with chemical processes are referred to as geochemistry. But geology has powerful tools'of
own, especially geologic mapping and its application to the exploration of mineral. resources.

Geologic information is derived from the accurate.and systematic study of rocks and MirieralS;ioils
and fossils which provide all the ingredients for observation, measurement and anatrisit. Further, the
study of diverse forms of the land surface and the sea floors, and of the various processed that
produce and ,change them is a vital part of the sciences of geology, physical geography and
oceanography.

PART -III FOCUS OF G

'Geology 12 should provide an nity fo udy fo tudents whose ability and In-
terest was stimulated by earlier s y of earth sc e. It is inten as Sri academic science course
requiring as a 'prerequisite a background in science and mathematics; Earth Scientce 11 is a
desirable prerequisite to Geology 12.

The following guide outlines a core program. Local geology is intended as a major course theme in
addition ,to and integrated with this core outline. It is estimated that a study Of local geology will
comprise approximately 25% of the course, Broader themes should stress the geology of British
Columbia, Canada, and North America. Plate tectonic/continental drift theory Will be utilized as a
,,general Unifying theory. As well, consideration will be given to the earth as -a planetary body in
relation to the geology of members of the inner solar system. It is desirable that reference be made
to the Earth Science 11 curriculum guide, Section B (Geologic Science) and Section D (Resource

Sciences).

PART IV MAJOR GOALS

To proviqb students with theAesire and foundation to investigate their earth, its-
processes as well as to illustrate fundamental geological concepts t gh studied
regional ,geology.

aterials andr
f local and

,

2. To encourage the study- of geology as an aesthetic science as well a

3. To focus the students attention on the most important concep
plate tectonic and continental drift theory, and to study its 'alidit

Ife-lOng avocet!
7

4C1Pnces
KOryriciple.

Ions in the4. To understand the methods of measuring geologic time, its significale
reconstruction of earth history.

5. To provide a basic understanding-of the methods and practice of field
sciences.

S

n' the geologic



e. To discuss critically the gedlogIcal evolution 'of Western Canada, I

7. To examine 1he important relationship tretween economic, environmental and geological con-
siderations of 'non-reneWable mineral and fossil fuel, resources.

8. To understand the pazarda 'essociafed with living in. a land prone to landslidee, earthquakes,
floods, etc. 'it'

5. Tbenable thireiadeni t.o,discuss the origin of the planet Earth in terms of' its place in the solar
system. .41,

.40 4

PAR? V TERMS 'AND DEFINITIONS

TeStbopki:

A subject with a scope as broad aspbysical and historical geology cahnot be adequately covered in
a singlefextbook, so teachers have been presented with a choice of text and reference material. It is
recommended that teachers select texts from the lists provided in such 4 manner as tobest'sup-
plerrfent each of; the major areas of; study. (See list of Textbdoks in the Appendix of this Guide.)

.

Equipment and 'SUpplies:

A comprehensive list of equipmentend supplies has been provided in order to allow for variations
from school to school. The list contains all the materials necessary for completion of the in-
vestigatiAs in each 'phase of the course; however many supply items-such as beakers or certain
chemicals may ,already be present in a school in sufficient quantity.

,

Other Aids:
4

Ttipre are many excellent films, film strips, slide sets and transparencies available and as many as
possible have been listed. Because of the specialized nature of this course, teachers are en-
couraged to develop their own sets of slides of local geological features.

elOurce Material:

Clebotirce material is included in this Guide for each section of the course. Teachers and students
d;select:'the Activities and Investigations considered most suitable for the class. It Is not In-

hat,all Activities and Investigations be tried. The resource material is provided to help
eas which may be useful to teachers and students. I

Activities and Investigations are indicated following most learning outcomes in the
2 course.

Content:

It is intended that approximately 70 to 75% of the time for Geology 12 be devoted to adequate
co age of the core topics. (See suggested time allotments per section below.) All learning out-

considered essential to the understanding of Geology 12 are indicated-with an asterisk ( * )

7



,Solsalarel)lp Exam:

It will be possible for students to write a scholarship examination in Geology 12. All scholarship gam-
,. dIdatee should have studied the complete program as outlined, with particular emphasis on the Core

material. 4

A

Suggested Time Allotments:

Siction A
Section B
Section C
Section D

Core
40%

20 %.

5%

5%

Total
50%

40%

5%
5%

to% 100%

8 10
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,SECTION A PHYSICAL GEOLOGY

alrfh
,

Materisis
Ei(th processes Surface
Earth Processes -- Subsurface
Structbisl Geology

-.111111CTION II HISTORICAL GEOLOGY' ,

TIM, and surement of Time
The Fossil R rd
Interpreting t Geological Red disl

. .
4 c. . 4 *

41

JV4 96'

49

siontni EMITIIMILSOURCE4 4

Economic GeOlogy
Resource Problems

"CM" kAinTOLOGY.
TheEarth and the Solar System

,The Earth-Moon System .s

The Geology of the Inner Solar SYetem
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LEARNING OUTCOMES AND SUGGESTED
4

a 4 .4

Earth Materials
Earth .Processes Surface
Earth Processes Subsurface.
Structural Geology ,

'Masher Resource Material is indicated by number in the parentheses following
Outtomes. Details regarding references, activities and investigations follow the
thins of the Geology 12 course (These are suggested activities only and May
discretion Of._ the. teacher.)

most Learning
respective sec-,

`usedat the





MT Slat LOG
EARTH MATERIALS

The study of earth materials includes consideration of important rocks and minerals. As,such,
forms as integral part of the study of local geology and related industries. This study provides a brief
introduction to such disciplines within the geological sciences as MINERALOGY,.PETROLOGY, and
CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Part I Introduction to Rocks and Minerals

The student should be able to:

* 1. Recognize the importance. and abundance of various elements in the earth's crust.

(Reference #1, 2)

* 2. Differentiate between rocks and minerals.

(ActiVity #1, 2)

-* 3. Describe the formation of igneous. sedimentary and metamorphic rocks; classify rocks as igneous,
sedimentary or metamorphic.

(Activity #1, 2)

* 4. Interpret a rock cycle diagram

I

(Activity #1)

* 5. Study crystal growth and

a. distinguish a single crystal from an aggregate.
b. recognize the law of constancy of interfacial angles.
c. explain the factors governing crystal growth and relate these factors to textures of

igneous rocks.

(Activity #2)

13.



Refeiencee

1. AGI, Geology and Earth Sciencth Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 1-4

2. Gilluly,et al, Principles of Geology, 1975, Chapter 3. (Materials of the Earth -7- minerals and mat-
ter.)

3. James, J. Robert, Geology and the New Global Tectonics, 1976. p. 18.

4. Investigating the Earth, 1973, Chapter 2 Rocks and Minerals/Atoms and Molecules/The abun-
dance of the 'Elements.

'Activities and Investigations

1.. Collect a variety of local, igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks (with, substitutions as
necessary) and utilize as an introduction to the classification and relationships, of rocks and,
minerals.

2. Hamblin and Howard, Exercise in Physical Geology, Exercise #1, Introduction to Minerals:
Crystal Growth.

3. Investigating the Earth, investigating rocks and minerals, p. 30.

Part II Minerals

The student should be able to:

* 1. Utilize the followinx properties in identification of minerals:

a. crystal form (crystal faces)
b. cleavage and fracture
c. hardness

d. specific gravity (heft)
e. color
f. streak

g. luster

h. special properties:
diaphaneity
reaction to dilute hydrochloric acid
double refraction
magnetism
taste

(Activity #1, 2)

2. Relate them ica tiontlinx and t nista' ,;tructure, in particular:

a. the mineralogy of the silicates and the aluminosilicates:
the silicate tetrahedron
paired tetrahedra
rings
single chains of tetrahedra
double chains of tetrahedra
layer lattice
framework silicates and aluminosilicates

14. 15
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b. the mineralogy of the following non-silicates:
.magnetite

pyrite
calcite and aragonite
halite
diamond and graphite

(Reference #1, 2, 6)

* 3. With references, identify the follmoing minerals:

a. the following rock forming minerals and ore minerals in the Prospector's Set of Mineral
Chips (Geological Survey of Canada):

arsenoyprite
mclYbdenite
graphite
stibnite
galena
chalcopyrite
pyrrhotite
pyrite
hematite
ilmenite
magnetite
gypsum
mica, muscovite
calcite,

b. others:

malachite
bornite
cinnabar

feldspar, albite (Plagioclase Feldspars)
quartz, massive
quartz crystal
limonite
feldspar, microcline (Potassium Feldspars)
garnet
asbestos
fluorite
apatite
pyroxene (Pyroxene Group)
mica, biotite
hornblende (Amphibole Group)
tourmaline
barite

azurite
halite
olivine

chl ite selenite gypsum
varie ie bf quartz and
crypt rystalline quartz

(Activity #1, 2; Reference #4)

Integrate the study of minerals with local geology and industry.



Refers

1. AGI, Geology and Earth Science Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 5-27.

2. Janes, Geology and the New Global, Tectonics, 1976, Chapter 4, Igneous Intrusion and its Products,
pp. 99-113.

3. Gilluly, et al., Principles of Geology, 1975, Appendix II, Identification of Minerals.

4. Geological Survey of Canada, New Materials of Canada's Mineral Industry.

5. In'imstigating the Earth, 1973, pp. 31-42.

6. Long, L.E., Geology, 1974, Chapter 3, Plane Faces, pp. 51-75.

Activities and Iniestigations

1. mblin 4nd Howard, Exercises in Physical Geology: Exercise #2, Physical Properties and
Mineral Identification,

AGI, Geology and Earth Science Source Book, pp. 18-27.

Part III Igneous Rocks

The student should be able to:

* 1. Identify antrnassifyigneous rocks according' to their texture and composition.

(Activity #1, 2)

* 2. Classify the texture of an igneous rock as one of:

a. phaneritic
b. porphyritic phaneritic

:s

c. aphanitic

d. porphyritic aphanitic

e. glassy f".

f. fragmental

* 3. Relate rate of crystallization to texture.
fe extrusive (-volcanic) and intrusive (plutonic) igneous rocks.

a
* 4 iroteotts rock a, silicic, intermediate, or afic.

* 5. Estimate the amount ,e quartz in an igneous rock.

* 6. llsr a table of classification of igneous rocks to determine a rock name.

* lntei-pret a table showing order of crystalltzatnm of the «mutton rock forming minerals.

* 8. Identify the follotoirk, /",,,,trous rocks:

16
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a. Geological Survey of Carkada:

granite' diorite
periddtite
andetite
basalt, (a tnygdaloidal)
tuff

b. others:

obsidian, Pumice, porphyritic

(Reference #4)

references

1 AGI, Geology and titrth 1,etice:SourcebOok. 1°970 'pp. 28 -57.

- 2. Janes, Geo logY,and
, .

the New Global Tectonics, 1976,
pp. 7.19, Chapter

Chapter
4, (Igneous Intrsion and its Products) PP.

. . .,

pter 3, (Volcanoes
94-97 and

and Their ProdUCte)
113-125.

3 x

4.

Principles of Geology, 1975; Appendix HI, Id tificatio n of Rocksen pp. 47.0-473.Gilluly et al.,
. . ..

Geological Survey. of Canada, Raw Materials of Canada's Mineral Industry,

5. Lon L.E. c.blogy,g. 1974, Chapter 4 (Born of Fire) pp. 76-99.

6. Investigu ink the Earth, ,1973, Chapter 12 (Rocks Wittiin Mountains) pd. 260..264 and 271-275.

. .

Prospector's Set of Rock Chips:

sYenite
9abbro
rhyolite
basalt
breccia
Porphyry, feldspar

igneous rocks in general.

I

Activities a Investigations

1. Ham
/
n and Howard, Exercises in Physl

2. AGI GeologY and Earth Science Sour

Part IV

The st

* 1.

sedimentary Rocks

ent, should be able to:

riefly describe the orixin and the processes

(Activity #1. 2)

Classify the texture of. sedimentary rock as clastic or chemical -precipitate

Geology, Exerciee #3, Igneous Rocks.

eb°01C, 1970, pp. 28-34, 511.

°I formation 'of sedimentary

I

Recognize such sedimentary structure as:

a. stratification or layering
hprizontal layering
cros-erira,

ripple marks

c.

d.

mud cracks
rain imprints

17.

rocks.
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* 4. Identify the following sedimentary rocks:

a... from the Geological Survey of Canada ___ Prospector's Set of Rock Chips:

-L._ sandstone
shale

.
limestone

greywacke dolbmite
ualso:b.

breccia fossiliferous limestone
arkose chert
siltstone coal
travertine

(Reference #4)

References

1. AGI, Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 28-57.

2. Janes, Geology arid the New Global Tectonics, 1971, Chapter 5, (Sediments And the Sedimentary
Rocks) PP. 127-160.

3. GillulY, et al., principles of Geology- 1975, Appendix III, pp. 465-470.

4. Geological Survey of Canada, Raw Materials of Canada's Mineral Industry.

5. Long, LE, Geology, 1974, Chapter 5, (Recycled Rocks) pp. 101-117.

Activities and Investigations

1. Hamblin and Howard, Exercises in Physical Geology, Exercise #4 Sedimentary Rocks.

2. AGI, Geology and Earth Science Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 33-35, 52.

Part V Metamorphic Rocks

_
The student should be able to

Discuss the rocks

:'

1. formation of metamorphic with reference to the hypes of metamorphism:

a, contact metamorphism
regional metamorphism

(Act/ifY #1, 2)

2. Classify metamorphic rocks as foliated or non- foliated.

3. Identify metamorphic rocks on the basis of presence or lack of foliation and texture.

following* 4. Identify the metamorphic rocks:
i.

a, from the Geological Survey of Canada Prospector's Set of Rock Chips:
quartzite
slate
schist
gneiss

18 19



b. also:

phyllite
metaconglomerate
marble

(Reference #4)

References

1. AGI, Geology and Earth Science Souri'ebook, 1970, pp. 28-53.

2. Janes, Geology and the New Global Tectonics, 1976, Chapter 6, (Metamorphism
phic Rocks), pp. 166-189.

3. Gilluly, et al., Principles 'of Geol 1975, Appendix III, pp. 473-475.

4. 'Geological Survey of Canada, Raw Materials of Canada's Mineral Industry.

5. Long, L.E., Geology, 1974, Chapter 5, (Recycled Rocks) pp. 118-129.

6. Investigating the Earth, 1973, Chapter 12, (Rocks Within Mountains) pp. 265 -27b.

Activities, and Investigations

1. Hamblin and Howard, Exercises in Physical Geology, Exercise #5, Metamorphic Rocks.

and the Metamor.

2.. AGI, Geology and Earth Science Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 38-39, 53.

* * NOTE: it is very important that a study of local samples be integrated into this section of
Geology 12.

EARTH PROCESSES SURFACE

Surface earth processes break down and redistribute earth materials in a variety of ways. A study of
`these _processes enables a better unddilffinding of how sedimentary rock formations occur. An
analysis of theSe formations enables the reconstruction of le geologic past in a given area.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Part I Erosion by Running Water

The student should be able to
4

* 1 Reconstruct and observe a model

f'
ti

running water processes, by means of a stream table.

(Activity #1 /..,3)

* 2. Recognize sediments from stream loads as they are sorted by water, taking note of their locations)
deposition at various stages of delta formation.

(Activity #1. 3, 4, 5: Reference #3)

* 3. identify and relate the source material sediments with the type of sedimentary rocks produced through the
water sorting process.

19.
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,

(Activity #1, 2; Reference #1)

4. Devise a method to measure the stream load carried by a local creek or freshet by way of:

a. sediment

b. solution
c. corrosion materials (bed-load)

(Reference #1, 3)
\.

\ 5. Measure and graph longitudinal stream profiles for a number of our major ribers. Compare gradients as
they affect landscape as deduced from topographical -maps.

Sr

(Activity #$; Reference #1, 2, 3)

References

1. Gilluly, James, et al., Principles of Geology, 1975, Chapter 12, The Hydrologic Cycle and the
Work of Streams, pp. 247-263_

2. Long, Leon E., Geology, 1974, Rivers, The Pleistocene braided Mississippi, The modern mean-
dering Mississippi, pp. 382-394.

3. Janes, J. Robert, Geology and the New Global. Tectonics, 1976, Chapter 9, Erosion: Change at the
Surface of thp Land, pp. 246-264

Activities and Investigations

1. American Geological Institute, Investigating the Earth, 1973, pp. 200-201, a simplified version
of a stream table involOng stream volume, slope, and gravel sorting processes by means of-a
trough is presented.

2. American Geolc9ical Institute Investigating the Earth, 1973, pp. 308-309, investigating areas
of .erasion and deposition with 'emphasis on miniature landscape reproduction.

3. American Geological Institute,Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 172-175,
gives detailed instruction in how to construct a stream table and utilize the same in a variety of
ways to demonstrate: delta bedding, stream meandering, undercutting, cutbanks, slip -off
slopes, effect of resistant rock masses, lake filling and cutting, relationship of rate of flow to
stream formation.

4. American-Geological-Institute, Investigating the Earth, Teacher's Guide, 1973, pp. 158-165.
Topics include: the parts of a landscape, investigating areas of erosion and deposition, rates
of change, landscapes and climate, how low can a landscape get, investigating regional land-
scapes.

5. Hamblin, Kenneth W.. Howard JameS D., Exercises in Physical Geology, 195, Exercise,9, pp.
72-79, Stream Erosion.

20. 21



Part II Ice Ages and Glaciers

The student should be able to:

* 1. Propose hypotheses listing assumptions regarding the origin of ice ages.

(Reference #1, 2, 3)

* 2. Demonstrate methods of determining relative and absolute ages of glacial deposits.

(Activity #1; Reference #1, 2, 3)

'-or 3. Reconstruct past glacial positions on a ma p of North America.

(Activity #1, 4; Reference #1, 3)

* 4. Relate' the effect of glacial load on the earth's crust to isosta tic response.

(Reference #1, ,3)

* 5. Cite and lienumstrate ways in which alpine and continental 'ylaciers have sculptured the attd.

(Activity #1, 2. 3,)

References

1. Gilluly, et al., Principles of Geology, 1975, Chapter 13, Glaciers and Glaciation, pp. 279-308.

2. Long, Leon, E., Geology, 1974, Glacial erosion and deposition, Ice and isotopes, Causes of the
ice ages, pp. 432-457.

.
3. Janes', J. Robert, Geology and the New Global Tectonics, 1976, Chapter 10, The evidence of

glaciation, Examining the Pleistocene record. Some special aspects of the Upper Wisconsin
record, Plate tectonics and the causes of an ice age, pp. 289-324.

Activities and Investigations

1. American Geological Institute. Investigating the Earth, 1973, pp. 410-411.

An ice-age puzzle is offered in which research data is plotted onto a, map. From the in-
formation given students can determine time lapse and glacial features produced.

2. HamblirTand Howard, 1975, Exercises in Physical Geology, pp. 84-87.

This exercise presents a topographic map from which students are required to identify con-
tinental .features of glacial origin, to determine the direction of glacial movement in the area,
and are asked to evaluate the drainage pattern created in a typical continentally glaciated,
area.
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I Hamblin, W. Kenneth, and Howard, James P., Exercises in Physical Geology, 1975, pp. 88-98.

This exercise has as its objective the recognition of the types of landforms developed by
alpine glaciers and the understanding of the processes responsible for their development.

4. Using reference texts, Gilluly, James, et al., Principles of Geology, 1975, pp. 298-300 and
Janes, J. Robert, Geology and the New Global Tectonics, 1976 Edition, p. 316 asfwell,at the
Geologic map of Wisconsin and Recent Ice in North America, Geological Survey of eanada,
Ottawa, past glacial positions of North American ice can be determined and placed on outline
maps together with prominent glaciated features produced by the ice.

Part III Eolian Process

The student should be able to

1. Identity till' tocrrelatiotit://fi,s hetween climate, soils and lamislopt:s as they affect topographic features of
colian origin

(Reference tt1)

* 2 Itierrtirti arid destrilic the crowwal processe,, and features produced by sant, blasting'.

(Reference tt1" 2)

3 1)etilkr the relath)n,1111 1,CHreel1 0'11171 s1=1', '111101111f ut snrul, speed of wind, and t,ec,,etation to the de,s,,tee
1,1,1 tlesert

(Activity 43, Reference (t1,(2)

1)cs(ribe surf w.e (,'reel, rntri'llIN inuestigating haw these desert landforms develop.

(Activity it3 Reference rt1. 2)

5 Re( ooice the I( an( c of Npora,11( rilinta.11 In descri area, /pi the .,:lnriririg of the landscape.

(Activity :t2. Reference rill

*6 1)IttrcHtlatt' bett'i'crt vwc, ,dell aril wipii1,1,1ozcri ( lake riot,' in Pm( ro.,(-()pi( gram appeartinet' and
i.,(iriatttgl Irl ,.;rain ,mtrast the 1,.,1,11N plapies trl tht tic()

(Activity tt 1 Reference 41 2)

7 Hi-, rib,' the (//ar,i, world iltstributton of loess drposlts

(Reference tn. 2)



References

Gilluly, James, et al., Principles of. Geology, 1975, pp. 326-345.

2 Janes, J. Robert; geology and the New Global Tectonics, 1976, pp. 264-2139.

Activities and Investigations

1. Find local cross-bedding planes in local sandbanks to determine whether they are of ealian or
fluvial origin. See illustrations in Gilluly, et al., Principles Of Geology;1975, p. 344 compared
with p. 375. , ".1

Determine also regularity of grain size, angular edges and ..opacitie characteristic of sand
blasting by means of a microscope.

2 Hamblin, W. Kenneth, Howard, James D., Exercises in Physical ,Geology, 1975, Chapter 10, ,

Erosion in Arid Regions, pp. 80-83.

3. American Geological Institute, Geology and Earth Selehees,Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 161-165.

Streams of sand pou'red in front of a fan, when allowed to settle around obstructions, are used
to simulate sand dunes formation:'

Part IV Ground Water

The student st16Cild -be able to'

1. Manipulaq.apparatiis to incestiNate porosity, permeability find hydraulic conductivity.

(Activity #1. 2)

* 2. Describe the relationship of the ,voter- table, to marshes, lakes and streams.

(Reference #1, 2)

* 3. Di;:crittlittato between perched. confined, and typical ground 'eater tables.

(Reference #1, 2, 3, 4)

4. Describe the hydrirulit and the rnorrruerrt of water accorilin,,,; to Darcy'. Law,
t

(Reference #1. 2)

'Discriminate between the effect,: of natural and artificial discharge itf ground water.

(Reference #1)

Describe ground I fer forilltiflolo, of 'ql111110f1 and precipitation

23.
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,

(Reference #1, 3)
,

Map the major productive aquifers in Canada and U.S.A.

(Activity #3; ReferenOe #1,z 2, 4)

References

1. Gilluly, James, et al., Principles of Geology, 1975, pp. 310-320.

2. Long, Leon E., Geology, 1974, Groundwater, 463-475.

3. Janes, J..Robert, Geology and the New Global Tectonics, 1976, Groundwater: The movement and
work of underground waters, pp. 230-239.

4, American Geological Institute, Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 144-150.

Activities and Inveitigations

1, American Geological Institute, Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 144-145,
methOds of measuring porosity, permeability and capillary action are shown.

2. 'Ameri'can Geological Institute, Investigating the Earth, 1973, pp. 172-174.

Investigating the movement of water in earth. Apparatus required illustrated.

'3

3. Using references 1 and 4 together with hydrological map's for the local area from municipal
sources, map some of the major areas iq North America rich in ground water.

Part V Physical Erosion, Chernkcal and Biotic Weathering

The student should be able to:

* 1. Discuss the hazards and et tect of the dozonslooe movement of soils and rock materials.

(Reference #1. 2)

2. (;atfther' data and determine how ttedecieloal eneeteriel., react ()loom-alit/ to hydration, 11,e/dr-elitists, oxidation
weed rhore t eon

(Activity tt-1 Reference 01 2)

.S/I,S,Netit 11, /V)! h ph al 11,1;1 1heaileltl woi tiler] lake place through Inotte. enfluences.

(ActiVity #1, Reference 02)

2
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Roforeisoes

1. Gilluly, James, at al., Principles of Geology, 1975, pp. 2,15-245.

2. Janes, J. Robert, Geology and AI New Global Tectonics, 1976, pp. 220251.

Activities and Investigations

1. American Geological Institute: Geology and Earth Science Sourcebook, 1970, pp. 160-162;

Exercises- which deriionstrate the effect of freezing water, of oxidation steel :wool, of
hydration using plaster-of-paris, of carbon dioxide solution as an acid, and of plant roots

. producing acid are presented.

SUBSURFACE EARTH PROCESSES

Subsurface earth processes are not known from direct observations. The physical and chemical
properties of magma are based on observations of volcanic products and synthetic magmas anti on-
studies of geophysical properties of the earth.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Part I Volcanism
T,he students should be able to:

* 1. Volcanic Rocks

Classify at sight, using a hand lens, volcanic rocks according 4o a classification chart for 'igneous rocks.

(Activity, #1; 'Films #3 and 5; Videotape #1; Filmstrip #3)

Types of Volcanoes,

Distinguish between the following volcanic-features:

-a. shield volcanoes
b. cinder cones .

c. composite volcanoes
d. lava plateaus

e. plug dome

(investigation #2, Sheets 4, 5, 6, 7, and 12; Films #1, 2; 3 and 4: Videotapes #1 and 2;',Film-
strips #1, 2 and 3; Field trip #1)

3. Geothermal Eruptions .

Describe eru tions, including geysers, hot springs and phreatic explosions, according to:

a. activity ctive, extinct, dormant)
b. continuity of eruption
c. type of eruption (central, areal, fissure, phreatic)
d. tyr3e of product (proportions of gas, liquid, solid)
e. violence of eruption
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.*

(Investigatiph, #2, Sheets 10, 11, 16; Films #1 ,,2, and 4; Videot4es #1, 2 and 3)

4*4. T of Lava
,

' Distinguish ;between, and nathe, the various' types of lava by their composition and behaviour while
flowing; and' identify, the rock formed when the lava. cools.
..

a. 1194 flow,i Ai,
b. ash flOws or nuee amente
c. pillow lava

1

..y
(Investigation ;').A -heets 1, 10, and 11; Films #2 and 3; Videotapes #2 and 3)

* 5. Weathering and Erosion, of Lava Flows and Volcanic Cpnes

a. recognize and.describe results of the weathering ofvolcanic structures (e.g. plug domes,
0),(posed.4tykes and sills, deposits' of volcanic soil, guyots, lava plateaus and mesas.)

,,
b. distingyisb,petween the effects of various times, methods and amounts of weathering on

each of thee five: composite cones, cinder cones, shield volcanoes, lava plateaus and
plug domeS. r

..
(Investigation #2, Sheets 9, 11, and 13; Activity #3)

6. Hazards
,ti

Given the characteristics of 'a volcanic area (frequency and length of time of eruption, nature of lava and

other products, source of lava and other products, Violence oferuption, prevailing winds, slopes), describe
the nature and extent of the hazards to humans, structures and communities.

If
n

(Investigation #2, Shee, t 20)

Referenda

1. AGI, Gedlogy and larth Scjences Sourcebook, Chapter 2, Volcanoes.

2. Janes, Geology and the New Global Tectonics, Chapter 3, Volcanoes and Their Products.

3: Atlas of Volcanic Phenomena.

4. Gilluly; et al., Principles of Geology.

Activities and investigations

1. Hamblin and Howard, Exercises in Physical Geology, Exercise #3, Textures, Aphanitic and
Glass'; Families; Gabbro-Basalt and Peridotite.

2. Atlas of Volcanic Rhertomena, Sheets 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16 and 20.

3., Hamblin and: Howard, Exercises in Physical Geology, Exercise 14, Volcanic land forms.

4
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Films

1. Heartbeat of a volcano, EBF.

2. VolcOnic Landscapes Part 1. MOY.

3. Volcanic LandscapeS Part 2. MOY.

4. Volcanoes: Exploring the Restless Earth, EBF.

5. Rocks That Originate Underground, EBF.

Videotapes

rr 1. The Fire Within, TV Ontario.

.2. Volcanic Landscapes Part 1. MOY.

3. Volcanic Landscapes Part 2." MOY.

Filmstrips

1. Volcanoes, Parts "2 and 3. MEM.

2. Volcanicity, MEM.

3. Volcanic Rocks, EBF.

Field Trips

1. Bowers, Garibaldi Geology, Geolo icel Survey of Canada.

2. Vancouver Geology, Geological S rvey of Canada.

3.. Field Trips to Southwestern B.C. Department of Geological Sciences, U.B.C.

Part II Intrusive Formations

The student should be able to:

* 1. .Plutonic Rocks

a. classify at sight, using a hand Ions, plutonic (igneous) rocks according to a classification
chart of igneous rocks.

(Activity #1; Filin #1; Filmstrips #1 and 2)

Bodies of Plutonic Rock

a. describe the locations of local large bodies of granite rock (batholiths).
b. describe the locations of local sills and dykes.
c. compare and contrast the size and frequency of crystals in samples of igneous rock of

various compositions.- Deduce the origins of the rock from the evidence collected.

(Investigation #2, Sheet 2)

27.
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* 3. Magma

Suggest, from looting at .rocks, a hypothetical composition for(the original magma:

a. a solution of molten rock.
b. A solution of molten rock containing fragments of unmelted rock, dissolved gases and

crystals, in amounts determined by the temperature and pressure.

(Investigation #2; Sheet 2)

* 4. The Formation of igneous Rock

4,

a. describe and explain the order of-crystallization (the Bowen reaction series).
b. describe and demonstrate factors affecting cooling rate and crystal size.

c. describe the following processes, which occur as magma cools and the pressure on it
diminishes:

gases and vapours-escape
crystals of low, density float
crystals of high density settle
one substance diffuses through another at the interface
the rock in the wall of the magma chamber is assimilated into the magma.

d. with reference to the Bowen Reaction series suggest how and where in the batholith.a
given igneous rock was formed.,

(Investigation #2, sheet2: Investigation #3, Unit 1, Earth Materials, Volcanism)

5. Oceans and Atmospheres

a. suggest a method by which oceans and atmospheres have reached their present com-
position.

b. describe the interation of the oceans and the crust of the earth.

(Investigation #3)

References

1. AGI, Geology and Earth Scicnceti Sourcellook, Chapter 4. Mountgin Building and Rock Defor-
mations. Chapter 5, The Atmosphere.

2. Janes. Geology ,ind The Neu' Cl(117111 TeCt011iC,. Chapter 4. Igneous Intrusion and its Products.

3. Gilluly. et al.. Priticiple,; of Geology, Chapter 9. Constructive Part of the Geologic Cycle-Igneous
Activity and Metamorphism.

'Activities and Investigations

1. Hamblin and Howard. Exercises in Physical Geology, Exercise 43

2. Atlas of Volcanic Phenomena, Sheets 1 and 2

3 AGI, Geology and the Earth Sciences Sourcebook, Chapter 5. The Attnosphere
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Films

1. Rocks that Originate underground. EF.

2. Why Do We Still Have Mountains? EBF.

Filmstrips

1. Plutonic Rocks.

2. Rock Families.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Structural geology includes the stuffy of the major geologic processes responsible forbe evolution
of not only the layers of the earth but also the development of. the broad patterns and grain of the
crust of the planet. As sucheit includes the study of plate tectonics, sea floor spreading, and moun-
tain building.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Part I - The Structure and Mechanics of the Earth

The student should be able to:

* 1. State the layers of the earth and be able 'o make a rough sketch of the interior of the earth, labelling all
principle parts and showing approximate thickness of each layer in kilometres.

(Activity #6, 7, 8, 9, 46)

* 2. Give evidence for the fact that the solid earth is layered.

(Activity #6, 7, 811, 46; See also Part III, Activity #1, 3)

* 3. Summarize-the history (if+continental drift, stating names of people who proposed the theory and giving the
names of the original cvtinents they proposed.

(Activity 4i6, 27, 28, 29, 30)

State what is meant by sea-floor spreading and list the evidence to support it.

(Activity #4. 5,0, 13, 15. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 39, 41, 42743. 44. 45)

* 5. Discuss the mechanisms of plate tectonics including different types of plate boundaries.

(Activity #4, 5. 7. 9, 15. 16. 17, 18, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28. 29. 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37. 38, 40)

* 6. List the probable causes for the moventcht-; of the pltite.,;.

(Activity #26, 27, 29, 41)

29



* 7. State where the new material comes from that reaches the crust in plate tectonics.

,

Ctivi #15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 26, 29, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 40)

* 8. State the geological activities that go on where /he crustal material is being destroyed and give, the
evidence that support it.

(Activity #22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 32, 37, 30, 40)

9., Pi.edict the:future" of continued displacement on the San Andreasfault and the role it might play in the
movement of 'the Pacific Plate.

(Activ4 #17, 24)

303
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Ref rences

Long, LE., 1974, Geology, Chapter 11 The. Grand Synthesis: Introduction (pp. 322-353).
Chapter 12 Th,e Grand Synthesis: ConClusion (pp. 3542377)

.Gilluly, James, et al., 1975, Principles of Geology. Chapter 8 Renewing the Geologic Cycle
(pp. 127-157). Chapter 9 Constructive Part,Of the Geologic..Cycle - Igneous Activity and
Metamorphism (pp. 158-203). Chapter 7 - Earthquakes and the Earth's Interior (pp, 89-426)-

takes, WI., 1973, Essentials ofi, Earth History. t apter 8 - Structure and Mechanics of the
arth (pp..168-189).

4. J a nes, J.R., 1976, Geology and the New Global Tectonics. Chapter 1 - Plate Tectonics and the
S udy of the Earth. Chapter 7 - Mountains and Geological Structures.

5. Ae I, investigating the Earth, 1973, Chapter 13 - The Driving Force of the Rock Cycle (pp. 279-
29 ). Chapter 11 - Mountains from the Sea. Chapter 18 - Development of a Continent (pp.
395 415).

6. AGI. investigating the Earth, 1973, Teacher's Edition. Chapter 11 Mountains from the Sea (pp.
122- 33). Chapter 13 -'Th.e Driving Force of the Rock Cycle (pp. 145-153).,Chapter 18 -
Deve optnent of a Continent (pp. 207-217',

7. The 0 en University (TOU), 1971, Major Feature's of the Earth's Sub-face, Continental Movement,
Sea -floc r Spreading and Plate Tectonics (Units 24 and 25).

8. The Op n University (TOU). 1971. Earth History land 11. Unit 2t6.2.4.1 Features of Yount' Fold
Mountai s at Continent/Ocean Boundaries (pp. 19-23).

J. Hamblin, W.K., and Howard, J.D., 1975. Exercises in Physical Geology(4th Ed.). Chapter 17 -
Tectonics of North America (pp. 146-153). Chapter 18 - Topography of the Ocean Floor (pp.
154-163).

10. Brice. J.C.. \and Levin, H.L.. 1969. Laboratory Studies in Eprth History. Chapter 6 - Inferences
from peal° is Maps (pp. 65-74). Chapter 13 - A study of Crustal Movement: San Franciebq
Bay (pp. 19 -196).

11. Continents Ad ft (Readings from Scientific American). Paper 4 - The Interior of the Earth (pp.
22-27). Paper Continental Drift (pp. 41-56). Paper 7 - The Confirmation of Continental
Drift (pp. 57-67). Paper 11 The Breakup of Pangaea (pp. 102-114). Paper 13 - Geosyn-
clines, Mountains and Continent-building (pp. 124-132) and Paper 15 - The.San Andreas
Fault (pp. 143,-157).

12. 'AGI, Geology and Tart': Sciences Sourebook for Elementary and Secondary Schools. Chapter 3 -
Earthquakes and The Earth's Interior (pp. 79-98). Chapter 4 - Mountain Building and Rock
Deforthation (pp. 99-114).

13. ISCS. Cri,;ty Pt-oh/env; nacher'.-; I.ditron. Chapter 1 A First Look at Earth (pp. 1-25). Chap-
The Mountains (pp. 27-44). Chapter 17 Wedge-shaped Mountains and Uplift by

Fatilting (pp. 79-82). Chapter 18 Uplift of Mountains Due to Folding (pp. 83-85).
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Activities and Investigations

Continents

Construct a sketch across a hypothetical continent and show the followi g feattires to scale:
. 'la) an 8 000 m mountain range (b) a wide coastal plain extending up to the average height of

land in continental platforms (840 m) (c) a wide continental shelf a depth of 200 m (d) a
narrow and steep continental slope extending down to a very a ab ssal plain at 6 000 m'
(e) and.sa deep ocean trench (but very narrow) extendi n to a d th of 11 000 m. Note
how a small rise or fall of sea level would considerably change the 'ar as of land relative to
sea. Study the cross-section in The Open University, 1971, Major Fe urea Of the Earth's

. Surface (Unit 24), .p. 19, fig."8.

2
0 4.

Compare the present map of Europe to a Map of Europe as it must have, looked during the
.Pleistocene, when water was frozen in the enlarged ice caps and sea levels were about 200
m lower than today. See the map in The Open Univeristy, 1971, Major Features of the Earth's.
Surface (Unit 24), p. 19, fig. 7..

3. Study. the present-day distribution of, oceanic and continental, crust by percentagtarea (the
Earth's surface area is approximately 51 x 107 km2)7Study the percentage of land versus sea'
and. make some assumptions,about the kinds of sediments being deposited today as they
relate to their environment of depositioh. Sea table 2 .in The Open University, 1971. Major

\ Features of the Earth's Surface (Unit 24), p. 20.

Continental.Structure
., ..

i

4. Define and compare orogenic beltsand cratons..Study a map showing the distrib tion of
major orogenic belts and note the concentric arrangement of orogenic belts are rid. the
cratons: Suggest a possible explanation of this process of nucleation,and construct a series
of plastic overlays that show how North America grew by the Plastering of successively
younger orogenic belts around a cehtral craton. See p. 21, fig. 9'in The Open University, 1971,
Major Features of the Earth's Surface (Unit 24).

5. Tensional movements create rift valleys such as the Rhine Rift Valley and the Great. Rift
Valley. system of East Africa. Experiment with two boards through which a few artshav,e,
been driven so as to allow only their heads to protrude about .1 cm above each boards sur-
face. Plac the edges of the boards -together and presS` a 2 cm thick layer of modelling clay
firmly aga nst the surface so that it is firmlyimolded around the nail heads. Then gently pull
the board apart and observe the kinds of surface features formed. By moving, the boards
parallel- t the edges another kind of deformation can be observed in the clay. Try the 'ex-
periment again but use plaster or a flour and water paste. By Moving the boards at.different
times and using different consistencies of plaster a number of interesVng structures can be
,created. Try the experiment again by placing the. clay on the boards with the edges 3 cm
apart and then slowly push them together or move them tangentially or Parallel to the board -

edges. Those structural features created in the clay and/or plaster Will resemble the kind that
develop in orogenic belts under a stale of 'compression. Compare the structures created to
actual cross-sections of mountain ranges in North America such as \the Appalachians and to
those in Europe such as the Alps. See figs. 1.0 a 11,,pp. 21-221n The Ope University, 1971,
Major-Features of the Earth's Surface (Unit 4).

Mountains

6. Provide students with the two figures of a plumb-bob transit setukas own in figures 12
and 13 of TOU (The Open Univeristy), Major Features of the Earth's "Surface (Unit 24) on p.
23. Question: Will the plumb-bob at survey X station.near a mountain rOge hang vertically?
Review Newton's Law of gravitational attraction and give them in th*Oasic equation

ft

41 1-4

F
Gm,m,

r2
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Students should be able to discuss ihe prObability of the foil(' propositions posed on page 24
in TOU (Unit 24). Provide numericarestimates of the forces involved in a "typical" mountain
range and calculate the effect on a plumb-bob. Let them measure the mass of areal plumb-
bob. Simplify the assumptions such as regarding the mountain as a point mass and that the -*
force exerted by the mountain is horizontal. See the procedure outlined on pp. 25-26 in TpU
(Unit 24). The answer indicates that there are light-weight ',roots' under mountainous areas.
Airy's assumption that the Earth's, crust can be likened to a rigid shell floating on a liquid
substratum of greater density provided the first meaningful data o'n the behaviour Of the
material in the mantle. One hundred years later this data had important implications in the
theory of plate tectonics.

The depth to which columns (mountain masses) sink intothe Earth depends on the density
differences between the 'liquid' substratum and that of the''floating crustal logs'. See p. 27 in
TOU (Unit 24). Experiment with differery types of material such as ice and wood floating in
water and calculate the density of each material based on the amount of `subcrustal' material
displaced. Assume the ice and wood are crustal blocks and the water is subcrustal material.
Calculate the density of each by measuring the amount of fluid displaced in avgraduated
cylinder. Experiment using other types of 'subcrustal material' such as mercury. In each case
direct measurements of the amount of fluid displaced can be determined if the experiment is
performed in a wide-mouth graduated cylinder. Introduce the concept of isostasy as it now
eXplains the fact that surface features of the earth, are in a state of balance. See pp. 28-30 in
TOU (Unit 24).

8. Provide sufficient data to/students to enable them to discuss gravity anomalies. The unit used
to meast4e a gravity an6mely is a milligal (mgal) a thousandth of a gal. A gal is the average
total g fol.' the Earth and is named after Galileo. Explain the method by which an area of
gravity anomaly can be mapped by surveying an area in detail and by joining up points of
equal gravity (lines are isogals and are analogous to contours). Study the illustrations and
gravity map of the Baltic in TOU (Unit 24) on pp. 31-34. Attempt the questions on pp. 32 and
33 of TOU (Unit 24).

One idea, long held, is that there are movements of material within the upper part of the
Earth's mantle which compensate for .inass movements at the surface. ConSider a moun-
tainous area and a nearby sea. With time, the tops of the-mountains will be eroded and the
rock debris transported to the sea. The load of the mountain will be less and a compensating
*movement occurs as the mountain is `floated' to a higher level within the fluid substratum.
Demonstrate this by floating a thick piece of wood in water. Place a pile of sand oh the sur-
face of the wood and mark the water level. Simulate erosion by removing some of the sand
and mark the new water level. The 'mountains' riseo replace the debris removed. See pp. 34-
36 in TOU (Unit 24) and answer questions on pp. .35-36.

Oceans

10 Study the sketch' section across the North Atlantic trom Florida to the English Channel. Is
there any symmetry about the general distribution of topographic features of the Atlantic?
See p. 38 in TOU (Unit 24).

11. The continental shelf, an inner flat zone along the edge of a continent, has an average, in-
clination away from the continents of only 0 07'. The water over the continental shelf is
usually less than 200 metres deep. The area occupied by continental shelves occupies about
12 per cent of the Earth's surface. Bearing in mind that the continental shelf is geologically
continent; can you think of any reason why this area should be so flat? See pp. 38-39 in TOU
(Unit 24). Usea'stream table to study the effect of wave action on a sandy beach. See Activity
4-2, pp. 158-159 in Crusty Problems (Teacher's Edition).

12. Contrast and compare the sediments of the continental margin and those of the deep ocean
floor. Study recent and rock samples of continental margin marine sediments and turbidites.
Create turbidity currents in a sedimentation tank. See Activity 13-4 (Investigating density
currents.) in ESCP, Investigating the Earth Teacher's Guide (part 2) on pp. 361-362.
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13. Investigate a sea mount. The hills which project well above the 'general level of the ocean
floor are generally termed sea mounts.. These submarine volcanoes are illustrated in cross -
section one 41, in TOU (Unit 24). Provide a topographic map of a hypothetical or real sea
mount and construct a cross-section from the data. Account for the flat tops of sea mounts
and explain their location and depth in various parts of the Pacific Ocean. Flat topped sea'
mounts are termed guyots.

14. Investigate the evolution of an atoll. Provide data given on p. 42 in TOU (Unit 24). Why not
suggest that the sea floor has sunk beneath a volcano by isostatic readjustment as in fig. 25
of TOU (Unit 24) p. 42. Construct a model volcano of clay and place it in a plastic tray or
aquarium. By adding water the volcano is gradually submerged and b.ecomes an island. Add
a ling of pink clay as a doughnut around the surface of the clay model to simulate a coral
reef. As water level continues. the rise. the 'coral reef' grows upwards, continued subsidence
results in the complete submergence of the volcano, so that the reef encloses a circular
lagoon and thereby produces an atoll. How then have some guyots, the flat surfaces of which
often are covered by the remains of shallow.water marine animals, come to be over 1 000 m
beneath the surface of the' sea?

The Oceanic Ridges

15. Study the distribution of oceanic ridges and rises. See the illustration in TOU (Unit 24) on p.
43., The initial study of oceanic ridges should focus on description and students should be
,required to draw a cross-section of either a hypothetical ridge or a real one. Important parts
of the physiography of the ridge should be labeled such as median valley or axial rift.

16. Oceanic ridges are compoied of baSalt. Give the student a piece of .basalt and speculate that
it was recovered from some part of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Indicate to the student that the
basalt came from either the axial rift or the central high mountains. Bearing in mind the rock
type the student should expreis an opinion about the process responsible for the formation of
that part of the ridge. Study pp. 43-46 in TOU (Unit 24).

17. Study a geologic or physiographic map of the Atlantic Ocean basin. Note that oceanic ridges
do not continue without interruption across the oceans; they are cut by fracture zones. These
zones are a type of fault unique to ocean basins and called a transform fault. Cut out Figure,
45 in TOU (Unit 24) on.p. 67. Cut out the back cover of TOU (Uhit 25) showing an oceanic
ridge cut by two transform faults. Insert fold 1 (Fig. 45) into slot 1, fold .2 into slot 2, fold 3 into
slot 3. Pull the folds through from the underside of the back cover (baseboard). Then as you
pull.the paper out thro gh the slots (see diagram on back cover of TOU (Unit 25), the relative
movements alon transform faults will be seen. Make your own model of two transform,
faults ,from ac al maps of the North Pacific ocean floor adjacent Vancouver Island and
demonstrate th movement along the transform faults there.

y Study the charts showing the physical features of ocean basins such as the one available
from the Geological Society of America or from Time, Incorporated. Note that at some points.
along rr(id-ocean ridges,'such as Iceland and Tristan da Cunha, an excessive'outpouring of
I- a has built active volcanic islands that are connected to the shores of adjacent continents

lateral ridges. If the "hot spots" under these islands have existed since the oceans began
open, theft, excess lava could have built those lateral ridges. The progressively older

northwest of the active island of Hawaii could also have formed over such a hot spot.
this phenomenon after reading "Continental Drift" by J. Tuzo Wilson in Continents

1-55).

isla
Report
Adrift (pp.

19. Present the controversy that exists over the origin and reconstruction of the Indian Ocean.
Read and compare the-two ideas presented in "Continental Drift" by J. Tuzo Wilson in Con-s. tinents Adrift (pp. 41-55) and "The'Confirmation of Continental Drift" by.P.M. Hurley in the
same_ book (pp. 57-67).
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20. The topogtaphy of the ocean floor has been maPped by means of seism ic reflection profiles.

ud
From the profile the features and shallow structure of featufeS on the ocean floor
can be recognized. St pp. 154-159 in Exercises in Physical Geology and answer the
questions on pp. 155-156 and 158.

21. Excellent physiographlc maps have now completed of the'oCean floors. Consult the
Earth Science 11 guide (p. A6) for a list of the most important maps showing the physical
features of the ocean basins. Study Fig. 180 (P. 261) in Exercises in Physical Geology and an-
swer the questions on p. 160. it" ,

,
.

22. A part of the Pacific Ocean floor is portrayed
.

in Fig. 181 (p. 163) in Exercises in Physical
Geology. Note the numerous guyots and the distribution of the deep trenches. Relate' the
position of the Japan Trench to your understanding of fhe movement of the Pacific Plate and
answer the questions on p. 162 of Exercises in

.P .k.ysical Geology.

23.. A carefurstudy of the western margin of the Pacific Ocean floor and the eastern coast tofe mAisia-

reveals the striking fact that continental shelves. are most commonly im-
mediate hinterland is not only mountainous (due to geologically recent o. nrIogeedndiihncacnt

the shelf
feature
is characterized by the presence of active, or recentlY active, volcanoes
feature is often replaced, by an elongated trench or ocean deep, lying close off shore and
roughly parallel to the coast. Study pp. 45_49 in TOU (Unit 24) and suggest an explanation
that ties in the concept of plate tectonics, the movement of the Pacific Plate and directions of
underthrusting around the Pacific. Study Fig. 40 in TOU (Unit 24) carefully before you for-
mulate your answer.

Plate Boundary Studies (Transform Faults)

24. The California San Andreas Fault is an outstanding example of a transform fault that offsets
the Mid-Pacific Rise (a sea floor spreading centre). The San Francisco Bay area is well
known as a city where geologic history illustrates the dramatic rapidity of changes in land
and sea that occur in an active belt of faulting. The geologic problems of California related to
movement along the San Andreas fault are not unlike potential problems of earth movement
related to the Queen Charlotte Fault and earthquakes along the Pacific Rim of Canada. Study

Lpp. 191-196 in Laboratory Studies in Earth History (Chapter 13, A Study of Crustal Movement:
San Francisco Bay). A Geologic map of the San Francisco Bay weals Provided and it shows
the trace of the San Andreas Fault. Students should study this map and trace the San An-
dreas Fault System on the Geologic Map of North America. It illustrates a strike-slip fault with

regardingright lateral movement. What implications does the movement have the Pacific
Plate? Students should answer the questions and study the photographs on PP. 191 -196.. Note
several objections to the concept of great llatera

.
.

movement raised on p. 194.

25. The Tectonics of North America is the subject
ct o f for students

e1n7Is

to come acquainted with
146-153) in Exercises in(pp.

Phy ical Geology. This is. an excellent opportunity
the major structural components (greatly simplified) of the North American continent and
h they fit into the plate tectonics theory. Opportunities for distinguishing the structure and

story of shield areas versus folded mountain belts and rift zones are Presented in two im-
portant maps (Figs.'167 and 168). How does the geology of these three subdivisions differ and
what implications can be drawn about the his tory of the North American plate?

26. The readings compiled by J. Tuzo Wilson in Continents Adrift (Readings from
studies for students

Scientific)American) pro ide excellent supplementary seek ing to delve more
The history of the continental drift theory woulddeeply into the concept of plate tectonics.

make an excellent student report with the Paper entitled "Continental Drift" by J. "Lao
,.

Wilson, a Canadian, providing most of the important information.
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27. The first indications that plate motion acting against the fprce of gravitymust pulling the
crust down beneath the trenches and dragging sediments into the earth were presented in a
landmark paper entitled "The Trenches of the Pacific" by R.L. Fisher and Roger Revel le (pp.

-10-15 in Continents: Adrift). By plotting up the epicentres of pontinually occurring ear-
thquakes the students can document. that trenches are important-zones of tectonic activity..
Have your students conduct an earthqUake watch. (See 1-7 in Investigating the Earth ,
(Teacher's Guide, Part 1) where the sequence of activities is presented on pp. 49 -50. You will
need to order Epicentre Cards by writing to .thEi Environmental Science Services Ad-
trninistration (ESSA) Coast and Geodetic Survey, Rockville, Maryland 20852 at least one
month prior to beginning this activity. The Epicentre Cards will list the follow* types of
data. (1) Date of earthquake (2) Greenwich Mean Time (the time at zero degrees longitude,
the Prime Meridian (3) Latitude (4) Longitude (5) Region (geographic location of epicentre)
(6) Depth (depth of focus in kilometres (6) Magnitude (severity of earthquake on the Richter
Scale, given in Investigating the Earth, Teacher's Guide, pp. 145-153..

28. The concept that ocean trenches and island arcs evolve into,subsiding belts (sometimes ter-
med geosynclines) and later uplifted to form mountain belts is presented in Marshall Kay's ar-
ticle "The Origin of Continents" in Continents Adrift (pp. 16-20), Other types of subsiding
belts begin with rifting and also can collectan astonishing array of sedim'ents and volcanic
material such as are now found along the shores of Great Slave Lake. Students cart-construct
a 'collecting basin' for sediments by using 'a variety of materials such has clay, silt,' sand,
plaster, etc. and then deform it by squeezing 'it together in a 'Squeeze Box'. Late; by flooding
the model with water the creating of island 'arcs and ocean trenches becomes apparent.

29. The concept that the asthenosphere is at least partially molten apd that the lithosphere is
cool enough to be rigid and strong, extending to a depth of abouf 100 km, provided a new
look at the relationship between the crust of the earth and the 'Mantle'. The paper entitled
The Plastic Layer.of the Earth's Mantle" by D.L. Anderson in Continents Adrift (pp. 28-35)

presents the data that confirmed that existence of a low-velocity or fluid zone beneath the
crust and upon which the plates 'drift' about. The concept can be demonstrated qUite simply
by using soup and crackers and heating the soup to the point where convection currents rise
and force the crackers apart. Afterwards, a good lunch can be enjoyed by all.

30. Tear a pile Of 10 newspaper pages (at the same time), shuffle the Pages and then try to match
them up. The principle of continental fit by matching coastlines is not the only criteria to be
used in reconstructing, ancient supercontinents. The matching of..the proper pages (page
numbers have been eliminated) requires that the print be matched across the tear-In the
same way geologists look for structural trends such as faults and told mountain belts, that
can be traced from one continent into another after the continental margins have been
pushed together to confirm the existence of a supercontinent.

31. Study the fit of the continents illustrated on p. 56,of "The Confirmation .of Continental Drift"
by P.M. Hurley in Continents Adrift. .Note that five continental blocks have been 'lifted
together; (1) North America, (2) South America (3) freenland (4) Western Europe and (5)
Africa. Trace this map onto a ditto sheet, and then cut out the five blocks giving each student
the problem of fitting them together propprly.. The teacher should trace the outline of each
continent onto the ditto sheet in such a/way that they cannot be matched until they have
been cut out and rearranged. Students should tape or glue them down so as to reconstruct
the supercontinent to which they once belonged.

Sea-Floor Spreading

32. Study pp. 19-25 in Crusty Problems (Teacher's Edition). NOte that students should already
have had a unit on earthquakes and know something about the distribution of earthquake
foci in Benioff zones and along mid-ocean ridges and at other plate botindaries. Construct a
model of a continent prior to rifting and use sheets of notebook paper or construction paper
to simulate the continental plate. See activity' 1 on p. 21 of Crusty Problems (Teacher's
Edition).
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331 Usini-a bar magnet and two compasses simulate the Earth's Magnetic field and detect the
field using the compasses. Draw a line on each sheet of paper from activity 1 (above) so as
mark the place of incipient rifting:See aotivity 2 on p. 22 of Crusty Problems (Teacher's
Edition). ""to

34. Rift or split, the supercontinent by placing one hand on each sheet of paper and slowly
spreading the papers away from the center (simulating the deVelopenent'of new ocean floor
as happens today in the vicinity of the Red Sea). See activity 3 on p. 22 of Crusty Fliolblems

',(TeaCher's Edition).

After shading the area of paper that you have pulled out fiom beneath the table with a drayon,
4

record the magnetic field as determined by the needles of the compasses. Mark the'direction
of polarity on the colored strip with a black felt pen. See activity 4 on p. 22 of.Crusty Problems
(Teachei's

36. Turn the magnet around 180`), so that the end that was away from the paper is now pointing
1,;= toward the paper. Spread the continents as previously but shade the riew area a,different

colour and again record the direction of polarity (n9w reversed). See Activity 5 on p. 23 of
Crusty Problems (Teacher's Edition).

7. If new material is created in the sea-floor spreading centres what happens tolhe ojd sea-
floor where it meets a continental boundary? Extend the paper until it reaches a simulated
subduction zone (another crack between two tables) and forde it back beneath the tabkt
(beneath the adjacent continent (simulating the continent with books or clay). Continuit
creating new sea-floor and destroying old sea-floor in the subductioh zone. Pose OA
question about what happens to the oceanic plate where it descends beneith the continental
lithospheric plate. Also, what, types of processes operate in this zone (earthquakes, melting,
volcanism etc.). Then pose the question about the age of the sea-floor and have students
consider the implications of oceanic plate consumption in terms of the age of the Pacific
Ocean basin (for example).

38. Investigate features of 'young'.fold mountains at continent/ocean boundaries. Study pp. 19-
23, TOU (Unit 26). Fleport on the four main processes operating at the leading edge of a con-
tinental plate ,(the edge which overrides the descending oceanic plate): '(1) igneous (2)
metamorphic (3) deformational and (4) sedimentary. Figure 6 on p. 21 is an idealized section
through a destructiVe plate margin. Match the appropriate letter with the-items on the list
(TOU, unit 26).

Study and report-on the five main lines of evidence which suppicrt fhe theorids of continental
drift art0,sea-,floor spreading. These.are (1) topographic fit betvVeknthe,continents. (2,) fit of
menic belti between the continents,. (3) paleoplimatic, palpd,wgraphic and paleon-

tolOpicat evidence, (4) paleomagneteviciatice, and (5).ocean flOo(evidence. (TOU, unit 26,
- PP,18,

.40. Investigate the various types of ,plate margins in plate tectonic theory. (TOU, unit 26, pp. 20-
24.) According to The Open Unkersity, Unit 26 (Continental Movement, Sea-Floor Spreading
and Plate Tectonics, pp. 20 -22) there are four main types of plate margin. These are: (1) con-
structive or oceanic ridge margins, (2) destructive margins df coastal' mountain range and
island arc type [B.C. in the. Cretaceous], (3) 'destructive margins of intracontinental type, a'nd
(4) conservatime margins [B.C. today]. See if you can select from the array of features listed
on p. 23 (TOU, unit 26) those that match the first three types of margin listed. Answers are
listed on p. 24.
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41. Investigate and read several papers ftbout,lhe causes of plate rhotion.-(TOU, tit 28, pp. 24-
26.) The two main theories** (1) convection currents throughout .the mant and (2) con-
vootiOn .currents: In the.'roW-velocity zone .only.

42. Investigel the evidence for plate tectonic theory and then answer the self-assessment
questions presented on pp. 30-31 of TOU, unit 26.

43. Examine an illustration (such as the one in question 7, p. 33, TOU, unit 26) which shows the
topographic profile ..of an ocean floor, together with the magnetic anomaly profile. The
itnomalies are arbitrarily labelled from left to right. How would yOu interpret this information?
fndicate whether the possibilities given below are likely to be true or false (see quelstion 7,
TOU, unit 26, p. 33).

44. Examine the polar wandering curve for two hypothetical continents. Whendid they begin to
drift apart? (See question 8, TOU, unit 26, p. 33.).

45. Examine a diagrairr which shows the magnetic. anomaly profiles for the South Atlantic and'
the South Pacific. the anomaly' pattern for the Atlantic has dates (in Ma) indicated on it;
correlate it with the South Pacific profile and work out the spreadLng rate of the $outh Pacific
during: (a) the last 20 Ma and (b) the period 20430 Ma ago. (See question 9, TOU, Unit 26, p.
34.)

Investigate all the criteria that enable. Africa to be matChed to South America In the c ondept
of continental drift. The .six criteria are: (1) extent of continental Shelf and coastline 9t. (2)r,
distribution. of cratons and orogenic belts. (3i-extent of ice cap 250 Ma ago (during the
Permo-Carboniferous glaciation, (4) sequence of rocks laid down between 120 Ma and 80 Ma
(Jurassic and Cretaceous), (5) paiaeomagnetic data and (6) ocean floor age. All data is con-
cisely presented on pp. 16-18 of The Open University (Unit .25) entitled "Continental
movement, Sea-Floor Spreading and Plate Tectonics."

46. Construct a drawing to scale of the interior of the earth ahowing the principle subdivision:
Use graph paper and a compass. Colour the various zones and label carefully.



, II Iltruoturid rooluros

The student should be able to:

* 1. Fiti and meoure the dif and strike of an outcrop.

)

(Activity #15, 16, is)
s.

4 .

Diagram or. map the subsurface structures indicatLd by the dip. and strike of on

. (Activity #1, 2; 3, 7, 8! 9, 10: 11, 12, 15, 16)

* 3. ,Name and diagram (Anticlinal, monoclinal, synclinal and plunging folds.

4

(Activity #1, 2, 15, 16, 18)
o

Identify. the, various :types° of foldslrorn map and outcrops.

. .

(Activity , 3, 6, 7, ti; 9, e10, 11, 14 1.5, 16, 17, 18)

Describe.` the envirgnmentes of formdtio'n for the various types of folds.

(Activity #5, 13, 14),

7.)

* ,6. Name and diagram normal, reverse, thrust, strike-slip and transform faults.

(Activity #16, 16; See also Part I, Activity #17)
0,

. Identify the various iYpes of failltS from muffs or in the field.

. (Activity #3, 7, 8, 11: 12, 15, 16)..
* 8. DeScribe the environments of formation for the various types of faults.

(Activity #5, 1.3, 14,15, 16)

* 9. Identify and describe the various forms of unconformity.

S

A

(Activity #15, 16, 17; See also Section B; Part I, Activity #22 and Section B, Part t!, Activity
#14, 16).

39.
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Su est method of formation for each type uncon ormity.

(Activity, See Section B,. Part I, Activity #22 and Section B, Part II, Activity #14, 16).
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Activities. and Investigations

Geologic Structures

1. Study illustrations, slides, filmstrips and models of the follo(ang structures: (1) symmetric any
ticline, (2) symmetric-syncline, (3) asymmetric fold, (4) recumbent fold, (5) recumbent fold and
thrust, (6) normal (7) reversed fault (8) thrust fault (9) right ,lateral or dextral fault, (10) left
lateral or 'sinistral fault. Then study the colocired photos in plate B of TOU (unit 25, p."57)
without consulting the descriptions'! Write down the names of the structures illustrated, and
then consult the description's to check if you identified them correctly.

2. Construct models of either paper or clay to illustrate several types of geologic structure.

3. Finck,eXamples of each of the geologic structures indicated i'r/aIlivity number 1 on a.
Geologic- Map of .British Columbia or of North America.

Note: The following-activities are from Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcbook for giementgry
and Secondary Schools. (GESSESS) (Activities 4. 6, and 6)
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4.'14 the load of sedinien s increases, the rocks beneath are depressed. See experiment 1 for
dertionstration of Isostasy. GESSESS (pp. 108410).

Experiment with sand "squeeze boxes", buckling pads of paps, or simply wrinkling a rug by
pushing on one side cause features to develop similar to the Ids and thrusts of the moun-
tain belts. GESSESS 110-112).

6. -The faCt that as many as 15 200 m of sediments were deposited in water, which generally was
noppre than 300 m deep, indicates a close balance between rate of subsidence land rate of
sedimentation. Sedimentary.. rocks in geosynclines are,,commonly in two parallel belts. The
sediments of the belt closer to the continent are the result of erosion from the continent and
are mostly clay, silt, sand, lime muds, and reef-building materia . The offshore bell is charac-
terized by unsorted layers, submarine lava flows, and other mat ials from offshore volcanic
islands and their foundation rocks (granite, gneiss, schist, etC.). n a sketCh map of British
Columbia show the location' of the major geosynclines of M sozoic age. Chapter 'VIII
Geology of Western Canada in Geology and Economic Minerals of Canada. One geosyncline
of Mesozoic age is termed the Tyaughton Trough and trended northwest along the Fraser
River from the International Border to the vicinity of Quesnel. Another was located in (he
Rocky Mountain area (the Cordilleran Geosyncline) and a third was situated in the Van-
couver Island-Queen Charlotte Islands area (the Insular Trough).

7. Study Fig. VIII-38 (p. 450) in Geology and Economic Minerals of Canada. The figure is en-
titled "Structure-section through southern Cordilleran Orogen" Profile A-A' extends through
the Western Cordilleran Fold Belt (Vancouver Island, Georgia Basin, Coast Plutonic Complex
and Cascade Fold Belt) to the Eastern Cordilleran Fold BelL(Shuswap Metamorphic Com-
plex, Selkirk Fan Axis and Rocky Mountain Trench, Purcell AntiClinorium, and the Rocky
Mountains). Find the following structures along Profile A-A': a pluton, fold mountain belt,
Metamorphic complex, thrust faults, anticline, syncline, normal fault, reverse fault and over-
turned fold.

i~ In the enlarged section through the Selkirk Mountains and Rocky Mountains locate the
following structures: high grade metamorphic terrain (with garnets), high angle thrust faults,
low angle thrust faults (overthrusts)', faulted anticline, syncline and overturned fold.

Where are the oldest rocks located along profile C-C'? Where are they closest to the surface
(area ,of maximum uplift)?

10. The Archean and/or Aphebian rocks are the oldest Precambrian rocks shown on the profile
C.-CS. If one were to drill a hole through the crust in the Selkirk Mountains,-how deep would
you have to drill to reach the Archean rocks? What about the Foothills belt, how deep would
you have to d01 there to reach the Archean rocks? The Archean rocks represent the
basement complex of the North American continent.

11. Contrast and compare th,e-,s1ilti'ciure of Vancouver Island with that of the Georgia Basin. (See
profile A-A' in FigUre 411-a8 of Geology al* .ECOtIOMIC Minerals of Canada, p. 450.)

12. The newest map shovyinOtie` geology of British ColuMbia is available from The Geological
Survey of Canada (100 West Pender Street, Vancouver, B.C:). It waslprepared to accompany '

Special Volume 15, Porphyry Deposits of the Canadian. Cordilleri. The Geologic
map is sold separately for $5 and comes with en overlay entitled -"Faults, Porphyry Deposits
and Showings, and Tectonic Belts of the Canadian Cordillera.'"

13. Investigate wedge-shaped mountains and uplift by faulting. Required: 4 strips of modelling
clay, 10 cm x 3 cm x 1 cm, in 2 different colours (2 of each colour) knife, 2 rulers or thin
blocks of wood. Activities 1-4 (Crusty Problems, Teacher's Edition). See pp. 80-82.

14. 'Uplift of mountains due to folding. Same equipment list as for Activity 13 above plus sheet of
. paper. According to this theory. the crust is pushed up to form mountains as a result of
collision of plates drifting-about on a fluid zone at the .top of the mantle. Collision causes
pressure resulting in folding of the crust. Activities 1-4 (Crusty Problems, Teacher's Edition).
See pp. 83 -85.
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Do the exercises in Chapter 6 (Inferences from Geologic Maps) of Laboratory Studies in
Earth History (pp. 65-70).

Investigate the outcrop patterns of major structural features. Chapter 16 (Geologic Maps) in
Exercises in Physical Geology (4th edition).

Study the geological structures illustrated by colour photos in Plate B, (Unit 24) of the Open
University, Major. FeatureS of the Earth's Surface Continental Movement, Sea-Floor

iSpreading and Plate 'Tectonics. (p. 57). Cover up the captions and see how many of the
structures you can identify.

18. Sketch from memory the following geologic structures: anticline, syncline, 'normal fault,
thr`ust fault, overthrust fault. Now take a walk in the mountains and look for some of these
structures.

Part Ill-- Earthquakes

The student should be able to:

1. Suggest several methods of ea rthquake generation.

(Activity #2, 13, 14) N

*. .2. Describe the effects of earthquakes on tfariorts environments.

(Activity #7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29)

* 3. Discuss the Richter sca le and other methods of measuring earthquake mogul tude.

(Activity #21, 23)

Construct and explain in the fl41101011t11,4,,, of a Simple seismograph.

(Activity #1, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12)

* 5. Milne a ml describe the different types of earthquake tonnes.

(Activity #2, 3, 4, 10, 11,.12, 17)

6. Relate methods depeloped in fo.recast lug earthquakes and preventive measures to Ile taken to lessen
arid in/lint

(Activity #5, 15. 16, 20, 21, 26)
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Activities and Investigations
/1 Earth Structure/Earthquakes(

1. Investigating 'the inside of a sphere (Investigation 13-1, p. 280, Investigating the Earth). The
hidden interior of an object da.n be studied without seeing or sampling it. The student is given
two spheres of identical size and mass, one with mass uniformly distributed, the other with
mass concentrated toward the surface. (The Sphere Dynamics Kit is an ESCP investigation
and the materials can be obtained from Hubbard Scientific Company or Arbor Scientific
Company distributor for Ward's in Canada.) Unless the student cuts the spheres open he
must rely on differences in the spheres' behaviour in order to make an educated guess as to
their interior differences. Success in this investigation should provide insight into how scien-
tists investigate the interior of the earth. (Investigating the Earth, Teacher's Guide, pp. 145-
146.)

2. Go outside and place your ear against the building. Listen to the sound made by another
student who hits the-wall with a board. Describe what you hear. Do sound waves travel faster
through the building or through the air?

3 Investigating the epicentre of an earthquake (Investigation 13-4, pp. 283-285, Investigating
the Earth.) The seismic waves generated during an earthquake provide a powerful and
penetrating means for making inferences about the earth's interior. In this investigation, th
student develops the means to determine the origin and arrival times of earthquake waves. Ir
dealing with waves as they affect the surface of the earth, the student should gain greate'r un-
derstanding-of the action of waves under the surface. The materials required fo'r each group
of two people include graph paper, a 20 cm diameter globe, marking crayons, and string. (In-
vestigating the Earth, Teacher's Guide, pp. 147-148.)

4. Construct a drawing to scale of the interior of the earth showing the principal subdivisions.
Use graph paper and a compass. Colo.& the various zones and label carefully.

5. The most important recent article on the subject is entitled "Earthquake Prediction" by Frank
Press (Scientific American. May 1975, pp. 14-23). With the advent of the theory of plate tec-
tonics the distribution of earthquake belts around the world became underStandable. The
student should select three or four methods that have been successful in predicting ear-
thquakes and present them to the class or prepare a written report b9 consulting a few ad-
ditional references. Another good source of information is the text entitled "Earth" by Frank
Press and Raymond Siever, published by W.H. Freeman (1974). See pp.,,5, 31, 594'595, 654-
655. What attempts have been made to predict earthquakes in Canada. a student
wiltwish to communicate with Dr, John H. Hodgson, Chief, Division of Seismology, Dominion
Observatory. Ottawa or Dr. W.G. Milne, Dominion Observatory. Victoria. Both have published
extensively on earthquakes in Canada. "Earthquakes and Earth Structure" by J.H. Hodgson
(Prentice-Hall. Inc.. 1964) has an excellent summary of the topic in Chapter 5 (What Can We
Do About Earthquakes?) and includes maps showing earthquakes of western Canada and
eastern Canada as well as other information about Canada's earthquakes on pp. 5. 7. 9, 21,
36. 45, 64. 80. 133-135. 138, 144 and 159.

6 Investigate how earthquake waves were used to detect the low velocity zone of the Earth's
subsurface. a critical piece of evidence for the plate tectonic theory. Read the article entitled
The Plastic Layer of the Earth's Mantle' by D.L. Anderson in Continents Adrift (pp. 28-35).

Note: The following activities are from Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook for Elementary
and Secondary Schools.

7 The best introduction to the subject is to experience an earthquake. For those who live in
regions where earthquakes are rare, the introduction can be strengthened by using a
newspaper account of a recent shock. The teacher can also use descriptions of famous ear-
thquakes of the past

Vibrations from passing heavy trucks produce sensations not unlike those of some minor
shocks.

44.
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8. During discussion develop with the pupils a list Of *superstitions regarding earthquakes. Seek
-to' protect their thinking into the past so that they understand that these ideas were based an
the limited knowledge of the time. The teacher. may need to supply ideas from.the basic list.
The student may interview friends and relatives for the causes and exPlanations,of ear,,
.thquakes, some of which will not differ appreciably from primitive superstitions.

9. Collect and'present pictures.of earthquake damagd. Have students read accounts of farnous
earthquakes, such as the San Francisco earthquake of 1906, the Tokyo earthquake of 1923,
and Alaska's Good Friday earthquake of 1964.

10 Display illustrations of a seismograph and seismogram. A seismograph is an instrument con-
structed to measure earth tremors. Such movements are recorded by detecting the motion of
the ground relative to a suspended mass, such as a pendulum.

11. Demonstration of the principle of the seismograph.

a. Construct a pendulum by hanging a ,plumb-bob from a supporting frame.
b: Use a 60 cm length of string and let, the pendulum swing from 'side to side.
c. Determine the approximate period (time for a complete swing to and fro) by counting the

numbe'r of swings in 10 seconds.

d. Move the support holding the pendulum at a much greater speed than the natural swing
of the pendulum. Note that the 'bob remains fixed in space.

12. Demonstration of a horizontal seismograph. Make a horizontal seismograph.

13. Bend a metrestick or similar strip of wood until it breaks. Call attention to the sudden release
of energy when the metrestick snaps.. Place the ends of a metrestick on its side edge, in C-
clamps on a table. Hold one of the clampS in position and move the other one along the table
until the stick snaps. Note the position of the broken metrestick after the break.

14. Build two identical model buildings with plastic toy bricks. The walls should be at least 10 cm
high. Place chimneys on one building. Be sure the roof is attached to the walls of each
model. Shake the table lightly and observe the behaviour of the buildings and decorations.
Continue the artificial shock until the buildings are shaken down. Record your observations,
noting any similarities or differences in the models.

15. Starting again with the identical model buildings, construct one on a foundation of sand or
clay at least half as deep as the building is tall. and construct the other on the hard tabletop.
Tape the second building to the tabletop. The buildings now simulate construction on fill and
on bedrock. Shake the table and record your observations. as in the previous experiments.

16. Finally. build two identical model buildings with plastic toy bricks, and place horizontal
stringers across both buildin'gs extending from wall to wall. Anchor the stringers to the walls
of one building with tape Shake the table and observe which building withstands the ear-
thquake better. Notice which parts of each structure withstand the shock best.

17. Earthquake ,waves follow closely a well-established timetable from the focus out to a
distance of 11 200 km or about 100 degrees of arc. Beyond 11 200 km, both the P waves and
the S waves disappear Thy) waves reappear again at about 143 degrees from the source,
but non-reflected S waves are not recorded by seismographs on the side of the earth op-
posite to Its focus.

Build a model of the -earth's internal structure to show the crust, mantle, core and inner core.
Using. ,plastic clay of different colours, place concentric rings on the board indicating dif-
ferent layers of material within the earth. Label the rings by making flags. of paper triangles
attached to toothpicks
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18. Alternatively, make a small ball of plastic clay of one colour (3 cm in diameter). Cover,it with
successive layers of plastic clay, using different colour for each earth layer. Cut through the
clay.with a sharp knife or razor blade taking.out a section. Label the layers with paper flags
attached to toothpicks.

19. The behaviour of earth materials that break and generate earthquake waves, yet flow over
long intervals of time (for example, in mountain building) can be represented crudely, but in-
formatively with "Silly Putty''. The putty can be bounced on the floor, yet it can be per-
manently deformed by slowly but firmly pushing or pulling it, or by allowing it to defor under
its own weight during a classroom session. The putty fractures, if it is jerked or struck a sud-
den, sharp blow.

20. I-1,ive students read accounts of tsunamis of the past, and have a pupil report on the Hawaiian
warning system. (Within 15 minutes enough earthwaves from an Aleutian quake reach Hawaii
to permit computation of distance. A tsunami. if started by the same quake, takes 4 112 hours
to reach Hawaii's shores.)

21. Heyethestudents assemble data on the amount of energy involved in natural and artificial
processes. A good compilation appears in the ilfiostration on the bottom of pages 14 and 15 in
the volume on Energy, Life Science Library. (.1 MI This is a good opportunity to discuss the
concept of energy and how the concept can be used in analyzing how physical systems work.
Go over the modified Mercalli Intensity Scale.

22. Study seismic risk map of Canada and note the area of British Columbia included in the
hig'h risk belt. The summer (1976) issue of GEOS4magazine includes as article entitled "Ear-
thquake Studies of the SeiSmic Risk in British Columbia" by W.G.. Mine and shows the,..
Seismic Zoning Map of Canada. GEOS is available free of charge to teachers from Editor,
GEOS. Energy, Mines and Resources, 588 Booth Street, Ottawa; Ontario K1A 0E4 and copies
of this article are distributed without charge on request.*But don't wait too long to ask for
your copy!

23 Have students obtain inform-ation on major earthquakes which have occurred in Canada. Plot
on a map the epicentres for each of these quakes. Discuss structural stability of each epicen-
tre area

24 Have students plot on a world map major volcanic areas and major areas of earthquake oc-
currence DISCUS'S their relationship to plate tectonic theory.

25 Describe the experiences one might encounter during an earthquake using data obtained
from past earthquakes in your area

26 Make a map of the areas of fill in your local school district. Note whether any large structures
have been constructed on deposits of fill. Invite a structural engineer to discuss the Building
Code of Canada and the precautions that are taken to construct high buildings to resist ear-
thquake damage

27 Study a geologic map of British Columbia and note the presence of the Queen Charlotte..
FaUlt. This fault is an extension of the San Andreas fault system of California. The ear-
thquakes under the ocean west of the populated area of southern British Columbia are
usually not a threat to the well-being of people, but. farther north: the major earthquake of
1949 shook the Queen Charlotte Islands very severely. It is an example of the large ear-
thquakes that tend to be associated with transform faults. The 1949 earthquake generated
long period waves of sufficient strength that chandeliers in Jasper, Alberta, were caused to
swing and'a surveyor in the Arctic and an astronomer in Ottawa found it difficult, if not im-
possible. to keep their telescopes trained upon a fixed star during the passage of these great
earthWaves
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28. Study th,e severe earthquakes that have affected the west coast of Vancouver Island. An ear-
thquake there in 1918 was felt over a large region. Lesser versions of this event occurred in
1957 and 1972. Eafthquakes, so far of a moderate size, in the San Juan and Gulf Wands area
of the southern Strait of Georgia shook Vancouver and Victoria in 1909 and' 1920, and to a
much lesser degree shake the area more or less annually. On June 23, 194\6, at about 10:15
on a Sunday morning a severe earthquake occurred al the north end of the Qulf of Georgia
near Courtenay and indirectly caused the loss of one life and much property carnage. It was
felt strongly as far away as Victoria. Talk to local residents that might have experienced
some 'of these earthquakes or look at old newspaperclippings and find out what happened in
your area.

29. Investigate 'seismic risk in the Fraser Valley of British Columbia. An earthquake in 1872
severely shook the whole lower Fraser River area and in fact was felt strongly as far north as
Quesnel. The exact location or size of the event has not been accurately determined, but it
must be rankethas a major earthquake with an epicentre east of the Vancouver region and
possible south of the forty-ninth parallel( What effect would such an earthquake have in the
Fraser Valley today?

't
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thSTOP1011_ 101.0a
LEARNING OUTCOMES AND SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Time & Measurement of Time
The Fossil Record
Interpreting the Geological Record

Teacher Resource Material is indicated by number in tfre parentheses following most Learning
Outtornes. Details regarding references, activities and investigations follow the respective sec-
tiols of the Geology 12 course. (These are suggesIfil activities only and may be used at the
disrretion of the teacher.)
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RiCfit 0{01
TIME & MEASUREMENT OF TIME

One of the chief contributions by Geology to philosophy and science has been the concept of the
1,

immensity of time. Therefore it is important for students to be aware of the methods of measuring
time, and of the vast scale of time necessary for Earth History to unfold.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The student should be able to:

* 1. Explain how the half-life of a radioactive element is used in estimating age of rock, fossil, pr artifact.

(Activity #8, 9, 10, 15, 21, 29, 33)

. Use a half life graph to compute the age of a specimen, given the necessary data.

(Activity #9, 21, 29)

*, 3. Recount assumptions made in calculating ages by radioactive dating.

(Activity #8, 9, 10, .21, 29, 33)

4. Deduce relative ages of strata, dikes, intrusions using principles of crosscutting and superposition.

(Activity #5, 6, 20, 23, 24, 25, 37; Reference #4)

5. Discuss critically the various methods (historically) used to calcikte the ages of the earth.

, 5)

relative and absolute ages.

16, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 34, 35, 37)

in billions of years events such as:

ed - Man appeared
ated - Pleistocene Glaciation

- Pacific Coast Orogeny
- Rocky Mountain Orogeny

ated - Appalachian Orogeny
ted

, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 23, 25, 27, 34, 36, 37, 38)
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Discuss the methods used to determine the relative ages of fossils.

(Activity #10, 11, 13, 14, 35, 37, 39)
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Activities end Investigations

1. ve you ever seen a million of anything? Count sand grains and see how big a pile
000 000 grains would be. Do this by sampling rather than actual counting. Count the grains

in one ml and extrapolate. (Reference 1, p. 461).

2. How many lifetimes are there in 1 000 000 years? (Reference 1, p. 461).

3. How many copies of a ditto sheet (use a master ditto sheet and run off part of the required
number) filled with asterisks would,-you need to have 1 000 000 asterisks? (Reference 1, p.
461). ,, / %



4. Row could a ,burglar tell that the owner of a house'has been away for almost a week?
(Reference 1, p. 462). This illustrates an indirect mettiOd of measuring time, a common prec-
tise in geology.

5. Illustrate a method of measuring time indirectly by studying varves. (Reference 1, p. 463).

S. Illustrate a method by which trees can be used to place events in time. (Reference 1, p. 464 -
467).

7. If you were locked in a room with no windows (but plenty of air, food and water), how could
you measure the passage of time so that you would know, the day of the week when you
would finally be let out? (Reference 1, p. 468).

8. Two kinds of carbon can be found in wood. The main type is called carbon-12, and the other
kind is called carbon-14. Discuss the difference between these two kinds of carbon and
illustrate how the ratio of the two types of carbon can be used to determine the absolute date
of organic material. (Reference 1, p. 468-471).

4-

9. Uranium can be used for dating. Demonstrate a Geiger counter on a rock that contains
radioactiye minerals such as uranium, which decays in steps. Geologists can tell the"dif-
ference between lead that came from uranium and lead that was there all the time, because
the weight's are different. List some radioactive materials and indicate how the decay of one
of these substances can be used to determine the age of a rock. (Reference 1, pp. 472-474).

10. What methods could be used to date a series of objects such as (a) a wooden mummy case
from Egypt, (b) a fossil fern found in shale, (c) a mammoth found frOzen in &glacier, (d) coal
found in Antarctica, (e) a very aid sequoia tree, (f) a spear point from a prehistoric campfire,
(g) ,a "fire-arrow" oldest known Chinese gun and (h) moon rock? (Reference .1, p. 475).

11. Both fossils and mountain building can be put on a kind of geologic calendar called a
geologic time scale or geologic column. To make a calendar of your own,. yoU will need a

etrestick and a strip of adding machine tape 5 metres long. If you have-coloured pencils
for marking. (Reference 1, pp. 474=478).

old newspaper nailed between the walls o - ho se, cquld you tell when the
It? (Referen , pp. 478-479).

your calend
rock layer with a fossil

. (Reference 1, pp. 4

. Sup-
er

any amo
rmine" t

'17.

Use your calendar to figu
newspaper (such a's the ko. '

If you tape your calendar to. :.,i
even if the very first man to

kik
zit., .1111;:,

very little of the earth's histo le
Your school may have astairwayls, count thel il
and determine how muCh. time yo $ uld pass
represented an equal percentage ; ,;fie total -a
appearance of man with a piecel'ofi)maski

cal

.......

teps froth the bottom t:v AiAl
!king up the stairs if e

h (about 5 billion years). .1 r.
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f9. Given a cross- section of a tree, can you determine when the tree was cut down? (Reference
1, p. 484):

20. If you were given a verve sequence in which the.bldest verve had been dated, would you be
able to date a fragment of bone found somewhere in the middle of the section? Students
could be given such a drawing and asked to determine the age of the bone. (Reference 1, pp.
484-485).

21. .A-flood washed an old log out of a river bank. It stiluld contain 0.28 grams of arbpn-14 if the
log were still alive. Geiger counter readings shaved that the log contained 0.036 grams of
carbon-14. How old was the log? (Reference 1, p. 484). ,

'22. An introduction to a unit on the measurement of time might include the following exercise.
Use any method you can think of, except your watch, to determine the duration of a five-
minute period. Cover all clocks and watches in the room. Choose one student to be a
timekeeper. The timekeeper will place a mark on the blackboard when you are to start to

'measure a five-minute period of time. When you think five-minutes have passed; signal the
'timekeeper. The timekeeper will make a mark each time someone signals arid the teacher
will record the actual time each student stands (if possible). Reference 6, P. 324).

23. You can mark the passage of time by relating it to a series of events. T is termed relative-
time. List four events of your past life. Put the most recent event at the op of your list. NOw
add to your list the events that one or two of your classmates listed. Try to place all of these
events in the order they happened. (Reference 6,, p. 324).

. 24. Show students illustrations such as are depicted On p. 326 of vestigating the Earth Otavised
Edition). See if you can find signs of changes that have happened in the recent' past.
(Reference 6, pp. 326-327).

25. In a time-ordered sequence of events, event A happened before. event B, which. in turn ha-
pened before event C. Event D,-however;.happened before event.B, but after event A. Can you
represent these events in their proper order. (Reference 6, p. 327); AnsWers for investigations
numbers 25-28 are given in Reference 8.

26. Can you think 'of any events that do not involve change? (Refereace 6, p. 327).

27. Why is it important that earth scientists be able to determine relative and measured geologic
time? (Reference 6, p. 327).

28. How would you define time? (Reference 6, p. 327).

29. Obtain a small amount of uranium ore or a specimen of ranium-bearing mineral from your
teacher and place it in a cloud.chamber. A cloud chambe can be obtained from Arbor Scien-
tific Ltd.., Bpx 113, Port Credit, Ontario. The chamber consists a clear plastic dish about the

asize of cottage cheese container and lined at the top with a f strip. The covered chamber
is set on dry ice ,until the-alcohol saturated felt stripproduces a vapor. In the da&k using the
beam of afiashlight the students can see the track of beta particles emitted from a piece of
radioactive ore. (Reference 6, p. 59).

30. On a hot day we can observe a "shimmering" effect that extends upward above pavement or
soil. These are popularly called "heat waves ". What produces the shimrKering effect?
(Reference 6, p. 59).

31. What happens to the enormous amount of the sun's radiaTt energy that does not strike the
earth? (Reference 6, p. 59).

32. What are the various sources of energy received by the earth's surface? (Reference 6, p. 59).
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33. All the nuclei of radioactive elements do not decay at the same time. The decay process it3-
volves chance. Although atoms cannot avoid decay, it is impossible to tell when it will hap -
pen for any particular nucleus. Since even a small sample of a radioactive element contains
billions of atoms, the average rate of decay can be determined. To illuatratee..the concept:of
half-life you can develop a simple model illustrating probability in radioactive decay.
(Reference 6, pp 328-329).

34. Were the earliest methods of classifying geologic time relative or measured? Why were such ,$)

methods used? (Reference 6, p. 339)'.
,

35. How does the correlation of fossil species relate to the development of a Geologic Time
Scale? (Reference 6, p. 339)

36. How could you develop a Geologic Time Scale for your local area if one were not available?
(Reference 6, p. 339).

31. Study an outcrop near your school and determine the sequence of sediments present there.
Determine the relative age of the different beds and discuss the problems of measuring the
exact age of each bed in years.

38. The Magnetized bodies in 'the ocean floor have provided an amazingly complete hislory'of
magnetic-field reversal$ that now extends back about 76 million years, into the Cretaceous
period. The classic paper on thik subject is one entitled Reversals of the Earth's Magnetic Field
by Allan Cox, G.'BrentDalrymple and Richard R. Doell (Scientific American, February 1967).
By comparing the age$ they assigned to specific reversals of the geomagnetic field with the
distance of the corresponding anomalies from the ridge axis it is possible to..determine the
rate at which the sea-floor has' spread in the various oceans. Study the pattern of se4ffloor
spreading shown on pp 72-73 of an article entitled Sea-Floor Spreading by J.R. Heirtzler in Con-
tinents Adrift (Reference 10pp 68-78). Using the time scale given on p. 75 (Referende 10)
determine the age of the following events (a) birth of Iceland, (b) openinig of the Gulf of Aden,
(c) .-;eoaration of Australia from Antartica. (d) separation of New Zealand from Antarctica, (e)
seolration of South America from Africa and (f) separation of North America from Eurasia.
,Reference 10. ota 68-78L

39 ,101,11 development or the Geelogic Time'Scale was based on thle fossil record. It clearly
wed t at there were oerior, or time characterized by the abrupt multiplication and diVer-

;Finn .; certain animal inu mint groups. It now thought that continental drift played an
!rhuorl in role in explainina t is phenomenon. The age of Optiles, for example, lasted 200
71111thrl years and gave rise -Po only 20 'reptilian orders. &' major groups of reptiles. On the
other sand 'tie age of mamm tls, which followed the age of-reptiles, lasted for only,65 million
year, :nut gave rise to more than 30 mammalian orders. The difference between the number of .,

reptilian °Hers ar 1 the norrner of marnr-n.tHan Ones may partially be explained by the fact
that rhr most of 'he age or ,etantes the continents were collected in two supercontinents,

hen l e irk/ in 1r1 age of mammals the 'w-> suPercontinents broke up into the continents of
todav W-ite an on fte ettect of these events on the evolution of living organisms and'
now 'his is Inf'L fl:(-,Etcl the d,,yelopment of the geologic time scale. (Reference 10, pp. 114-
,, 3,



THE F011811., RECORD

Charles Darwins' arguments in support of the theory of organic evolution might never have gained
acceptance if It ivere not for the supporting evidence provided by the newly developing science of
geology in the mid-nineteenth century..DarWins' hypothesis was predicated on the cumulative cif--
fects on almost imperceptaple changes over long periods of time. The science of geology has con-

.4.tribUted to the theory of evolution through the establishment of .an acceptable time scale and the
provision. of fossil evidence of evolutionary change in living things.

The fosSil record of evolutionary change is far from complete: About 300 000 fossil species have
been described yet the number that have ever existed is estimated at three billion. Severallhousand
new species are identified' each year yet the piecing together of the evolutionary jigsaw remains a
slow. procbss.

The purpose of this section of the course is to provide students with an opportunity to investigate the
relationships and time scales suggested by the fossil record.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

. Part I --- Fossils

Nature & Ocdurrence

The student should be %le to:

1. Describe the processes of carbonization, replacement, permineralization,mold formation and cast for -
mation.

(Activity #2, 3, 11, 12)

2.
. .

Identify the process of foxnation of given fossils.

(Activity. #2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12)

Suggest hypothetical environmental conditions which would result in the formation of a given fossil.

(Activity #3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12)

4. Prepare, sample 'fossils' in a laboratoty situation.

11,

(Activity #2, 3, 4; 9)

Discuss the conditions necessary for the preservation of 'hard' parts in contrast to those necessary for the
preservation of 'soft' parts.

(Activity #1. 6. 7. 8 9)

6 Define fossil

(Activity 11. 12, References #2, 5)
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Activities and Investigations

1. Cbmpare fossils with preserved examples of similar types of modern plants' and animals.
Have students note which parts are most commonly preserved.

Produce carbon imprints of leaves. Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook, p. 302.

3. Make models of molds and casts. Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook,' pp. 302-303.

4. Demonstrate petrifaction and replacement. Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook, p. 301.

5. Dissohie silicified fossils'from a limestone matrix. Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook,
Pp. 301-302.

6. Use -fosil assemblages or 'slabs' to identify the members of fossil Communities. En-
vironmenja:ThrOugh Time, Chapter 3, p. 35.

.7. Determine life habits for a variety of fossil forms. Environment's Through Time, Chapter 3,
p. 35.

8. Have students attempt to reldte environmental conditions to fossil assemblages. Attempts
should be made to relate environments of deposition.to present environments. Environments
Through Time, Chapter 3..p. 35.

A,
Have students 1-01144:ine,.processes Of.carb6nization, replacement. permineralization. mold
formation and cas-Formation to the possible fossilization of (a) bees blossoms and birds, (b)
fresh water fish. (c) clams and oysters. (d) snakes, lizards and frogs. (e).leaves and branches
and (f) humans and apes. Geology and the New Global Tectonics, Chapter 11, pp. 325 -367.

10. Using sets of fossil and modern preserved organisms, classify them according to the en-
vironments listed in Figures, 5.1 and 5.2 (pp. 42-43) of Environments Through Time, E.T.T.
..(Chapter 5).

11. Examirre preservation of fossils as on p 76 of Laboratory Studies in Earth History.

12. Read Chapter 11 in Geology and the New Global Tectonics.
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Part II Interpreting the Fossil. Record

The Origin of Life

The sttlikent should be able to:

1. Describe the general nature and structure of amino acid, protein, R.N.A. and D.N.A. molecules.

(A/tivity I l l )

2. Propose a mechanism for the formation of a sell-reproducinggiant molecule.

(Activity #1, 2)
)

3. 1),.,:cu,:s possible atmospheri«onditions suitable for the formation of organic molecules and primitive

(Activity #2)

The Theory of Organic Evolution

e. Define th,..terms habitat and niche and relate them to the concept or selective environmental pressure.

(Activity rt1O)

5. r)/,;(-u-i< the «ill( ept it '00041(111 i'enetll, (111(1 1111001011c ati they Willie to variation within a species.

(Activity ttl 3. 11)

6. Priipiik,. moilcrti to various selective pressure.

(Activity :t3)

t't 11,-C pi,' UPC, .1.111( C,"111111011t11 I/ (11illlyr4 II,. COI 11)Liell III the fossil record.

(Activity :r3)

8 'rtlr ,wit,i1Jor ( tive pressures and population diversitti.



The Fossil Record and 'Evolution; Diversity

* 10. Describe and identify relations of major groups of modern plants and animals to their fossil
predecessors.

(Activity #7, 8, 9)

* 11. Describe the'evolutionary trends exhibited by major groups of plants and

(Activity #7, 8. 9)

12. Propose hypotheses as to why given evolutionary trendS have been nsucces

(Activity #4, 5, 7, 8, 9)

* 13. Describe the probable' environment sugs;ested or indicated by a variety of fossil forms.

) _

(Activity #20; Reference #2L

References

1. American Geological Institute. Geology and Earth Sciences Sourcebook, 2nd ed., Chapter 13, pp.
297-321.

2. Anstey & Chase, 1974. 1.nvirorimoitS Through Time, Chapter 5. pp.41-48; Chapter 6, pp. 49-54;
Chapter 16, pp. 127-132. 6

3. Brice, J.C., and Levin. 1969, Laboratory Studies in Earth HiStory, Chapte-7, pp. 75-132.

4. Stokes, W.L.. 1973. Essenteals of Earth History, 3rd ell,, Chapter 5, p. 84: Chapter 10, p. 210;
Chapter 17, p. 422: Chapter 18, p. 442; Chapter 20, p: 486.

5. B.S.C.S., 1973, BiohNical Sciences, An Ecological Approach, chapter 17, p. 559.; dhapter 18, p. 605. .

Activities and Investigations

1. Have students do investigation 17.5. p. 599 in Biological Science, An Ecological Approach.

2. Read Chapter 10 of Essentials of Earth History (p. 210).

3. Read Chapters 17 and 18 of Essentials of Earth History (pp. 422, 442).

4. Read Chaer 20 of Essentials of Earth History (p. 486).

5. Have students propose hypotheses for the apparently rapid diversification 'and extinction of
the dinosaurs.

6 Have students solve problems such as those found on pp. 310-313 in Geology and Earth
Sciences Seurcebook.
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7. Visit local fossil beds (have students locate them on maps first) and have students propose

an hypothetical history for the,outcrop.

8. Examine fossils as indicators of age and environment as on p. 125 of Laboratory Studies in
Earth History.

e students examine and identify the phyla of representative plant and animal fossils-as in
, Chapter 7 of Laboratory Studies in Earth History and Chapter 3 in Environments Through
Time.

10. Read Chapter 3 (p. 63) in Biological Science, An Ecological Approach.

11. Read Chapter 17 (p. 559) in Biological Science, An Ecological ,ApproaCh.

Part III Ecology and Paleoecology

The student should be able to:

* 1. Recta:ling h.,pothetica I enz,ironments using fossil and other ,geological evidence.

(Activity #4. 5. 6. 7. 8)

2. 'Briefly disciks the origin of food chains and their changes through geologi: time.

jActiyity #4)

Cla...;,;111/ moderti areal, mama' and terrestric/ environments

(Actiyity,, #1, 4. 5. 6)

Be able to construct a cross-section from the beach to an oceanic deep and label the following en-
vironments: littoral, newt c, ba thyal, abyssal and hada l.

(ACtivity '#1 2. 4. 5. 6)

* 5. 1)educe ihr of sediment that is available from a source area ,elver its rock' tylre climate and
tig&fgolvli It elez.a Non

(Activity n
rr.

6 Br able to udrntutuu us,: the signIt 1( a nee of each of the following primary structures:

gross-stratification
" ,cripple marks

-- mud cracks

(Activity #1)

sole markings
graded bedding
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Reference'

1. Anstey & Chase, 1.974, Environments Through Time,Chapters 1,"2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 17:

2. Brice, J.C., and Levin, Ht., 1969, Laboratory Stadies in Earth History, Chapters, 4; 5, and 7,

Activities and Investigations

1. Read and complete the exercises in Chapter 8, p..'68 of Environments Through' Time.

2. Have students investigate roundness and sorting as on pp.41-10 Of Environments Through
lime.

3. Examine the origins of source materials, transport and depositionaltenvironments as on pp:
11-19 of Environments Through nine. .

TIP

4. Have students relate modern food webs to those existing in paleoecosystems as discussed in
Chapter 3 of Environments Through Time.

5. HaveHave students practise inferences from outcrops using the exercises in Chapter 4 of
Laboratory Studies In Earth History.

6. Select local outcrops (fossil bearing if possible) an ha
'

shidents prepare an inferred-
history of the formation.

7. Have students examine methods of inferring time seduences as in Chapter 5 of. Laboratory
Studies in Earth History.

8. Have students prepare sample time sequences as ,problems for each other.;

INTERPRETING THE GEOLOGIC RECORD

Much of the interpretation and analysis of geologic history is based on a knowledge of sedimentary
features and environments. Interpretation and..analyses ere higher order skills which few students-
are given an opportunity to exercise. This section provides students with opportunities to aPply
knowledge of fossils, sedimentary features and other geologic structures in the' interpretation and
analysis of the geologic record.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Part I Correlation

The student should be able to:

* Describe the different divisions of the ,szeologic time tables arid state in order of oldest to yoUngest th.e di
ferent eras, periods and 'in the case of the Cenozoic Era, the epochs:; .

(Activity #1,

Interpret local ,cyologic history using 'facts giver: a geologic rnap and cross-section.

(Activity '#2, 3, 6, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 37)
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* 3. Discuss the kind of ,sedimeAt, and hence, the'kind of rock that will result in each of the following
sedimentary environments:

Marine: Neritic.Or shallow (water depth lesl than 180 metres)
Bathyal or deep (water depth ,betyieen 180'and 4 000 metres)

Trapitional: Deltaic

Nonmarine:

Lagoonal
Littoral (sub-merged at high tide,' and emerging at low

Desert

Fluvial (river, floi)dplain, piedmont)
Swamp

Lake

(Activity #3, 4, 5, 6; 9;-10; 11, 12, 13,.f4, 15,.16,17,:19,.43,..44)

'4. Describe a time,rock unit, giving the advantar of this t2Ylk' of mapping.
t

(Activity #1, 2, 7, $, 19, 20, 21, 22, 35,'37, 45)

. State what is meant by "geologic correlation":

(Activity #1, 2, 5,. 7; 9, 20, 21, 22, 37, 45)

. Given .three tra:tigraphic sections, correlate them.

(Activity #7, .8,,20, 21, 22, 34)

7. Describe what is meant by guide (.index)
a good index fossil.

(Activity #46)

ossils and state the characteristics of a fossil that would.make

. Make a sketch of one guide fossil for each of the geologic periods or he able to identify them. from a
drawing or slide.
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Activities and investigations

1. limiStigating the Geologic Time Scale. (Investigation 15-8), Investigating the Earth, pp. 335-
33.7..The student is "given a list of events along with the ages of each event in years before
present. The student must decide how to represent these in a time-ordered sequence. A roll -

of paper tape is provided on.which he plots a graphical model. The inclusion of events that
can be related to local or British Columbia geology makes the investigation more interesting.
The student 'Should devote some time to thinking about the graphic representation of the
vastness of geologic time as well as to 't1).e mechanical preparation of the model. In-
vestigating the Earth, Teacher's Ihvestigation 15-8, 173.

,;
2. Introduce the Law of Superpositionand the Law of Cross-Cutting Relationships so that the

Student understands the two principle methods of determining the relati*e,ages of rock units.
Investigate how earth scientists determine the relative ages of a rock se01.40fIce suctl as that

shown in Figure 15-8, investigating the Earth, p..173'. Then examine a simplified ,elrsion of
4 how earth scientists calibrate the time scale using data such as that provided on pp: 336 -3.39

of investigating `th, Earth, applying it 40 the. rock sequerIclshown in Figure 15-8. The In-
terpretation of this rock section is given on 12p. 174-175, investigating the Earth, teACkher's

- 1 Guide.:
,

3. Investigating the origin of a sedimentary rock. Students should carefully study pp. 344-351 of

Investigating the Earth. This nit should not be attempted until the student can identify the

texture, Iliineralogy, and,pri structures seen in sedimentary rocks. If field investigations
of these features cannot be onducted, hand specimens, slides,and/or filmstrips of sedimen-
tary rocks and structures sh uld be studied. Answer the'questions related to Figs. 16-1 to Fig.
16-9 inclusive, pp. 344-351 in investigating the Earth. A useful guide for discussions about
the interpretation of these, figures is provided in Investigating the Earth, Teacher's Guide, pp.
178-158. Tile dominant theme of.this investigation is that the structure, texture,*and com-
position 'of rocks reflect their. origin and .history..

4. Place a small tray. of wet' mud beside a radiator or in a sunny window for several days..

Exer'nine the cracksacks that form on-the surfaCe. Imagine similar cracks on a mud layer that has
been changed to rock. How could you use these cracks to recognize the top of the layer?

5. Investigating an ancient stream channel. (Investigation 16-4, investigating the Earth, pp. 351-
353.The.clata for investigating. an ancient stream-channel is illustrated -in Figure.18-13. The
map -shOwsthe locations at which the thicknesses of the rocks beneath the surface have
been measured by means of drillholes. Small arrows represent the direction Of the current in-
dicated by Cross-beds and ripple marks. By.placing a piece of .tracing paper over the map
and using a soft' pencil _the student can draw the shape.- of the ancient stream channel.- An-

swer the questions posed on pp. 352.353, inirestigating the Earth. Set outsamples or slides of
cross- bedding' and ripple marks for display. the, investigation can be 'made PnuCh more
meaningful if gtudents,visit,local gravel pits and gather data on thickness, directiori;of cross
stratificatidn and current rippld 'marks so ato interpret the origin of a lOcal sedimentary Unit,
A completed.maR is giv,en In Guide Figure, 16 -1 of Investigating the Earth, Teacher's Guide,
p. 181.

6 Investigate the: texture and mineral content of local sedimentary rdOkS. The size 'of the
sedimentary gFains is a clue to the velocity of the depositing current. The shape of the
sedimentary particles also indicates something about the length of time, source-rocks, and
distance the particles have traveled. Some kinds of minei'als that occur in sediments indicate
something about the location :f the area and the type of source rock from which, the
sediment was derived. For example, if garnet grains are observed in a sandstone the source-
rock was probably a hi h grade metamorphic terrain that must have been exposed prior to
the. deposition of the gr ns in the sandstone. Provide samples of sedimentary rocks, as well

as a few samples of the s e rocks that have been pulverized so that they can be studied un-
der a binocular or petrograp is microscope, Such rocks as conglomerate and sedimentary
breccias provide interesting case studies of differing geologic history :.
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7. Place a series of numbered boxes containing fragments of rocks and fossils or models of
fossils in different partsdf the classroom. Allow a limited amount of time in which to stay
and describe the contents of each box. Students record their, observations in a notebook.
Which of the boxes can be grouped together and why? This is a good introductory exercise
in rock unit correlation (Investigation 16-6, Investigating the Earth, pp. 355-357). The major
idEla illustrated by the investigation is that reconstruction of 'earth history from the record in
the rocks is dependent on'accurate correlation of rock units from one area to another area.

8. Study unit 16-7 in investigating the taah (pp. 357-359). It attempts to present the principles of
rock unit correlation. An example of a problem in correlation is shown in Figure 16-15 (p.
353). Students should be able to answer the questions posed about. the Figure on p. 355.

Study Chapter 1 (The Natural History of Sand) in Laboratory Studies in Earth History. Collect
.-a few large pebbles and determine (1) dimension, in mm (2) roundness class and (3) com-

position. Pebbles can become rounded in only a few miles of transport along a stream chan-
nel. Compare and make sketches of pebbles in plan view from a beach, and a river deposit.
Account for any differences in shape, if possible.

10. Observe and measure the properties of a mature sand, an immature sand and a carbonate
sand. Examples of these, sands are illustrated in Chapter 1 (The Natural History Of Sand) in
Laboratory. Studies in Earth History. The basis for determining the deg'ree of Maturity in a
sand is (1) sorting, (2) rounding and (3) mineral and/or rock composition. Collect several
beach sands from the British Columbia coastline and compare them to sands from other
areas and environments. The procedure for:observation of sand under the microscope is
given in Table 1-2, p.5 of Laboratory Studies in Earth History.

11: The more sophisticated and math oriented student may wish to pursue the giain size analysis
Of sedimentary materials on p. 6-9 of Laboratory Studies in. Earth History. 8`i

#

12. The procedure foi size analysis based on fall velocity is presented on p. 10-14 of Laborator* "
Studies in Earth History. .

4 --
7 1.

13. Investigate a peel or thin section of carbonate rock and sandstone. If thin sections of sand-
,' stone are used, provision should be made for viewing these between crossed polarizers. For

non-pblariiing microscopes, two polarizing films mounted in 35 mm slide binders can be

*-used: one of these-is placed over the light source and the other over the thin section. Tex-
tyres of carbonate rock and sandstones as seen in thin section under the microscope are,.,
shown on p. 16 of LabOratory Studiei in Earth Hiltory.:Types of contacts between grains in
sandstone are illustrated in Figure-213 (p. 16). Use the guides for observatiah of carbonate
rocks and sandstones under the microscope for ,compilation of the. data (p.' 19:and 21",
Laboratory Studies in Earth 1-fistory) forProcedure fomaking a peel o a prepared rock surface
is gi3en on p. 22 of LSEH, (Laboratory Studies fri Earth History).

\
14. Review identification of sedimentary rock's in hand specimen before c htinuing activities 15-'

30. A useful study section 'is presented in Chapter 3 (Sedimentary Rocks in Hand Specimen)
of LSEH.

15., The method of multiple ,working hypotheses. is the basis for interpreting earth history from
evidence such as the properties of sedimentary rocks and from premises such as the "law" of
superposition. Answer the questions on Ir.; 30 of LSEH.

16. Investigate the inferences that can be made from printery sedimentary structures. A primary
sedimentary structure is formed during deposition of sediment, in contrast with secondary
structural features such as folds and faults. The most important ,primary structures are (1).

bedding (2) bedding plane markings (inorganic); ripple marks, mud cracks; scour marks and
104 casts and (3) structures of organic origin such as reefs, structures of algae, tracks,
b-UrPows and plant impressions. Study a classrorYm display of these features or a filmstrip until
the)ii,kcan be recognized easily in the field. Visit a local outcrop and report on the types of
sedritrientary structures observed.and photograph them for use in an oral report to the class
on the interpretation of the environment of deposition. (LSEH, pp. ,31-34).
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, .
17. Investigate the types of sedimentary environments and summarize. he properties.:6teedimen--,,..

tary materials from''Which inferences are made. (pp. 35-38, LSEH)./

18. Investiciate the association of beds found in yoUr tocal,,area. (pp. 3748). Study a gsliiiii)VA,
report' of your local area, and report, on the thickness and area-I...distribution -of- ttitri,''t
associations of rock, types found there. Determine which sedimentary environments are
represented and infer the tectonic settings in which the sediments were depealted. (Study
Figure 476 -on 'p. 38 of LSEH). -

,19. If it is impossible to study the local rdcks in the field a very useful Set of photographs and
problems is presented in ChapterA(inferiinces from Outcrops)-'on pp, 39-48 of.j..aberatiory
Studlosn Earth HIstoryLSEH). Study the photOgraphs and answer the qbeitions in your
notebp0.

, 4

20. EpisodeS In the geologic history of a locality Can be inferred from the strata at a single out-;
crop but a full reconstruction of earth hittory requires that the stets be studied throughout
their areal extent. EVentually, one must relate the rock section seen at one locality to those
seen at other placei in the area, This involves the procedure of correlation. Correlation Is
defined as the demonstration of the equivalence of either rock units or titleocis units. Study
Chapter 5 (Time Sequence of.,E4ents) :in LSEH. Answer the :questiondigliV pP. 51-56.,

rt.

21. Investigate thespatial relations of rock units so as to be able to relate the sequence' of events
in earth history. Study the section entitled "Time Sequence Worn Spacial Relation" in Chapter
5, p. 56 of LSEH. Answer the questions on pp. 57-58 in LSEH.

22. lnyestigate the significance of .unconformities and determine the nuinber and type represen-
ted in the local rock column. An unconformity is deflned as a buried erosion surface that
represents a break of significant duration in the geologic record/ Answeg the-questions per-
taining to uncoriformities on ;pp.-59-61' of LSEH.

, 1.
investigate the classical concept of mountain gated.On pp. 62-63 of
tonic settingt decnct i:e0ainconstant thrOeigh timc.Thei. a rn which you live has no doubt,
gpnelhrough several major' changes.' in its,tedtoiCSeiling during the last 500.million years.
ROconstrUct the sequence of events during the geologic history of the Phanerozoic Eon for
the region of B.ritish Columbia in which you liveliit,possible to make bloCk diagrams depic-
ting eaCtmajor teCtonic.setting?.What stage of mountain building, if any, is represented by
the present tectonic setting of the areain which you live.

. ..
24. ItiVestigalb the meaning of 'a' geOlOgic map. A geologic map shows,the distribution of rockl.,

,formations, faultS.. and other structural features as they are'exposed at the surface of the
earth. Iie a scale model of ..the r,ock bodiesof the crust and a fundamental tool kit

interpreting geologic data. Study Chapter 16 (Geologic Maps) ih,Exercises in01.1Yeical
Geology and be able,qo recognize the 'Symbols used on geologit Maps (p.

,

25. I ntergretN outcrop patterns of (1) horizontal strata, (2) (3) (4) basins,
(5) plunginglolds; (6) angular unconformities, faults, intrusivei, strike-Op faillte,..and (7) .sur-
ficial deposits.' Answer the questions on pp. 120-129 of Exercleeli In .Physical Geology.

26. The interpretation, of geologic maps in many parts of British Columbia is a difficult procedure
for grade 12 sh.idepts.A. good map to begin-With is the geologic map of Michigan (pp.134-
136, EPG)'whelf's the geology is relatively simple. Answer the questions oh p. 134,

27. -A somewhat more complicated map of a fold mountain belt in which major thrust faults cut
-the section is illustrated by the geologic map of 'Mount Eisenhower, Alberta (pp. 140-141,

EPG). Answer ..the questions on p. 140.

Investigate' the outcrop pattern of folds, both plunging, and non-plunging. Answer the
questions on p. 66 of Laboratory Studies in Eirth History (LSEH);
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29. Mani parts of British Columbia ere broken by faults. Investigate thedifferent kindi,o'f,fauIte
shown on p. 67 of LSEH. Answer the questions on p. 67 of Laboratory Studies in'Earth
History. Study a tap of your local area.arul determine if any faults are present. What type are
they? If possible, take a field trip into a faulted area and investigate the'evidence follaulting
at' first hand.

t
One of.the most important activities that.students can be involved in is the 'interpretation of
geologic maps by construction of structure cross-sections. The step-by-step prtedure
followed for construction of geology structure sections is ,;discussed on pp. 08-69 of
Laboratory Studies In Earth History.' Make a structure cross-section of the northern part of
the Black Hills (Figure 6-6 of LSEH).

31. Select a geologic rtfep of some part of Canada and attempt to construct a geologiC struchfie 5.

section. The map should show dipand strike symbols to be useful for this exercise. The ver-
tical 'exaggeration should be as little as possible.

32. Investigate the interpretationof structure sections from outcrop data. Complete the block
diagrams shown on p. 70 of LSEH.

_t
33. The basement,tocks *most ,of eastern Canada are of Precambrian age. These rocks un

derlie about two million square miles of the Canadian Shield. Investigate Precambrian history
, of Klarth'America. (Chapter 'A Study of Precambrian,Geology in Laboratory Studies of Earth
History.)

34. Investigate the geologic provinces or tectonic regions of British Columbia. Make a map
showing theiboundaries of each region. Summarize the characteristics of each ,tectonic
province. Consult the chapter on the Cordilleran Region in Geology and EconOmIc Mineral**
of Canada. Study the gene_ ralize,d information in Chapter 8 of Laboratory Studies in Earth
History, pp. 133-142.

35. Investigating the history of a Model. (Investigation 16-8, pp. 359-360, Investigating the Earth.)
If"you examine a rock outcrop carefully, you will find that you can piece ,together the
sequence of events that formed' the outerdp. In this investigation several members of the

. ' class make geological models of yarious,areas out of some modeling material. They keep a
list showing the exact sequence of the steps that they took to make the models, Once the
models have been completed, other students in the.-class are asked,to examine them and
determine the sequence.of steps necessary to construct the models. The teacher should be
ready to suggest geologic features that a-student can display in his model of bedrock. This
investigation permits the student to make and interpret some three-dimensional models
showing various bedrock geologic features (p..211, investigating the Earth, Teacher's Guide.

vestiO mg how rock%, reveal- ancient climates. (Investigation 16-9, pp. 360-362 in-
IlitSt Vibe Earth'.) 'Rocks contain evidence that climates have changed radically during

'111iideOtriglegkt-.. Interpret Text Figure 18-17 for homework. Then use it as the basis for a
Clasd discu,esiolf:tthe,stuOent 'dart make a logical interpretation of the geologic history
represented in thes4rciss-Sectiona,':he will_be developing the interpretive skills at which the
course is aiming. See also the questions that pertain to Figure 16-9 showing the climatic
-zones in North. and Central America and how they have changed since early Cenb time
(Investigating the Earth, pp. 361-362).1

37. Investigating the growth of the North American continent. (Figure 18-9, Invgitigating the
Earth, p. 401.) The way the dates are grouped in the three stages of growth siriown indicates
that parts of,-North America may have been added to the continent at different times in the
'past. Growth'rrlay have, taken place at the edge of the continent.Suggest how..fhis data may
be related to plate tectonic theory.
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38. Investigating 'Precambrian r.ocks near Blind River, Ontario (north shore of LakeHuron). (In-
vestigation 18-2, inirestlgetIng the Earth, pp. 396-399.) Study Figure 18-1,.p. 396. It"shows a
serjes.of cross-sections that-represent Precarnbrian rocks found ali:mg the north shore of
Lakel-uron near-Blind River,-"Ontario7List the rocks shown in each of these cross-sections in
the 3 rderin which they fo;rmed. The. teacher provides the,students with a list Of radibactivelY
determined ages of some rocks shown in the cross:sections. Does the sequence indicated by
these ages agree with the order worked out by the student from the cross-sections? Why or
why not? This investigation is important. becduse Precambrian rocks represent the oldest on
the North American-continent, and a study.of North America's development begins with them.
(Investigation 1-8-2, IniestigatIng. the Earth, pp. 208-209- of the Teacher's, Guide.

39: Investigating the Great Ice. Age, Study Figure, 18-13 on p. 445, InVestlgatIng the Earth. On a
sketch map of North America show the position of the three major centres of ice ac-

. -cumulation and indiC,ate the maximum advance of the four great ice sheets over the con -
tinent. 41,

40: InvEiStigating the Ice Age.puz,z1e. (Investigation 18-8, InvestlgatIng.the.Earth, pp. 410-411.):In
this investigation the sturnent examines an area that was formerly ceveredq?y, part ot.a con-

, tinental ice Sheet. Across the map are numbers indicating certain stafibria',Iderttie 1anct4iiape.
Information is given for each station. Using' a:scale;picit this' elevation* of each station, on
graph paper. Connect the elevatiOn point's tb inake'elopographic profile. Plot on the profile
the information from the datttable. Make a cross-section using different colours for symbols
or rock and glacial depoSits. Note two kinds, of ti-11 are present. Answer the questions on p.
411. In summary, the investigation teaches the student-to use...the e,yidence left13y glaciers-td
reconstruct the events that -shaped ,the landscape: (InVestlgatIng the:Earth., Te'aoher's. Guide,
pp. 211-212.) 1N. .

41. Investigate the kind of topography that develops on the snourof a stagnating ice sheet. This
type of topography is common between Aldergrove and Abbotsford in the Fraser. Valley. To
illustrate how the melting of buried ice bloCks can produce an irteguW surfaCe on glacial_
deposits, have the studenitywthe following at home: Fill- a pan with.Sailar dirt to a-depth of
about10 cm. Bury several ice cubes in the sand, srnooth the surfacel;jandlet4stand overnight.
Obsettve the results before a:raving' for school in the morning and be piepared..to 'discuSs
them. The student should'have no difficulty relating the rough surface produced on:the sand
to the rough surfaces fOund oh,some glacial. deposits. This type of topography onIVdevetops.
during the waning stages of glaciation and is termed knob-and kettle topography.I.

42. Investigate' the effects of isostatic.rebound on the north shore of Va ouver, British Cc11.1
bia, Although glacial ice. is of much lower'density (about 0.89 gicm7than, bedrock of
tinents (about 2.7 g/cM3) the great mass of the accumulated icein glacieras been euf-
ficient in the past to depress the crust. In some instances, old beaches anct`other coastal
features such as marine deltas were. created during ,high-water stages or when the.land.was
depressed immediately following deglac,iation. Several large and nearly flat gravel deposits
along Capilano River and Lynn Canyon were deposited when the land was much lower. How
much lower? Study topographic maps of the North Shore anil determine the highest elevation,
of gravel deposits below the canyons of the Capilano and Linn Creek. Examine other effects
of isostatic rebound in the Hudson Bay region and the Baltic area of northern Europe.

43. Activitietand.investigations about earth history beginning with Activity No. 43 are based on
Science Foundation Course Units 26 and 27 from The Open University (Earth History I and II).
Students participating in these activities are not eXpected to have much factual recall of the
material presented. Students will. however. enjoy studying these concepts and, whilst doing .
so. will gain some insight into the methods by which Earth history has been and is being
deciphered. Explain the principle of uniformitarianism and show at least one example of a
geologic process that is operating near, your school.
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44. Investigate British Columbia's coastal envirotiittent. By fea0iNg sirnilething'48out.the kinds'of
sediments and processes operating along; the' BritiSh Cblumbja coast, the student should be
able to recognize ancient coastal environments in, the geologic record. A list of
measurements that can be carried out in a beach envirpanent is provided on p. 11, TOU (Unit26)..

45. Investigate the energy of a modern environment. Any.-fOature of sediments and their fauna
and flora can be related to what is Called energy of-environment. For example, high energy
conditions are .Characterized by the surf zone, where wages are constantly'breaking and
producing turbulent currents of extremElly,high velocity. ,ln contrast to this, low energy con-
ditions exist in sheltOrfd marsh areas,..which are seldbm affected to any degree by tidal
currents, or.by wind-driven water curreriis. Investigate a salt marsh, collecting samples of its
sedipient, flora and faUna. Compare 'and contrast this environment to a rocky headland of
inlegsuch as exist in many places along Howe Sound, the Sunshine Coast, or Vancouver
Istaifd. Take photograph-S4ecord changes related to seasonal conditions and measure water
conditions and internal and external structures in the sediments such as cross-bedding and

ripple marks.

. 46. Investigate the origins of the straligraphic time terms. Study Table 1 on p. 17 of TOU (Unit
26).



Pirt it Layered Rocks and the Law of. Superposition

The Atudent should be able to:

* 1. State and be able to apply the Law of Superposition.

(Activity #2,. 6, 12, 15; See also Part I, Activity #1, 2, 7, 15, 35)

3it

2. State and recognize methods that env be used to determine the top and the bottom of sedimentary layers.

(Activity #6, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15; See also Part I, Attrtivity #3, 4, 7, 16, 19, 35)

3. Determine the relative ages of severa I formations.

(Activity #12, 13, 14, 16; See also Part II, Activity #2, 7, 15, 16, 19, 20, 22)

4. State examples where the Law. of Superposition wilk4ipt work.

(Activity #13)

* 5. 'Define the terms strata, bed, fArmation, :inconformity, contact.

(Activity #6,, 7, 12. 13. 14, 15 See also Part I, Activity #3, 7, 19)

6. Interpret the history of sedimentary rock strata, 1451V texture, mineralop, sorting, bedding, and primary
structures such as ripple marks and mud cracks as Nuides.

(Activity #3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 17 See also Part I, Activity #3, 4. 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16,.17,
19)

* ,7. Determine the "up- iltrection and list in order (oldest first) the age rocks shaion in a.series,of
sketches or slides.

e
(Activity #9. 10 11. 14. 15..16; See also Part I, Activity #4';'17 19)
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tivities and Investigations

1. Investigate the origin of three types of sedimentary rock:. (1) 'a conglomerate, (2) a

fossiliferous limestone and (3) a shale bearing plant fossils. Describe the features of these
s-oecirfiens. What is the probable origin of each rock?

2. Show a slide of dipping sedimentary rocks. Imagine yourself standing in front of this rock'
outcrop somewheee in British Columbia. Describe what you see. In order to tell a story so ,at
it makes sense. you must start at the beginning. Where does the story begin in a pile-of
layered rocks. at the top'or at the-bottom? Are the layers horizontal or tilted? What does this
mean about the history of the rocks in this outcrop?

3 Show a close-up of the sedimentary rock so that the bedding is clearly indicated: a channel
sandstone showing stream-type cross-bedding would be a useful slide. Suppose you go up to
this outcrop and examine it closely You discover that it looks like this slide. If you examine
the rock even more closely. you will see the texture (show a slide of higher magnification of
coarse grained sandstone in which the grains are clearly visible). How do the beds-become
layered? Why are the beds inclined? How do the fragments that'make up this rock seem to fit
together? What does this kind H texture indicate about the origin of the rock? (ernIc(hasizes*
the importance of energy and currents in any sedimentary environment.)

4. Compar e settling of sedimentary particles in water in which there is no current (A) and
motionth in otion (B,C. and. D). Use a stree- iole. (Investigating the Earth, The Record

it
in the Rocks (Chapter 18, pp 392-393).

.
5 Provide an illustration of a typical sedimentary sequence in a delta in which1the sediments

grade from gravel to sand to clay Note A single layer of sediment that covers several square
kilometres may also vary in appearance from one place to another. How can you explain the
variation in grain size fr'-)m gravel to clay away from the source? Use a stream table tQi
demonstrate how size,sorting occurs V.'"

6 Not all layered rocks are sedimentary. Investigate a thick pile of lava such as is common in
the interior of British Columbia or on the Columbia Plateau (Use slides). Can you apply the
Law of Superposition to these rocks?' What differences in the racks would help you to
distiriquHr) these voinnic layers from sediments deposited in water? (Pass, ou,,t sam,ples,of

basal.

olunnns ha salt and use them to indicate,the top and bottom
of a ,ioicanic flow ilJse and cioliect a column of basalt from either Mt Baker or along.
the Squirnish Hiinw iy rlf,ir Mt Gar bairii

8 Pass out sample-, of mcKs in Alhii:n the long crystals are oriented roughly parallel to
the fl9w What can t h'y' tell yo,, aboi.t the direction of flow in the lava? (Investigating the
Earth. The Re, -lad in the Rock5 iChapter 113. pp 348 -349.1

9 Why are cross-oed,-, Anil ripple marks important? Use large y specimen~ blides and
field trips to a loc.ai peach to study these features I (Investi g the Earth, p 350

10 Study slides -Howing asymmetrical and symmetrical ripple marks_ In which clirastNITclid the
curretil flow use symmet'rical ripple marks to tell -too" from botthril."in a sedirAntary
sequence i f ;in the slide of symmetrical ripple Marks'ups,ide down demonstrate with a

.

large display specimen ,1)

.10

11 Fossil; in rocks can 'also fir, II';ecrtO determine whether a layer is upside down Have you ev
noticed the way c7larn shells r. ome to rest on a beach? Waves or currents usually turrkthem
over so that the hollow or r )r) (;,1\,/ e side is down Investigate the onentatiOn of clam shells on

oedch .f n..mher 't-urn,id over within a 3 metre'square
area

e
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12. two areas where a sedimentary sequence is exposed. Selec't areas where at least one
unit is common to both sections. Measure a section ind'record all of the properties. of each
rock unit. Determine the criteria That you found most useful in making the coielett

.

13. Use three colourS of clay or make. a "normal sedimentary. sequence in which the oldeSt-u it
is on the bottom. Now deform the section to make either an overturned fold or fault it in s h

a way %Niro repeat ,the section (a high angle reverse fault or overthrust:fault will result
repeatetfsection). Discuss the problems of determining the correct sequence in highly d for- V
med areas

14. Visit a local outcrop and point out the following features strata, bed, formation, unconformity
and contact. Is the section right side up or upside down? What criteria did you use o deter-
mine this? (Slides can also be used to",define these terms.)

15. Visit a local outcrop and record the different types of sedimentary structures. Atswer the
following questions. Is the section right side up? Was the deposit laid'down in quiet water or

Rf

running water? What evidence of current action did you find? What types of ripple marks are
present? Examine the mineralogy with a hand lense. Where did the grains come from?
(:Quartz and feldspar are most likely derived originally from igneous rocks.) Can you ,pit
together enough data to determine where the source of the sedimentary particles was? (Use
mineralogy and cross-bedding.)

16. Given several index fossils and hand specimens determine the following: the correct ages
and hence the order in which the rocks were deposited? In what environmetiiS' were the
sediments' deposited?- Do you have any. evidence of. unconformities in the "sequence?
(StudentS' should be given .fossils that, when placed in the.correct order, indicate Tat one
geologic period is not represented.)

1'

17: Study a coastal environment. in which two or more.of the following are-present:--s7g4,.imacii,
sand dunes, storm beach. beach NO sand, pebble beach, and swamp. Point 'OutItt-t.
sediment is accumulating in alt ol these environments at the same time. Discuss what welt'
happen if the sea covered this area and laid down a blanket of sand and/or mud.4
problems of environmental interpretation and correlation would be Presented . to fut
generations' of geology students? The Open University, Appendix 3 (The Coastal
vironment pp 34-36 See also the coloured photos of various coastal environments on p. 4

\ (Plate A) of the same bbok (TOU. Earth History I and II, Units 26 and 274,
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RtSOURCES

LEARNING-. OUTCOMES il D SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
.Econone ueblogy

.Resource Problems

Teacher Resource Material is indicated
Outcomes. Detaps regarding references,
tions of the Geology 12 course. (These
discretion of .the 'rettzher.)

by number in the parentheses following most Learning
activities and investigations follow the respective sec-
are suggested activities only and may be used at the



ffiRiti RtSIPT
Our way of life is dependent on minerals, which are exhaustable and irreplaceable Cities and

civilizations have withered as their supplies of minerals have become depleted.

Economic minerals are located in small limited areas, and as supplies dwindle, there arise serious

social, political and economic implications All citizens should be aware of the resulting problems

Teachers may have covered some of the objectives elsewhere, but they are listed together here

because of their importance 4
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Activities and Investigations ,c, t4,
,.:(

1.. Make a 'collection of ore Minerals from western Canada by writing to various mining com-
panies. Addresses are available in a publication entitled Sources of Free Materials for
Canadiantarth Science Teachers and Students, J.L. Rau,:1976. See supplementary referen-

. ;?;
2. Study the 'Location of the Eastern' and 'Western Alineral Provinces in western Canada.

Although similarities in stratigraphy and structure persist in places for some distance across
the border between these two.provinces and similar types cpaineral deposits are known in
both, the differenceS betWeerrthem are impressive. List e primary ore types available in
both provinces and be able toibharacterize thediffe nc in the geology between these two
regions. (Geology and Econdmic Minerals of West r Canada, pp. 491-521.)

3. The eastern mineral .province of western Canada contains deppsits reflecting t5rOad iegiOnal
warping and/or subsidence, simple deformation and only localmetamorphism and plutonism.
Important examples of the lead-zinc-silver deposits of this province are illustrated by Pine
Point, Monarch and Kicking Horse and the Kootenay King mines. Select one of these mines
and describe as simply as possible the following: (1) location,of the mine on a map of4estern
Canada, (2) the basic geology surrounding the mine, (3) the type of deposit in whi6h theore
rritiOrals are found alti (4) the kinds of ore minerals found in each. The keen student may
wish to study the origin of these ore minerals and collect examples of each for a class
display. (Geology and Economic Minerals of Western Canada, pp. 494-497.)

4. Invite an econorn(d.geqlOgist. to visit your class and disciiss some aspect of geology, as it
relates to mineral 'deposits in western Canada. Such requests should be directed to the 4.
and Yukon Chamber of Mines, 840 West Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6C 1C8.

5. Compete the exercise entitled The Yellowknife Gold DiStrict, Northwest Territories
(Laboratory Studies in Earth History, p. 158.)

6. Complete -the exercise entitled An Oklahoma Oil Field North of the ArbucklesiLaboratory
Studies in Earth History. p. 73).

7. Complete the exercises on environmental geology in the laboratory manual. (Exercises
Physical Geology, pp. 180-186.)

8. Visit the B.C. Mining Museum at Britannia Beach and write a report on the history of. mining
in British Columbia or on methods of underground mining. Tours are arranged by writin,the
B.C. Mining Museum, Britannia Beach or by phoning 112-688-;8735.

9. Study the occurrence of sulphide mineralization in the outcrops surrounding the mine at
Britannia Beach and collect examples of chalcopyrite, apatite, pyrite; pyrrhotite. Make an
oral presentation to the class on the geology around and within the Britannia mine.

10. Set up a sluice in the laboratory and use pyrite to simulate gold. Write a brief report on the
methods by which gold is extracted from placer deposits and discuss the methods by which
placer deposits accumulate.

..-_,itemonstrate the proper technique for panning for gold by using pyrite or chalcopyrite 'tti
si'-simu late gold.

12.0 Use a hydrometer, or Jolly balance or any ordinary balance or scale to measure the specific
graVity, of some ore minerals. Explain to the rest of the class the significance of specific
gravity in the accumulation of placer deposits.

79
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13. Demonstrate the use of an ordinary balance in measuring specific gravity. Even a fairly large.
piece of rock may be studiedby hanging the piece by a string to the scale, taking the weight
.in air, say 50 grams; then lowering it into a beaker of water and reading the weight, say,30_
grams. Theser.two readings are subtracted giving 20 grams, which divided into the first
,teading (50 grams) gives as the rglative density of the sample.

)P. A
, ,

.' 14. Dernonstrate the property of fusibility as a method of identifying certain ore minerals The.. ,ease with which minerals melt in a flame is designated by:the number 1 to 7. Typical minerals
and-their approximate fusion points are given below. f 1

0
.

(1) Stibnite: fuses easily in the lumindus flame, in a closed tube and' in a. match or
candle flame; about 525°C. ,...

itr''
(2) Chalcopyrite: fuses easily in .the blowpipe flame but with difficulty in the luminous

flame or closed tube; 'about 800 C.
,

(3) Almandite: .- fuses easily,in the blowpipe flame but is not fused in the closed tube or
luminous "flame. Finest splinter's only rounded on the point in the gas
flame; .about 1050°C. . .

,s .

(4) 'Actinolite: thin edges fuse pasily'in the blov4iipe flame but larger masses are dif-
ficult to fuSe, about 1200 C.

(5) Orthoclase: fuses on the edges witridifficulty, in the `blowpipe flame; larger masses.
f"4 are not fused, only rounded; -about 1300°C.

4 (6) Enstatite: fused and" rounded only on the thinnest edges and points of the smallest
%

pieces; about 1400 °C. ; , .

(7) Quartz: infusible even tin the thinnest edges and points of small pieces; over
..,..-

1400 C. --,,..

Note: In using this scale, the hottest or oxidizing flame is used and Me thinnest possible
splinte(of ,the mineral is tested. These_ should be held in the tip of the forteps or
tweezers, so as "to. conduct away ,as little heat as possible. If the sample decrepitates
so that splinters;cannct be used, it should be grouncrto a powder, mixed,with.a little
water to form a paste, spread in a thin layer on cixgrcoal and heated slowly then
strongly until it forms a thin coherent 'mass that can be held in the forceps and tested
in the oxidizing flame.

If a substance; fuses easily
said

the blowpipe flame, but is infusible in the luminous
flame or cloSed"tube, it is said to' have a fusibility of 3; if it is barely affected by the
lumin'ous 'flame it has a fusibility of 2.5.

15. Ultraviolet rays, also known as "black-light", have found a very definite place in the mineral
sciences during the past 30 years. Ultlaviolet rays cause certain minerals to glow or release
their own light a phenomenon called fluorescence and thip emission of "cold light" has
proven of decided value in the detection and identification of many minerals and ores.
Though there arelimitationsin_trie use 4tkiltraviolet light, as only a few important economic
minerals fluoresce, the simplicity; aneekpediency of this agent have demonstrated that a
fluorescence testis essential in all prospecting as well as in mining certain ores. Its greatest
usefulness is in the identification of scheelite, zircon, willemite, mercury and petroleum.
Other minerals which may or may not flu-oresce are agate, aragonite, barite, calcite, .

cSIcedony, fluorite, sphalerite and semi-opal. Try it out in the laboratory and then take thes-.
"black-light" to a local beach at night and see how many ore minerals can be found: '

Limestone terrains are favourable for this type of prospecting.
e
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.,
.16. The percentage of a given 'element in a compound cart be determined in the folloWing'ivay. If,

.foi.irletance, we wish to" know the theoretical percenta0e of copper in thalcopyrite we
proceed as follows, The chemical formula. is CuFe§2,.which means that there is 1 atomic
mass of copper, 1 of iron and 2 of sulfur in each molecule. R= e table ot chemical
elements.' we, find -that the atomic mass..of 'cO p :. r is .63.57; nd of sulfur 32.06:."
Adding 'these tPga.ther in the-pr.. . I J t in t Tr.; e ave.; , .

' ( ",t'
--- It

.- . I X 63.57 = /63157
1 x .55.84 =t 55.84

:2 x 32.06' --` 6402'

Mass of molec3/4119 183.53

Dividing the mass of copperby the. mass of the entire molecule and multiplying the result by
i1.00 we get the percent of copper, thus: 63.57/183.53' = 0.3463 x 100% = 34.63% copper.

Compute the percentages ofrne tals in the following ore, minerals:

Galena
Cinnabar HgS
C,assiterite Sna,
Arese'hopyrite FeAsS
Scheelite CaWO,
pyrite FeS.,
Hematite Fe20
Chromite FeCr20,

:46

1.7. Some simple chemical tests for various Dements should be performed by students interested
in the mineralogy of ore minerals as Well as thoSe irlierested in prospecting for or minerals.

(1) &Alum Carbonate'Bead Test. Treat a speck of the mineral in the soda bead On the'
platinu loop with the oxidizing flame. Effervescence indicates a silicate; manganese
will' col ...it green; chromium colors it yellow. Crush the bead on a silver 'cOiri' and
moisten th water. A darkening of the coin indicates+.sulfide, selenide or to

(2) Ammonium Molybdate Test. Add 1 ml of the solution to a mixture of 1.'inl:O arri
molybdate reagent and 1 ml of concentrated nitric acid, and warm.. A. yello re
indicates phosphate arsenate.

'I'%<

Themonium molyb ate reagent is made as follows: mix 10 0 of MoO, Wq. Q
'

distilled water and 8 ml of concentrated NH,OH. When solution is complete, pouliwly
with constant stirring into a mixture of 40 ml of concentrated HNO and 60 ml:of,'Water,
Let stand in a warm place for several days. Decant or filter before usi,n-g. Many Other sim-
ple. chemical tests are given in Identifidation and Ou'afitative Chemical Anal/sis or
Minerals, O.C. Smith, Van Nostrand. Co: ....-

Distinguish between renewable and nonrenewable resources. Make a list of each ,d collect
data on. the amounts of nonrenewable resources remaining in the world.

,

19. Many of the world's rerridning. resources are unevenly distributed. Empire's have flotrfshed
.repeatedly through history because 'Of their control over rich and easily exploited mineral
resources: but they witherdd with the same frequency as the riches expired. Consider one of
the world's most important metals chromium. What is it used for? Whefe are chrome

: -'8eposits located? Some have speculated that this 'metal alone can change the iuture of the
world because of its present location. Discuss implications of this metal with respect to its
present location and its availability to the world's_ super powers. Do the same' for several
other metals. . .
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20.. A healthy, hard-working 04*h:can produCe just ehouilen g.y:to keep a 100-watt lift bulb,
burning. Muscle power is. really very, puny. Our ancestor;; found it necessary to develop sup,
elementary sources of energy. First animals, then Sails, water wheels;.Wind. steam and
internal combustion engines, and .eventually motors. Suptilernetiltary energy flow exceeds
Muscle power and comes from coal, oil, and uranium. Reverting to nitis'o-1013OWeealone would'
bring chaos, Nature-IA/paid quickly reddce the -poppfaIiOn. piscass ode 'alternative to the
present sourCes of -..enejtgy and discuss when this alterhiatis&p might become an important, ,,,
Sobice of energy to .the world. What has to bevdighe firs*:

21... :Study a growtttrate of the Earth's human population. What: eap)kby,"Population doubling
time"? By what date will the present world population doable -again?.

22. Despite the so-called green revolution and great advances in farming ,methods the
population is increasing faster than food production. Even with great effortS to expand
production from tall sources, including the oceaps, it ielnevitable that the population must
cease glowing. The earth's theoretical carrying capaOty is approximately 33 billion people
(U.S. National Academy'of Sciences). What is the present world popOlation and by what date
will it reach 33 billion if present 4r8wth ra conti , "

23. Balance and qptitrol of population- 'will demand `societal responsibility beyond any ttfat
mankind has ever atifained. There is. a strong ele ent of personal choice-in all -decisions
regarding populations. ChoiCe of life styles differ. ow-will individuals, individupl countries,
and r'egions decide w# their 'living standarqs'a d (heir stable pOpuiations. will be?

ponential growth rate.24. Discuss'the meaning o

25. Can exponentialgroywt Continue forever? World consumption 'of 'mineal resources is still
growing exponentiallyc-, eographic. consumption of mineral resources is not uniform. Con-
sider-the very Uneven Per capita consumption of alurriinum. If the Presentiete of consumption
of this metal in North AMerica and Europe continues the known reserves of this metal will not
last long. Write an essay on the possible alternatives to present metal consumption in North

,America. .

..

Canada anctNorway 'supply 74% of the words nickel. Where is nickel mined in Canada and
what is, it used/ for?

85% 11'27. Canada and South Africa supply 85% o t h e world's.asbestos. Where Is it mined in Canada
and what is it used for? Are there any environmental proplems associated with the develop-
ment and processing of asbestos?

28., Canada, Nigeria and Zaire supply 97%.of t 9:fiorld's tantalum.,. What is it used for and...A/here
is it mined in Canada?,

(29,
''Sdrinam, Jamaica and Australia supply 96% Of the world'-s aluminum are. What4dommon

items in the.homeare i-nadeiidf aluminum. Can you suggest a met)aod by which the demand
for aluminum can be reduced so as to prolong the present reserves?

. .

Most mineral resources are derived from the-crust; It is predominantly compoSed of minerals
that are crystalline solids with specific7Ind rather simple compositions. Any walk through the
mour4ains will rev-pal, minerals. arenorTandomly distributed. Limestone is a rock consisting
mostly of the miheral alcitp (CaP0s,). Quartzite is mostly quartz' (SiO2). Chemical elements
are distinctly segregated. .-the richest rocal concentrations are ore deposits. An ore miheral
ha's economic value butonly because it has an exceedingly high local concentration and a
low average iconCentration in the crust. 'Ore deposits can be said to 'be high grade .ac-
Cumulations of miverals that are ordinarily :too widely dispersed' to be of ecbnomic value.
What geologic processes operate to concentrate valuable- minerals in local deposits?

p
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3:1.' The supplementary energy Used by man, fridm all sources, WevOWlaylout 3.0 x 10" joulei per
year'. Although this number is enorrhous, ri-is small by comifflirison with the solar energy
received by the Earth each day: 1.5 x 10" joules. What recent developments have occurred
to focus man's attention on the sun as a source of energy acid how can the sun's energy be
harnessed?

32. Coal is one of British Columbia's most important fossil .fuels. It i the oldest economic
. -

mineral mined in western Canada having first been produced by settlers on Vancouver Island
in 1816. Where are western Canada's coal resources located? Desirable as coal may be.for a
fuel, many difficulties attend its use. All coal contains from 0.2 4o 7.0% sulfur, present as the,
iron sulfide mineral, pyrite, FeS.,, as ferrous sulfate, FeSO4.7H20 or gypsum, OaSO4.2H20,
When coal is burned the sulphur is released to the atmosphere. Treatment costs are high.
How reliable are extraction methodsor sulphur in coal? What does it do to the water? Would
you like to see western Canada's coal production greatly increased, as it will have to be if we
are to limit the use of nuclear poWer plants in British Cotumbia. What other environmental
reazards are associated with coal development?

33. Crude oil and natural gas, the liquid and gaseous components of petroleum, occur together
and have common origins. Crude oil and natural gas are, composed chiefly of hydrocarbons
and arefound in sedimentary rocks. What kinds of rocks are best suited to trap petroleum?
Where are they located in British Columbia? What are the petroleum reserves in British
Columbia? Note that petroleum. like coal is widespread but unevenly distributed. Many large
oil fields have been found beneath off-shore waters. What problems are encountered with the
development of off-shore reservoirs such,as may exist in Ow Strait of ..Georgia?

34. Oil which is particularly thick and viscpUs is called heavy oil, or, more colloquially, tar or
asphalt. Heavy oil is a crude oil in thaieit contains large molecule hydrocarbons. The largest
deposit of heavy oil in the worldlis foi4hd in northern Alberta and is known as the Athabaska
Tar sao.h6:These sands are now being exploited in a smalt 1.way,-7.,....Abour6 5004tonnes of oil

are recovered each day from a 100 000 tonnes - per -day mining opiOation. If we assume a 50
per cent recovery, the reserve of oil that can be recovered is estithated to represent 0.31 x
1022 joules of energy. What problems have been encountered in developing the tar sands and
why is development proceeding slowly. What kind of investment has bee.n required to
develop the Athabask? Tar Sands and where has the capital come from? Do you think that
this oil belongs to alt Canadians or to the province of Alberta or to the local landowners in
the. er Peace River country? What legal right do British Columbians have to Alberta oil, if
an tis Meant by mineral rights and who owns them in Alberta? In British Columbia? In-,
vite roleum geologist to discuss the occurrence of oil in British Columbia and if possible'
do t 'same for someone that has worked on the tar sands.

35. Hot springs are very common in parts of British Columbia, especially in the pocky Mountains.
Where does the heat come from that warms the waters of the earth? Ahyone who hat been.
down-a mine knows that rock temperatures increase with depth. Measurements made in deep
drill holes from around the world show increases froM15C.0 to 75 'C per kilometre;, by projec-
tion this means that temperatures of 5 000 C or more Must' be reached in the core. Con-
sidering the size of the Earth, a vast amount of energy is stored within it. This heat may be
termed geothermal energy It is very difficult to locate places where'this energy is so con-
centrated that it may be mined and exploited by man. What special circumstances offer a
good deal of promise for geothermal power? Experts suggest that geothermal power will be
locally important but globally insignifiCant. Nevertheless, British Columbia may be one of the
few areas where it will become locally important! Make a map showing the location of areas
that you think deserve special study and evaluation for possible sources of geothermal
power. (Hint. Consult a map of the hot springs of British Columbia.) An important reference is
Elworthy. Fif.T., 1925, HotSprings rn western Canada: their radioactive' and chemical proper-

` ties: investigations of mineral resources in the mining industry"._1925.; Can. Dept. Mines,
Mines -Br.. No. 669.
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ropt36, Nucleap,e4rgy is becoming more important as A source of power in eastern Canada but so
fir-has met with intense resistance in British Columbia. What factors about nuclear reactors
ancrtheir Spent fuel pose threats to life ffnd property throughotit the world? Uranium is the
chief souice of fissionable atoms but measured resources of uranium in rich depots are un-
fortunately not 130 large as we might hope. Where :iviranfum;foUnd in,Canada?Alut research'
shouldeVeal that it'is principally locatedin rich vein deposits in,,the:,Great Bear Lake regicfb,
.NOrthweli.Territories and'in the Blind River dIstrict:nOrlh of Lake Huron in Ontario. How len
will these reserves last? What will take the place of, U"w consider the breeder reactorlrnd
the prOdess of fusiOn?

British ColumbiCh en a province thai has- traditionally relied upon its hydroel
poWertti satisfy W, here'does the power come from that is used in yourCom-

does ft fit to yOu? What problems 00 you forsee if your local power needs triple
or q Uple7 Do nktthat dams shouldbe built on the main stem of the Fraser RiVer?
Write-WI" essay on "fisFi-problern7.

131: Read the bookilet titled 100 ways tO Save Ed erergy and Money in thHome. Keep a record of
any energy SaYiekt ou have employed and cordputafithe value of the savings after the.

Of a giveniperiod. The boOklet is avaiiable free of cbaru from the Department of -Erergy, 1111Llik
Mines and ReeoUrces:9445p0a,pr any local office of the'De,partment,augh as 100 W. Pender

treet, Vancouver.

739. Study the geology and occurrence of ore minerals In one of the following mines or Of a
rtUneral bearing property near your school. NI *

40 :P Firenda Mine,
, uassiar, - Yellowknife, 'Kimberley,. Craigmont, Endakt, Granduc,

Granby, Lornex, Similkameen, Utah, Western (Addresses of corporate offjces are available
from the B.C. and Yukon Chamber of Mines; 840 West Hastings Street. Vancouver, British
Columbia V6C 1C8.)

40. Porphyry copper deposi are ;eery important in British Columbia. Study the report entitltd
.,.

Porphyry Deposits df the Canadian Cordillera and also the generalized geological map of the
Canadian'cordillera that accompanies it. Make an oral presentation, on the geology of por-
phyry copper deposits in British Columbia a'ndApass around samples of ores from these
'deposit:S..70e report is available' from the Department:of Mines'or from the Geological Survey
of Canada, (Vancouver).r

An exPeriettaetizmining engineer proOlaimed the development, of the Granduc mine, near the
Alaskan.tiOrder in the Coast Range of British ColUmbia some 970 km north of 40Incou'ver,
maril,triurrptrover some of the severest:obstacles nature has.ever placed in the path of
miheief'.diSCovery and ,mine developMent. Nothing in the Granduc develoPMent was easy.
the:deep orebody iS partially covered bya glacier, sb, open 'pit mining-is not feasible. The
tern in istoo rugged, direct acce's's to tidewaterOverland too diffiCult and 'the wehther too

Oa-1w 1.A.J.0...tt.) poi to tit butiCit <A _.it It a:G. at thc Cite. From the nearest feasible con- *
a 11

centrator 'site, an tunnel- had fb be'dhven under intervening mountain ranges and
glaciers to the mine, and' a mountain- road, subject to heavy snowfall, had to be built to
Stewart, the hearest port, 51 km away. Study the histdry of prdspecting and development at
Granduc copper mine. It is.an.exCiting stork. Write Granduc Operating ComPany, 890 West
Pedder Street. Vancouver; British Columbia 'fbr its excellent illustrated booklet entitled
"Granduc.

4,
.

42: The Mining:industry pleyi,A6 important part in'.the development of the Canadian ec bmy

. ' over the last 10 years. Were it not for this basic resource industry, Canada's export earnings'
wou,ld.have been much lower, therewoUld,have Peen si6ndi,caritly less new investment spen-
ding and there would have been less iMProvement in tpii.Canadian-standrd of living. In .;
)974, miNral production jn Canada-(exCluding coal, oil 'and gas) wes valueat $6:5 billion,
the ,esiuiVelent'* 4.6 percent.of,the. total output of goods-and services as measured by the
Value lipanades GroSs.National Product.. and' about ferr per cent of the value of the total



put of goods-PrOdUcIng; industries. In .1974 'the mining industry directly acid Indirect
'itistievnployment for, about ten pier Cent of. Canada's total employed Wilbur force and
nt mislay $80Q millionon new capital expenditures. Write arressayon the mining. industry

With
pu

la emphasizing the critical Tale playedby the world price,f copper in this,'
upper mines In British Cofilmbia.

,Obowlng the locatien of British Columbia's copper mines and outline an ex
prilgran% Which migklead:to the discovery of a new mine in British Columbia.

... ologic factors are moat important in locating e copper mine?

.44: Play GET THE ZINC OUT a-garnOleveloped by VEEP at the University, of British Columbia
and for sale as a, leSiOn aid by the B.C. Teacher's Federation.

, .

are45. Canada's uranrum deposits are betOming more important as more nuclear' reactors are
developed thrOughout the world for 'power supply. Canada'splbetextenelve uranium deposits
arafiquartz-pebble congloMerate beds in the Elliot Lake rettert`rrildeftay between Sudbury and

11,.. Wult the Marie near the north shore of Lake'Huron. De" orylvileett4imited and Rio Algom
gCfr.,. LWriited have, ileen mining these beds since the 1950's and-expeelleabe mining,them until af,
, ter the turn f the Century. Madawaska Mines. Limited was recently incorporated to recover

,.,... uranium' from the dormant CeriadiamFaraday mine near Baricroft_entario. The uranium ores
;? .

ocour In pegmatite b6dies tiffersi.'
.

r -,
In, eastern Labrador two' deposits iKitts and Michelin) have been outlined near',

..-by ,Brinex Limited, a subsidiary 9f Brinco Ltd. Eldorado Nuclear Limited's
g operation in the vicinity of6Uranium City a few, kilometres from the north

ipokok)iley
"averlodge :-
re of Lake .

Athabasca in northerh Saskatchewan recovers uranium from pitchblende7bearing veins and
related deposits. 7 _ -
40 e . .

.

Consolidated 19exspar Minerals and Chemicals Limitecl.has outlined a deposit in the Birch
island area near Kamloops, British Columbia. A significant fraction of the company is owned
by Denisogt Mines Ltd, . .

.

Write an essay on the assessment ofCanada'S uranium resources and include the projected
production capacity as well as Canadian uranium requirements and thiipossible Word
demand' by the year-2000,.Mrite for the ,free booklet entitled 19743AssessWO of Canada's
Uranium Supply and Demand, Department of _Energy,Mines andResources, Ottollp. Discuss
methods of uranium exploration.

ne of the largest producers of copper concentrates in Grade is the Isi1114peer Mine,
,

ated near Port Hardy, BritishC.olUmbia at the northern end Of VanCouver;Island it is
o orated by Utah Mines Ltd. Estimated reserves are near 250 million tonnes, of cOppei-
m lybdenurn oregivithgeg rade of 612°/0" copper, 0.627% molybdenum sulphide. The
c pital cost required to ,up the mine was $88 million andlhe first,shipment was made in,
December of 1971.. The origirral diScovery on tha4wasent Isrand:CopPEir property was made..
late in 1985 by a local prospector, Gordon MUM:it:Me, who exposed indications 'of pyrite and
chacopyrite mineralization in a depressi nder two overturned trees. The Island Copper
deposit is a t pical copper porphyry. Minera n occurs in volcaniC andesites which have
been. intriid d' by a quartz, feldspar porphyry. rite' a report on the geology and milling
ciRefations at- I I nd Copper Mine. Make4use of an excellent bdbklet available' from the.,
company entitl "Island Copper Mine", Wr. Utah MineaLtd., Suite 1600,1050 West Pender

4 Street, Vanco r .British Columbia, V6E 3S7.'For spepirnens of the ores found in the Island
Copper d posit w to Utah Mines Ltd., P.O. Box $70, Pior ardy, British Cokmbia.VON 2P0: =

. The offshore oil reserves of eastern casnada Were firs ed in 1971 when a Halifax
newspaper`brinted the massive headline "IT'SsOILOThe oit;:-Itaturel gas and condensate
(liquids associated,With natural gas were disCovered iruao,yelrffiat was drilled on lonelywere
Sable Island,_290,km southeast of Ha . Stpriy the exciting prospect of offshore oil, and its ,
future in s,upplyingtanada'S energy n ds. Orite.fpr the booklet entitled, "Resouirces Under"
the Sea available from the Crepartrhent, of Energy; Mines and 'Resourcei, Ottawa. ..

, .... I,
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48. .AnVil, Mine in Canada's great North couhliy,41;.ra.major lead-zinc diltddvery located a
km below thtlyrictic.Circle in the Yuko Awl! represeh.A*Major :elembil. Ile-

° economic picture al Cana i'a North- :I :4r hundreds of jobt.-where none ekli ed. It,;.t
brought to fife the..aeCond, argeat community'l the Yukon where., there waaorilyiaub Arctic

. wildemessi On June 5, 1965 'a VericoU'ier geOjogiat arid . U.B.C. grad named -Aho
unknowingly4caMped on top of the oreb'oly near Vangorda Creek in the Yunn Territory. Af-
ter extensive initial exploration revealed the -Potential of the area Dybaely:Eiplorations Ltd, a

couver Company,,4vas formed to develop thesmine. EventUally. Cyprus, Mines Corporatidn
red into a- joirit/Venture agreement in-J9$5 and AM/il Mining porporation was'Icitmed. A

um regime of 57 Million tonnes Of OA: containing 9% combined lead and zinc and More
31 grams of silver per tonnizNas outlined. Discuss the ,geologeana ore minerals of this

,exciting new development.in the Yukon. An outstanding, multicolour booklet with marly good
bulletin board type display materials, isioavailable from Anvil Mining C oration, Ltd., 1550
Alberni Street Vac4ouver, British C

,,,. .Corpoietion,L td., BOX 1000, Faro kon Tetritoty.
.,,.

,.., . .

49. The High's Valley of .
..., .. _ .,

44olumbia hes.4;ieen thm scene of intense mineral exploratiOn
and mirOngedtvity gm ' i , ibds since the Witt riart of the ,century- Early In this peripdi,

4%,.'1/4014,hilgh-giadelpppit, vein .I.:;1?,-.;,1 -were mined on a small scale with the ore being hauled lb
, qv

ikshof liVR4tagdravif 1, _' p. In recent years, however, a/Ie./amiss-in mining technology
and high erpriCes, unlit 1974, have-perniitted the large low-grade mines to come into .. ,.

being. On Ol.the important ore liodies is the LOtnex deposit, apprdximately 45 km by'rOad,
f torn Ashcroft and d'r. 'ctly south of Bethlehem Copper mine''on the north side
of the valley: Ei x orebody contains an estimated ore reserve of 266.rillion tonnes
With an average g, f 0.427 'peroent copper and 0014 per cent mdlybdenutn. The capital

/ cost of financing the Initiation &mining at Lornex is estimate0 to be $138 million -.'the Lornex
deposit is contained.in.a roughly-elliptical area.17200 km in lengtrr, 490 tri,in width and at
least 600 .m in depth ;,and still °pet. The prirtewal Minerals, in the sulphide zone are
chalcopyrite, bornite, anc0,04bdertite with minor pYeite,'nOiggetite, he Cite, theRium;

fillingateither in gitartiAprbopnateveineArp to 30 cm in width or. doh Yointt, slips, anfminute -

osmium, 4,13surn", epiclote, cakite and chlorite. The,minerailiatiolcuryttainly A fractur,e.

tractUree, and as spatsFly-disseminatecVnineralization generally reOlaCing, hcfrnblende;and
biotite. FraCt6re density and strong alteration appear 'to be keys to trfe lAgrier-grace per-
molybdecum values. The staff of Ldrnex, Mining CorpOr ion. Ltd. hat-aillcussed con-
siderable detail the entire operationporn geCii8gy,to mill in a booklet that:is available by

.. writing: Lornei Mining Corpdration. Ltd., 580 Granville greet, Vancouver, itish ,Columbia.
specimens may be obteihed by wrifing\tornex Minfr4 Corporation, Lt "13!0. Box;1500,

Logan Lake,- British Columbia. 4..
41 Ili

..'f , .. _Pi '''''Iti,.,, Al

' It' 1 '
W *P Mace r Development Limited is a Canadian mining Cornpariya with international interests. It

brwght the Gibraltar copper mine, one of Canada's ler t,base metal .mines in tents'of
Oak/ throughput, into productiA. it also developed an s the Craigmc,nt coppeatino'
at Merritt and the Endako molybdenum mine at Fla Placer has developed 'an.eit-.
celient summary of the science of mining in a b itled The Mine DevelopMent
Process ", available ftom their offices at me Burrard , 1030 West Georgia Street, Van-
cou'ver, British Columbia V6E 3A8. Ore spetimens may be.,,, obtained by writing CraiMont
Mines Limited, P.O. Box 3000, Merritt, British .Columbia- OK 280, whsre er bearing
minerals .are obtained from an underground mine` Endako Mine, the world'arond largest
molybdenum mine.bega production in 1965 and is Iodated about 160 km west -of prince
George. Ore 'minerals containing molybdenum may be obtained by writing danex Placer Ltd.,
Endako -Mines Division, Endako, British Columbia VoJ 1LO. Gibraltar Minfes began
operationsin 1972.Iis a large open pit copper producer near Williams Lake in the Cariboo.
Write to Gibraltar Mines Limited, P.O. Box' 130, MoLeese Lake,Vritish COlumbie VOL 1P0 for
ore specimens. ,.

\ ,

bia and Ore samples afe availab e from' Anvil Mining
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51. ,A uft -co Cured map showing the NCIPAL MINERAL AREAS OF CANADA is availablerri i
free of ,charge from the Department of nergy Mines and Resources, Ottawa.;I:he man (900A)

' its 21s? edition and...is printed a scale of 2.54.,pm re, 193 km. .

Es; 'tent summary oft changin
vironmen,tal issues e

Mines and Resources, OlkitaiWa. It is

tern Of energy sources in Canada and a discussion.
se is available from the .Department'of Energy,

NTRODUCTION TO ENERGY IN CANADA.

53.. One of the best all around kij of information on.Canada's mining industry fromihe urban
planning. of the mine site, gress on pollutionControl and space-age, mining is available,
from The Mining AssAiiiio'n CAnada,,?d Toronto Street, Toronto, °Mario,' 'MSC 2C2. It is
entitled. WHAT MIA .t0 ORKADA, pages. It includes many coloured photos

yikrid a glOsar.y of,sorne minim) terms and tools. A. sampleiroMAe glossary is concentrate
'to .tteat ore so"that thelaStitit --:"Aconceritrates=.wiiI cottain less Waste and ,a' higher
amount of the valuable,mineral. irl.many mining operationS, ore is conAntrated in a con-
centrator dr mill or the surface, the ,shiPped to a smelter,'wh6se.product is then sent on:to a
refinery for the recovery of,themineral orontent by eliminating impurities. ".\ ,`

:yr.'
,,, .

54. The WhitehOrse Copper.Bett.is a,n important zone of copper mineralization first disboveted
.bysininerS On their wayto. the Klondike in 1897. NO staking was done until 1898, when Jack

i ,,Molnyre,, staked the :Copper King ir,t9iily of that year. By. 1899 the strict had been w4t1
Prospected and most of the presently .49 own ,deposit$ had been staked. The propprOiap in-'
termittently active frorti 1900 to 1912 bUt.betisaen 1912 and1917 major s ipmentb were made

,from th'ePuebld property. TheRueblo vraS7,918sed;by.014jOr disaster Match6f 1917 when
groLintC movements tr4ppeci`$,V. men undetgroi40,Wee .werere cu ursix lost their

-lives:Subsequent .actrvity to7;0: ce periodically detWed73',1927'and -1 abut was mostly, ,
inactive unfit after world war;. 1.4-a '1971 'a: joint vent 'ap.forrn:. itn1-411clsoril3ey, Mining

. and Smelting and Amcan. Ttkopper belt lies On t 4. ,riorthoesterly trending
.Y'ukon. River valley. The main known ,6 lip

bathorith in skarn .zones clevNipped, wtte Tria . :. ..., :re in contact with the in=, .

: 11 ,edge of trie.i/Vhjtehorse

trusive.'i.nformation on this ben may be*Obtain . ehorse Copper Mines Ltd.,
P.0'..B'Ox 4280 Whitehorse, Yukdn Territory.

.?.,

n Mim' ompany,. t , has a majofto plr mine near Princeton, British -Colum'-.4-4 ''L d'IL
;.',,',

, Ear .pper SiTowitigs)4V4.beenknown'on wha now company property since btfore
th tuth of e.centuO. Var,0411-nounts of.0aMcCessfutdevelogrnentliprk weredOne befte,
v.23 whe WC,Opper MOunfIrn area west bf-The SimilkamWt River was acquire ?by he
G, nb C softlated Mining. Smelting, and Power Company During the periods 1926-1936

an. 37- 7 Granby successfullg produced copper from the area,;.*14ItrapprOximately 31,
million tonnes of ore, grading about 1% copper, being mined and coacerntrated. In December
1967yNewrnont Ming Corporation purchased all of the Granby holdingsandin,July 1970.,a
go-ahead decisi n was made by -Newmont. , o

. .

, /
The trtgerbel t. and/Copper Mountain;oreb'odies lie within a 4 300 km by 1 100 km belt of
Nicola rook These rocks are composed of andesitic tuffs and agglomerates, lessor amounts
of flows, d some lensy siltstone layers. The,voICanic belt-is bounded on the south by the
Copper ouritain stock consisti f diorite, mOnzq,nite and pegmatitic syenite. Chalcopyrite
mineralization at Ingerbelle o as disseminations, discontinuous fracture-fillings and.
coarse-blebs. Sulphide veins uP o several centimetres thick are rare. The host rocks are
mainly altered tuffs and agglomerates. Ore reserves rectiorable by openOit mining at Inger-
bile are estimated at 41 million tonnes of 0.53% Cu. Two Smaller pits are located do the east; '

tie of/the valley and theke Contain an additional 27 million tonnes *of 0.52% Cu. A book
entitled THE SIMILKAMEEN PROJECT describes the mine 'and its geology. Wr e
SimAkameen Mining Company, Ltd., P.O. Box 520, Princeton, British Columbia'VOX 1WO.



.*:':. 56. Several excellent brochure's are available from Cominco Ltd., 200 Granville SquarWan-
couver, British Columbia V6C-.2R2. These are entitled: COMINCO AT WORK,. HIS OF
COMINCO, QUICK FACTS ABOUT. COMINCO, HOW WE 00.IT AT TRAIL, HOW we DO IT

- . AYECLOKNIFE, HOW WE DO. IT AT KIMBERLEY. The Coniinco mine's most famous ow'
&weskit at KimberleyBritish Columbia is termed the Sullivan orebody. The surface outcrop-of
the orebody was found nearthe present site of Kimberley,. British Cblumbia in.1692. euilding

,....,4 .traf_Osmall copper-gold smelter was begun October 100865 lat :F. Augustus Heinze at Trail
',.. -41V-" ,.Q'rfrek Landfrig for the treatment of Rossland ores discovered at Red fairipntain..in 184

),teihze built a-.Aarrow4auge railway from Trail to Rossland calling it the'Columblai,
.,:4,.*.YVtistern Railway" and in,1898 it becatte part of the Canadian Pacific Railway, By 1974the

Cdrninco company revenue was a record.$792.7 million'yeilding net earnings of $86.3 Million.
4.7 ,...

,

he Sullivan ore body is essentially a sulphide.riplacemento8f.ceriainialgillabeousancrsilty
ekts in the Aldridge formation of late Precambrian age; Thedertositlea- large lens that be --

pies part of the crest and eastern flank of an'antictItia leAttprycl .sp_halsrite are the
main or minerals. They are associated with pyrrhoti.te ileiii' 8hiferite, musc ite,

. t tremolite, clinozoiSite: tiyaltite, tourinaline, garnet, Won e. 'AS a les-Ult, of ;Se I e
replaeemerft of, he otio, beds, the ore,is distinctly law?) ndfcrldeng.,on'a-farge or small
scale iS common. '

S

al;

One:aspect of the Alin of Ole- ore in the Sullive, ore body iS,,retaleciffto.plate tectonics and
Geology 12 teachers Tr a'y want to make reference tO.Shii when they discuss the economic
geology of British Columbia. Recent discoveries of rnealliferous brines in the Salton Sea
area and, th, Red Sea, a rift zone, haveinpuenced present day,concepts of'ore gegesfs in,the
Sullivan body. Unfortoately, a ue to the effects of-regional metamorphism the critical
relationships required to prove that the zinc andlead at Kimberley were derived this Way can -
no be; proven. A conventional hydrotherThal replacement origin is supported by the
association of the rnassiveand-sOmetimes transgressive ore extensive alteration zones
in both the footwall'and:hanginb wall of the 'uppertsrtirie,Thif:theoay however has difficulty in
explaining the delicate andlaithr.U1 reproduction orwhat appear tube sedimentation features
in' the lower parts of. the mine. One of the best :papers omthe origin of the orebody at Kim-
llerley is entitled "On the Origin: of the Sullivan Orebody, Kimberley, BritiSh4olumbia" Can.
Inst. Min, Met.. SdeeiaVol. 8 by Freeze, A.C., (1966)1.t .

.

57. .,..ever a hundred years !iiigo 5000 men. were searclOaig for gall: ii 'the;Gassiar area of British
Columbia. That was nearly thirty' years:. before news of the.9.teaf. Kl.cAdrIce goldrush ripped
through the World like a raging storm. The Cassia( goldee!kers wIo had struggled inland

..,:fplirn the. Paciic Ocean spread out along. the bars of MoDanteireek and comrericed the,,
serious. business of4thrning:theinselveS into overn.igtaltMillionaift.. N. few became wealthy.-

, 1r But the rest simply came, worked, then clepartif4:-All.that is leit of .thOs 'lively days is
evidence of the old gO10, workless' and the rottihg'rem ins of CentervIlle, an e rly gold rush

o-bohi toWri4just 32.km-down the-road from CassiacEve in those' ays the 'ans spoke of. a
-wcol'i iff birde that, built their n'estf., ef white fluff that ithstand the
'raging fires Of tte,.fOrest: And-the early gold seekers noted that a'pro magg gr en band of
serpentine rock;O'ted across the rugged face-of Mc roWILinbuntain Others told tales of
mountain sheep c4rethwith a yellow -green fluff that ca ear y mountain sporting
a 'White. plume'. And ,the talk Wenon but nobody did acing i When World War II

*broke-out Victor Sittler of Lower Post was a mechanic w th Alaskp Highway Main-
tenanceat Fqot Nelson. He had heard all the myths and ads about .McDame mountain
and reasoned lhat the depogivnuSt be asbestos, But it was not until 50 that Sittler and
three panthers fought 'theap; waylthrsough the mountainous eountry Jtibare Cassiar stands

The four prospectors climbed McDatrne:rnouniain, and there.it was: ;a great out-
cropping of-y.ellowich oxidized'aoesios-Read the rest °ethic? story in the -bodli entitled

STAR, an excellent source' ofrnany Ootentiai.bullef board photos and o cti ris of
th . mine and Rae underground mini,nkOperation of u 0, the. open-pit
bookletIobtained writing; Gassier Asbestos rporation, Ltd., Suite
-rower. 10 5 WeSt*lastings Street. Vancouver,. 3Va.

The
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58. The Brenda deposit is 225 km east-northeast. of Vancouver and 23 km northwest of
Peachland in the southern interior of British Columbia. The area around thedepost is typified
by gentle rolling, tree-covered upland. During the late 1930's and early 1a40'S the Sandbergs
of Kelowna worked on their "Copper King" property exploring a 30 cm chacopyrite--.6
rnolybleilite bearing quartz vein. They abandoned' theft claims in the early 1940's and the
property lay dormant unaites rediscovered in 1954 by Bob Bechtel, a weekend prospector
from Penticton. Between 4 rand 1964, several examinations and test drillings of the

*..property were conducted bathe low copper and molybdenlim grades and lack of demand for
molybdenum discouraged the investi9ptors. Withfunds o,btained from Nippon Mining Com-
pany and private individuals, a detailed exploration program was initiated in 1965..Noranda

;Mines Limited began providing major finanCing in June 1966 and now Noranda holds 50% of
the issued common shares. At start-up inearly 1970 the Brenda orebody had proven reserves
of 161 000 000 tonnes grading 0.183% Cu and 0.049% Mo and by January:of 1974 reserves
were 124 000 000 tonnes of 0.179% Cu and0.046% Mo. Capital outlay required to develop the
Brenda property was $63.6 million..

The firtenda orebody is located within the ,Brenda Stock, a quartz diorite of Jurassic age
which intrudes the stratified tuffs, tuft brecciaa; argillites, and mestones of the Nicola
,GrouP.,Mineralization*of echrfOrnic -44de occurs in a strongly 'fitured area 790 m long mi
469"m wide The ore rninerals',nre Offalcopyrite and molybdeniteaelong with minor pyrite and
occasional magnetite.These ore miners occur as fillings within fractures. Disseminations.

,..-ekre rare except in areas of inte se hy rothermal alteration. Write to Brenda Mines Ltd., P.O.
Box 420 Peachland ritish Co ia VOH 1X0 fgr their excelle boOklet with many coloured
photos entitled; DA. It includes a very readable sUrnffla. the history of ownership,
460,4Y, '.*frOP erations;" mining operation, mine on equipment, !mineral
processing, andf, Vs-reclaim ater systems one of advanced in the industry.

.

59. T e Gibraltar MineI..Ltd copper roperty located 160 kin south of.Prrnce George is' an ex.-.

-..,.

'') tent foou's for students enroll d in schools of Wilitms Lake. The Gibraltar property was
.. ...

covered in 1927 and was known as the Hill property. The Pollyanna was.discovered in
' 1910 and at that time, was knoWn as the Rainbow group. Aftermanylyeriods in whiCh'claims

..

1, , . .: ,

..1.: were allowed to lapse and some e i rmittent periots of minor production the DuVal Col-
, poration Ltd optioned the property in 4. Duval participated with Canex-Aerial Exploration

iii -1 6.7,, 'en equat,basis tb.exblore t e claims. Later, Canex bought Duvai's'interest and by
,!. 5 f or

...-n
./

, ..
of the is s ed shared 4.11tar ,Min es Ltd. _.

i-
5A t 4 ! - t :. .&

T of.thea ea' reveals thatIintheNitin Mountain the oldest rocks are
regf netanorphosed,sedimentary and.volcagic rocitil(of the Cache'Creek group of Per-
mian ag .E4tholithiC,infroives orJUrassic-Cretute,..efgeintrudethe Cache Creek group
in the Gr. nite Mbefitain area. The batholiths are carripoeed of gr diorite, quartz diorite,
diorite an gniesSic varieties of the above rocks: In theeitnediate-14Einity of GraniteMoun--
tan,;-a r gionally:foliated and metamorphosed quartz dion occurs- whiich has aChlorite rieh
diont. rgin. Calcareous members. Of;;the Cache Creek group loCallOthow some skarn
devadpment adjacent to the diorite contact. It is within the regionally reeternorphosed and
foliated quartz diorite that the Gibraltar-Pollyanna copper-molybdenUrrolraposits OccUr.

4p ,' .I.AA
Deformation of the quartz-feldspar porphyry intruding the pluton resulted in a fracture,system

,

which is controlled by the regional foliation. Within the the sulphide zone is
localized. It consists of.a chalcopyrite-secondary ChAlcocite molyb nite zone between a low
Sulphide coeeand a pyritic halo. Write Gibraltar` Mines Ltd. McLeese Lake, British' Colurribia
for specifFens and information. %-ii.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES AND SLIGGES TIVIFINACTIES. ,, , i
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The Earth and the Solar System
The Earth-Moon Sysiern
The Gecgogy of.,the Inher'Solar System

teaeft5r' Re's ur,ce, Material is indicated
Oiacionies'.-DelVs regarding references,
thins" of the .Geology 12 course. "(These
discretion of The teacheIif) t'

activities

number in rentheses?towing most Learning
activities and investigations follow the respective sec-
are 'suggested activities only and may be used at the



'Section, the stud nts,will study the Earth along with other inner plarrtis and Moon. they will
itiejcno*ledge.. qfined in the preceding sections frAm-an inter planetary perspective. An at

Made to,ORyihasize thatothe Earth is riot enTfrely i(hique in terms of itworigin, history' t
yerious tectonic and gdomorpholodical features and the geological

ces: oirtinue.to affect it from within or outside.

THE EARTH AND THE .MOLAR SYSTEM

In -this unestudents ate introduced to thspeneial featUres of the Solar Syst

#
.,T;efth letest discciperies made about the planets.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

- The student should be able to:

1. Describe the members of the solar system. .

(Activity #1, 2)

* 2 : Propose and defend the criteria which help cfiitct the
. Venus, Earth and Mars) And the ot3,0 itlane

as well as some of

rr

i
lands in two grimps,:,. the inner planet, (Mer-

(Activity #2)
st.

3. Compre the kinds.of con tributiOns made by the modern mannedluninanned space probes to those made by
early_ and modern astronomers to the present tate of understanding4Of the Moon and the solarsystn.

(ACti
fivilf

#3, 10, 14)

4. Disciis the or discoveries about flu' Moon,110, tril!ets and r sg9em malie during:th5,pastiioo,
decades.

(Activity #3, 4. 6,"7 8. 10, 14)

-5, Discuss some limiting factors, and the. .a snittptions, to be considered\in the study of the solar system. .

cilf% #1. 5, 11, 14)

Note': See References and

CO

ities and InvestigatIns at end,Vot:this Section,

......

IT. ::4
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. THE EARTH -MOON SYSTEM'

This unit deals primarily with the geological structure and evolution of the Moon as it relates to
Earth. It hould be emphasized how lunar exploration has yielded information about the early history
of the Earth-Moon system, as well as the inner solar system.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The studep should be able to:

1. Describe and distinguish benveen the different gross physical features observed on the near andlar side
o the lunar surface.

(Activity #3, 4, 11)

2. Suggest reasims for the differe ces :between the,. features observed on the two sides of the Moon.
-

(Activity..,,9: 11, 12)

* 3. Compare and contrast slime of the physical features obserga on the Moon to those seen on the. Earth's
surface. , ._

r

41,

(Activity #3, 5, 9, 11, 12. 13, 15)

* 4. Describe major aspects:of lunar geology, internal structure, chemical and mineralogical chara'ct'eristics
of 'lunar rocks and compare them to those on Earth. 0

'°i' ..,

i .

4
r. ,

. (Acivity #3, 9, 12, 13, 15)
.

..at
.

.. . I
54 D /scribe various:kinds of craters idoitified on the'Iaoon and discuss some theories to eiplifin their

,:, origin "and geologicallch kat evolution" of the Earth-Moon system. 1

I

.1,' 1 -:, I

.4, .,,y k4 (Ac #3, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15)
A, a

3 _

'1. Nite.:, See References and Activities and investigations at end of this Sectkni.

7
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det

HE GEOLOGY THE INNER SOLAR:AYlitEm 7 41'

- , ....? , 4..74
.ill 4.9

entS-should: .endourege'd16 uSeAtilit concepts learne n this and the earlier sections to.
exa me thp earth as otte of ttre'planetariOdieS, iliong 'with r inner planets. Major about,
the Panetetalld the pew hypothesed apoutotheir origin and evolution Should be' discussed.'

..,, ,.. ,,.

, -i'4..

tgtiilleifnce pf ohre mdjor topographieat1 tejtohit ea4pres identified on Mer-

4

I:. A INO OUTCOMES

The studentsh Id b

cury, V

' ..,- 4cf.: (Activity, #5, 6, 7:8, 9, 11, 15,),:.e(4.1`
....ot Y.

. '$4; -

I[ : V.. 6scuss current theories which attempt. to. relate the geology and internal structure
1

', and Venus to ihose of the Earth and Moon. -
1 -.%

'00(Activity, #13', 14, 15)

fr14; Piscuss the
) solar syst

44s.

'

(Actity #14; 15)
7

Trent theories which attempt to explain

;
.

°

of.Meicury, Mars

. )

the origin and,the;g4ogicql evOlUtiortio the.inner

'Describe sOme mode-rn f*hlorie,s which attempt to explain the origin and-evoliiitifti,
whole, and explain the difficulties in, formulating a generally accep.table7

.,(Activity -. #14, 15) ."

5. Identify some unexplained observations and unsolved problems which`
inner solar system..'0.1''

Note: See References arid ACtivities and !rive igations at end of this Sectfon.. -

(Activity #10..43.,14. 144

References
Note: Due to the Very special nature of this section., sekerai references liS.

listS :Of Geology 131, prescribed textbooks or- .supplementary referen
puttiications are sfill in press and will bec rn ',available in the co'm
the references beffmc,..-kipose .marl d-
"Piel:atehtcy books of both Earth' S_oteriti

a.

m
am thg lists of.pceScrib
d Geology 12.
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t

ology (4thEcl.), Burgess publishing Company,

Geigoiy tnid. the -,New Global Tectoilick,

,
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ts. Many excellent
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d 'texts and sup-
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Not:. audio-visual aid
tanttofogy. SornT-Of these may not be
Science. 11 courses.
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.1

:Study Print Serie% from ESE

#59 0 Tto Soler System

e..

i`he'eerth-Moon System (Color)
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:?4*

Studying tne Lunar Rocks
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4. The exercise above may also be used to,exploreithe origin of the names of lunar and othiii-1
_planetary features. Many of the features on thii moan were first named in the /7th centurYby
an Italian astronomer, Riccioli. To him, the large t dark patch on the moon was an "ocean",
those a little smaller the ,"seas" or,"gulf" or "lak s%and so on. The terminology is still muse
today and reflects the then prevailing hypothes, s about the origin of various features on the
moon. . .

I,
" The lunar craters derive their names after the famous Greek philosophers (Plato, Ptolemy, Ar-

chimedes) or famous Renaissance figures 4Copernicus, Kepler). The lunar farside was first
photographed .Vy a Soviet Space PrObe and features-landforms named to honour the Russian
scientists. -..

""1 -
The students may further be asked to investigate the origin' of the names given to major
topographic features on Mercury and Mars, such as Olympus Mons, Caloris bastn, Kasei
Vallis.

5. Surface features on the earth are products of complex interactions between different
geological processes often unfamiliar on the other members of the inner solar system.
Students may be assigned to study and analyse high altitude photographs of the earth, the
moor, Mars and Mercury and' investigate the following:

(a) what are the kinds of landforms common,on, and distinctive of, each planet? What are
their relat;ve abundance, and why?

(d) what are. the kinds of geological+rocesses (or their absence)- which help create (or
destroy)' these landforms?

(c) speculate to indicate how the mature of these landforms and the geological processes
may have Changed. in the past, and may change in the future. I

See Bickford, photographic essay; "Circular Landforrns", pp. 114-121; Hamblin and Howard,
pp. 61, 67, 150,,152, 174-180. 188, 192, 194, 196, 200, 204, 212, 216, 218-229; 'Exploration of
Planets' (BCT.F' Lesson' Aid) slides; Press. and Siev-er, Chapter -23,pp. 794-823:

Lab exercise in Hamblin and HOward on p. 166 is an excellent way to familiarize the students
with the geology, age relationship of the ,landforms, and the nature of crater 'ejecta', lava
flows, and the possible origin of various landforms on the moon.

See Hamblin and Howard, dhapter 19 (Geol,ogy of the Moon, MaAi rsid Merdury), pp. 166-167,
18-227; Tatdh, Chapter 12 (Summary and Conclusions), pp. 256-2 9: King, Chapter 6 (The

Moon), pp. 153-169; Bodechtel and Glerloff-Eniden, (The Moon, Satellite of the Earth), pp.
.1B5-176. .

ti 7. Lab exercises in Hamblin 'and Howard on pp." 1,68, 170, 172, 1747177, and the accompanying
Mariner 9 pictdres will provide an excellent basis for-students to understand the basic con-
cepts of the geology of Mars. The exercise also makes an attempt to compare the Martian
surface processes with those on the earth.

These pictures May be supplemented with more provided in the BCTF Lesson Aid :Ex-
ploration of Planets' and the accompanying teachers' guide.

See Hamblin and Howard, pages as .indtcated above; 'Exploration of Planets', Teachers'
Guide; Janes, Chapter 13;.pp. 439-441; Ordway; Chapter 23, pp. 576-580; Press and Stever,
chapter 23, pp. 817-824; Th' "Solar System, MARS, the article by James Pollack.

A lab exercise in Hamblin and HoWard oh pp. 178-179 will also provide a good introduction to
the basic concepts of the aotogY of Mercury and attempts to compare these featUres to
those on the moo.

As in the case of the earlier activity about Mars, additional pictures of Mercury are available
in the slide set by BCTF.

103.
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I t ,has been suggested that the surface of Mercury resembles that of"tha,Mobn.whereas its in
tenor may e more like that of the Earth. This observation. may hoWeVer; bisorlly partially ac-
c eptable..The students may be given the task of looking closetY'et selected pictures of the
'howl; and Mercury, as well as consider other relevant intorrnation such as bulk densities

1

,

of the three bodies.and collect evidence to defend or contradict the statement. Some specific
/questions which may be considered, are: °

/ (a) what specific evidence has been,uncwiered to indicate that Mercury may have a metallic
, core like the arth? '' .

/ (6) Long, linear f atures identified as scarps are sebn for hundreds of kilometressfispfayng a
: 1 cross- cutting' relationship with craters and inter:crater areas on Mercury. What may be.

1
their signifi ante in working out the geological history of Mercury? .

(o) What caps ophic (Ot otherwise) incident may have caused the formation of huge impact
basin on M rcury called Calorts Basin? What are some similar huge basins on the moon
and what s known abouCthem?

9. Cratering is an irriportant, planetary. process. Students may be 'asked to investigate the
general ph nomenon, possibly with the help of self designed experiments end the study, of
the approp late photographs. Some aspects which they may consider are, the kinds of craters
(impact or olcanic), morphology of waters, relative abundance on a planet presence of an

t
atmosphe e or a lack of it, the value 'of surfaCe /gravity, etc. .

Students ay also be-asked to develop specific criteria which may help identify the two kinds
tie , 1. of crates on planets. Some other questions which may be explored are:
ir.,:t I
(..- .

'I' , (a) wh re are the volcanic craters on the earth?
(p) ar there any meteorite impact .craters on the earth? In Canada? On a map of Canada:

lb ata.all famous impact craters. What is an eastroblem'?
1

(c) by does earth have so few impact craters as compared to the other inner planets?
(d) by do we not see any 'rayed' craters on the earth which are Comma on' the moonl

S =e, Janes, Chapt r 13, pp. 419-426; 'Exploration of Planetsi, Teachers' G ide and the slide*.
t; Ordway Chapt 5 (Igneous ActivityNolcanic Topography), pp./124-12 ; 13JckfOrd, Chap-
r 4, p6. 114-121; K , Chapter 3 (Craters).and Chapter 4 (Terrestrial I pact Craters), pp.
1-91 and 95-124, res ectively. /

10. Most schools and the pub *c libraries contain aenumber of 'outiof dat books dealing with
planets and astronomy. Thes books were published more tharyten ye rs ago. Students may
be asked to study a number of ese books to help them answer' questionsglike the following:

(a) what are some earlier modela\of the planets s\ich as Mer4ury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
the origin of tht solar system

(b) what kind of discOveries were clai ed to 'be/new and revilutionary in the early and middle
20th century? Row do they rate *th tho e' being made now?

(c) what is the role of manned/unmannet\sp ce probei in the field of planetary astronomy
today? ith/

(d) what kind of questions were being'as -d about the planets about 25 years ago?
(e) what were the expeCtations of the ast ers in terms of future discoveries in space

sciences, before 1950?



11. :,Detailed geological maps.of tt* bn are e-already available and those of Mercury and Mars
are 'likely to bei-bublished.soon, same is true.of the rqjief maps of these planets. The-
students should make scale models tit the ,features like the ones listed below;

(a) Martian terrain as seen by the Viking fanciers.
(la) Olympus Mons, as seen 'bY Mariner 9 and Mauna Loa in Hawaii or Mount Baker, at the

same scale.
(e) Lunar Orbiter view of Crater Copernicus.
(d) nearside of the lunar- surface, showing major craters, maria and rilles.
(e) general terrain oriMercury, showing craters, ridges and scarps.

Some related aspects to consider are: what kinds of rocksare known to be found on these
planets? What wilythe area look like if the pictures returned Were in color? What material will
make the 'models look more realistic? What is the res lution of the pictures being used to,
make the models? etc.

a See, National Geographic, issues hated in Reference Cited and several others; Exploration
of Planeti (Teachers' Guide), BCTF Lesson Aid; Ordway, Chapter 22, pp. 552-559, Chapter
23, pp. 578-579; Goldthwait, Chapter 9, pp. 195-200; The Solar System, Mars, the article by
Pollack, Mercury, the article by Murray; Long, Chapter 2 (The Double, Planet), pp. 28-39.

12. Several excellent activity and investigation ideas are included in ISCS Program module
named- 'What's Up?' There are several activities dealing with the processes of formation of
craters, impact craters on the earth, photographs of lunar craters taken with varying angles
of sun's rays, origin of craters on the moon. As well there are several excellent pictures of
lunar features,

See, What's Up ?, Intermediate Science Curriculum Study Module, pp. 55-89.

13. The students may be asked to investigate the internal structure of the moon, and compare
that to the internal structure of the earth. This can be done through a study of the seismic
phenomenon which is reasonably well documented. They must be made aware of the fact
that there are several seismographs on the moon still continuing to operate and send 19ilata to
the earth. They should investigate the nature of P, S and L waves and how it helps un-
derstand the internal structure of a planet:

Some questions which may be probed. through the suggested'readings are:

(a) what are different models of the lunar interior?
(b) what specific information has helped scientists reconstruct these models?
(c) what are major differences between the lunar and earth seismicity?
(d) what is known about the structure of the luhar crust?

See. Long, Chapter 2. pp. 38-42; King, Chapter 6 (The Moon/Lunar Geophysics). pp. 2)5-219;
Bickford, Chapter 1 (Earths. Place in Space). pp. 41-42; Tatscli, Chapter 7 (Lunar Structure
acrid Composition). Chapter '8 (The Moon's Thermal History), Chapter 9 (Lunar Magnetism).
Chapter 10 (The Moon's Seismicity) and Chapter 11 (The Moon's Gravity Field), pp. 130-185;
Stokes, Chapter 7 (Cosmic Beginnings), pp. 161-164 and Chapter 8 (Structure and Mechanics
of the Earth). pp. 168-188.

14. Ask students to read about the theories of the origin of the solar system especially in their
proper cosmic context. Students may make a list of some diverse observations which must be
accounted for by an acceptable theory. Some of these observations are: why are the inner
planets rocky? Why are the inner planet's smaller in size? Why are planetary orbits in prac-
tically the same plane? Why does the sun possess about 99% of the total mass of the solar
system but only 2% of its total angular momentum? etc.
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Students may alsd investigate why it is difficult to come up with a model of the solar system
and its origin at the present state of our knowledge. Howsome of the earlier models have
become obsolete in the light of new information about planets. Students should be made to
realize that the new data has on one hand provided answers to questions but on the other
Wand 'tends to raise new questions.

See. Stokes, Chapter 7, pp. 150-166; Long, Chapter 1 (Cosmic Beginnings)':, pp. 2-20; Bick-
;ford, Chapter 2 (Earth in Evolution), pp. 47-0; Tatsch, Chapter 1 (The Origin of the Solar
System); Ordway, Chapter 12 .(Origin and Development of the Earth and ItS Crust),:pp. 309 -
312.

15. Students may investigate the chemical makeup of the awls and the inner solar system but
finding out aboutvarjous kinds of meteorites, surface and bulk chemistry of the rocks from
the earth, the moon and MO'rS. A great deal of literature iS available about the chemistry of the
earth-moon system and meteorites. Some questions worth investigating are: What is the
geochemistry of the surface rocks of each planetary body? Inwhat ways are moon rocks dif-
ferent from the terrestrial rocks? What are different kinds of meteorites? What to do when
one discovers a meteorite oh, the Earth? What is a meteoroid, a chondrite, a meteotite, a
tektite, etc.?

-See, Bickford, Chapter 2, pp. 58-63; Japes, Chapter .13, pp. 319-426; Stokes, Chapter 7 pp.
161-166; Long, Chapter 1,pp. 12-15, Chanter 2, pp. 23-31; King, Chapter 1 (Meteorites).pp. 1-
61, Chapter 2 (Tektites), Chapter 6 .(The Moon/Lunar Sample Analysis) pp. 169-219; Tatsch,
Chapter 5 (The Asteroids, Meteorites, and Tekt s). pp. 98-113, Chapter 6,(Lunar Rocks and
Minerals). pp. 114-129.
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. GEOLOGY 12
.,
0
..,. . ..

GENERAL PLIES AND EQUIPMENT LIST ,
,

-

The following list is provided as an aid in se
yenien checklist for schools: where some.,
decidi on q ntities listed, a maximum c

p Is pgr working station has been,iUs

Quantities are allotted on the following,plan:

Per Stall:

/I " . ,

Lip, nevi laboratories. It will alio function as a con-
e e4uipnient 'listed will already Us available. In

of twenty-four (2111) students and an .organizafion of
ed.

A Station is two students working as a team. If the laboratory seats twenty-four saidents and the
amount required is one per station, tvteive units will be required.

Per Class: .

'Required for each class using the laboratory, e.g., if two Geology 12 classes use oroker laboratory, then
, requirement will be two times the unit issue.

Pei LaboratOry:

Required. per laborato.ry classroom.

,Items that are marked + are desirable for the most effective presentation of the Course but may not
be essential.

`14

Mb*
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Ca EOLOGY -12

GENERAL SUPPLIES, AND EQUIPMENT 'LIST

Item

Aluminum foil.
Aquarium, approx.- 75 / ,

. ,
.

Amount Required Unit of thipplre

1. per lab, roll ' ,, r
1 per lab .... \ ........ : .. .. each ,

,
; . . ... _

-.- Bags, klastib or baggies (local supply) as needed, t

Balance, Centigram type, . 8 per lab each..
'single pan ; -
triple beam, 311 tyke , .

t . .

Beakers; pyrex, 50 ml. per station. case of 48'
Beakers, pyrex, 100 ml . 6 per station pkg. 0/ 12

Beakers, Pyrex, 250 ml 3 .per station each

Beakers, pyrex; 1 litre 2 per lab: each

Blackl-ight (short wave) . 1 per lab each
,., .

Blov-pipe, brass -' 6 per lab /. eabh

Bottles, dr,ppping; 50 ml polyethylene 4 per station .., dozen

Bulbs, show case type, clear, 60, watt 2 per lab each

Bunsen burner . I 1 per station. each
. .

. ,
+ Camera, 35'mm .. 1 per lab each

Clamp, burette, -universal 1'ker station each

C clamp, 8 cm . 2 p'rer.station each

Clay, (local supply) 10 per lab 1/2 kg

Cloak, sweep "second hand, 24 h:., '

\
1 per lab each

+ Cloud chamber, dry ice type,
students diffusion, radioactive source included-4,
(Welch type) 1 per school each

Compasses, blackboard style 6 per lab each

Corks, miscellaneous sizes 3 per lab bag of 100

Cork boring set, -9 plebes ,1 per lab each

Cover grasses, microscope slide, size #2 2 per lab box

-Crayons, wax (local supply) 30 per class ,

Crucibles, with covers, size 0 6 per class each

Cups, paper, unwaxed . 30 per class
Cylinder, graduated, 100 ml 1 per station each

Cylinder, graduated, 250.m1 1 per station each,

Cyr-Inger, graduated, glass, 2 litre 8 per class . each

Elastic bands, miscellaneous sizes (local supply) 1 per lab box

110.
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-40
Fan, - electric

Im ektrachrome high :sperod
+Film,kodachrome 2,

Filter papipr,.15 cjn dia,Meter
Flasks, FlorenCe,.250:m1# .

Food Colarirlig (local suPply).-,

gas- ligAter,' spark renewal type
,G,lir cOtt0:1,for,glass tubing.' ',r

_GJObe, blackboard, 5(:.k..crn ''
Goggles, safety

.
'!7

HEAt .1.11,ns, Geology (with lanyards)
m'agnilicatiOn (x12 to (C14)'!

Hot pratedecelectilc, single control

k
0'1

"

!'11, . Aliount.Required Uhlt of supply
.

.
.! 1 per lab, \ each

as rifeded
c

as needed r

...2 per class , pkg. of 100
1 per statibn ) each

, -. .
as needed

, -

1 per'stetion..7 ...: .. ..... each'
1 per,lab each'
1* per lab each
1 'per student each

'4' _Iron filings, fihe
4

1 per student'
.4

each
per lab each

3 per lab

Knife (pocket style, !the) (local supply)

Labels, glimmed, 40 k 60 m (local supply) .

o ,
'Magoet, bar - Alnico 15 pm'kt x

(approx.), set 'of. irr x

Msgnetic Compass' (Efrunton type).
Magnetic ComPass (Silva type),
Metrestick

1/2 pkg.

1 per student 'each

2 per lab box

0.6 cm.

Microscope, stereoScopet, powers of 20x and 40x ,k

MicrbsCope, stere0Scopic (with polarizing stage) 1.'t
Mortarand pestle' 10 cm ilia eter 1

per Station , set

per lab
per station each,.. -
per station each

per station. , each

per lab each

per lab each

Needles, dissecting -t per" student each
",

Overhead projector (Apollo type) 1 per lab . each

Paper, white- cardboard, (local supply) as needed
Paper, white, 1 m width t'oll 1 per lab roll

Raper, graph,` log -log type 1 per lab- pkg...
Paper, graph, cm squared , as needed,

#Paper, graph, semi-log, four cycle 1 per lab pkg.
.Parawax (local supply) 1 per, lab 7 pkg. of°4 each

+ Pencils, coloured. . 1 set per station ". set of 10
, 1

Petri dishes, 150 mm x 20 'mm tops and
bottonts, clear plastic.. 1 per Jab case Of 24

Plaster of Parrs ' 10 kg, per lab.
. ,Plasticine (loyal supply) 3 colours 10 kg per lab

Plastic tubes,'5 cm x 100 cm 1 per station each



,..

----...._

.' %.1ilin, Amount litoquIrd Unit of Supply

Plates, glass,
,

10 cm x 10 cm
-,

1 station each

Plates, streak';. all white porcelain ,
(unglazed ba room tiles) 1 per pupil each

Projector, slid,, with remote control and ,
extension cord I per science department .. each

Prospector's pan, 35 cm diameter 6 per lab each

Protracta blackboard style 4- p. 6 per lab each

Pump, hand air 4 per lab :each

Radioactive material set 1 per .school set

Radioactive - demonstrator- with accessories.. ,. 1 per school' each .

v.,

`Razor blades, single edge (local supply) 3 per lab , pkg. of 10
- Rock polishing unit 1 per -school each

Rock, saw, 25 or 30.cm diamete(,
combination trim and slab saw 1 per school each

+ Rock tumbler '1 per school each

Ruler, flexible, metric 1 per lab .,each

Sand, assorted (Ward's type), as needed

Sand, coarse (local supply) as needed

Sand, fine .(local supply) t
, as needed

Scissors, fine point,,student laboratory grade 1 per station each

Screeri, projection 1 per lab each

'coopulas,
dispensing, stainless steel , 1 per lab dozen

-.' Screen sieves (set of 6) 2 sets per lab .-tiat :'
Seismograph . .\ -.

Tripod-abase ringstand. 1, per lab each ,

Ringstand rod, 50 .cm t per .lab - , ..
,7

Machine screws lo go through rod 2 per lab ea h

- Coppdr wire #22 or #24, 60 'rn ., 1 pbr lab each

DoWel, 50 cm long 1.25 QM' diameter 1 per "Ipb each

Brad to insert:in, end of dOwell. I per i:ab each,

StEili of sheerlk. e&d, (450 g)- 5 cm wide 1 per lab each

° or

Seismograph Model,
(Maple DisObiitors, VancouVer) 1 per lab

" Sheet plastic, transparent al su as nip

illy, Putty (locat.supp 10

roscope, stan 1

astic,Itecal swop
I i&fir, 7, ter 1 pe

St

dais

1-ho e le rte 1 5 k
VAL__

t"-
ie 112
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rtItem Amount Moo liked Unit of Ifupply

Stream table (Demonstration type) 1 per school, . each

VSiring,
heavy (local supply) . A e .1 per lab roll ,

'-. i

String, nylon "(local supply) A .
'1 per lab roll

Siring, 'light (local.supply)
/ i 1 per lab ... roll

I p ,
0

Styrofoam cyps 1 per lab gross

gteredsoopic Viewers 1 per student .j. each .

A. .
Tape,:addingmachine 7.5 prti 1 per lap i roll
Tape, cellulose; transparent (Scotch)

1,25 cm width as needed.

/ Tape, masking 1.25 cm width 43- per lab, roll
Tape, ticker 1 per lab ...package
Test tube 18 x 150 mm, pyrex 2 per lab pkg. of 72

. .

Test ,tube brush, medium 3 per lab each
Test tube supports 1 per ptatron each.

Thermometers, Celsius scale 20 to 110 °C,
student grade

A,'
'.1 per station each

Thumbtacks (local supply) , 3 pktr lab box r
:.

A

Tin shears, straight 25 cm . 1 per tab 'each-
Tissue for cleaning microscope lenses 1 dozen pet lab booklet
Tongs, beaker ,

,. 1 per. lab , .4' each
Tool& ' -.. ,
"apple, triangular, 15 cm 6 per lab each .

hammer, claW .. 1 per lab each it

hammer, geologist's r 1 per station .; each .
hammer, sledge 6 per lab each
pliers, long pose cutting edge # 1 per lab ..>. each
pliers, combination ' 1 per lab each
screw drives (combination). 1 per lab each
screw driver, jewellers 1 per lab each
spade, folding type 6 pi!!=-lati- each

Tubing, soft glass, 4 mm, 5'mm andk6 mm. 1 of each.per lab -450 g
Tubing, polyethylene, 5 mm

-.. .outside diameter 1 kg per lab...-,:-.....

Wire gauze, asbestos ennlshed centre,
12.5 cm x 12.5 cm 1 .per station
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CHEMICALS

Item Amount Required '.. Unit of fiiplity-i
.1.

Alum' .2 kg per lab. 'kg

,\ '"); :Ammonium dichromate 1/2 kg per lab , kg
,

...
Arnmonliim oxaldte" .. 1/i 'kg pet lab. . kg or

piarc14 blocks (4 cm X:.8 crn>3 cm) ....; 1 low( per lab '-' box
., COppril sulphate (Tech). ,,

1

2 kg per lab kg

Hydrochloric ACid 4cg per lab kg

Nickel II sulphate -hexahydiate' i 2 kg per lab. kg
.

%
.Salol . 1/2 kg petz;lati kg

Sodium chloride 3 kg per .litb kg

' Thyrnol 1/2 kg, per lab kg

GEOLOGICAL SPECIMENS

Item Amount Required Unit of SUpply
. .

Prospector's set of mineral chips 1 set per studeht set

Prospector's set of rock chips 1 Set. per student set

Raw materials of Canada:
Minvidl Industry, 120 specimen's 6.sets- per class i set

(The above are available from the Geological Survey of Canada)

Azurite 1 per student each
Halite 1 per student each

Bornite 1 per student ,
each

Malachite 1 per student each

Chlorite I, 1.'per student, each

Olivine .., 1 per student each
R

Cinnabar 1 per student each

Selenite (Gypsum) 1 per student each

Varieties of Quartz and
., Cryptocrystalline Quartz 1 per student each

Obsidian 1 per student each

Pumice 1 per student each

Breccid 1 per student each

Arkose 1 per student each

Siltstone f 1 per student each

Travertine 1 per student each

eachFossiliferous Limestone 1 per student. ,

Chert 1 per student. A.. each

Coal 1 per student each

Phyllite 1 per'student each

Metaconglomerate 1- 'per student each

Mart:11e. 1 per student each

...,
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GE0).OGICAL. SPECIMENS

Item

5 Geological Thin Sedtions for. each of the following. rockS:

AMoynt Required Unit of Supply

%.- -Igneous 'Rocks:
granite, diorite. Peridotite, andesite,
basalt-amygdaloidal, tuff, syenite,-,
gabbro, rhyolife, basalt, breccia,
porphyry-feldspar 1 net pei school net ''''144c--

* Sedimentary Rocks;
conglomerate, sandstone, greywacke, shale,
litestone,-dolomite,, breccia, arkose,
siltstone, travertine, fossiliferous limestone,
chert, coal

Metamorphic Rocks:
quartzite, slate, schist, gneiss, phyllite,
marble, metaconglomerate

1 net per school set

set1

Fossils Recommended for Study In Geology 12

_

set pechool
,4

,

The following list is not meant to be A complete list of th dex fossils 6f western Canada. Teachers
can modify the list, if necessary. Local. fostils should surely be included. The student should be able
to recognize at least one index fossil from each geoldgic period. If specimens are' not available for

of specimens in University collections. Many of the ssils listed may bepurchased _from- Arbor
istudy it may be possible tei study an illustration or a sli . In some cases'plaster casts may be made

Scienlific Ltd. or from Geofossil Canada Ltd. One classroom set of 20 fossil§ from western Canada is
to be prOvided butithis can be expanded by additions from local collections, etc.

Index' Fossils of Western Canada
I

Item Amount Required Unit Of Supply

Lower and Middle Cambrian
Olenellus (trilobite)
Paedeumias (trilobite) 1 set per school set

Middle Cambrian
ElrathMa.(trilobile)
Ogygopsis (trilobite)
Bathyuriscus (trilobite) 1 set, per School set

Middle and Upper-Cambrian
Paradoxides (trilobite)
Ce,daria (trilobite) ,
Labiostria (trilobite) 1 set per school

Ordovician
Gryptolithus (trilObiM
Flexicalymene (trilobite)
Platystrophia (brachiopod)'
Glyptorthis (brachiopod)
Byssonychia (clam).
Rhynchotrema*(brachibpod)
Dinorthis (bradhiopod)
Monograptus (graptolite)'
CI,Imacograptus (graptolite) 1 set per schoo) set

set

'
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Silurian
Caryocrinites (cystoid)
.Eocoelia (brachiopod)
Conchidium (brachiopod)
Atrypa _(brachiopod)
Favosites (coral)
Halysites (coral)
Columnaria (coral) 1 sel4er school set

Devonian
Amphipora (stromatatoporoid)
Atrypa (brachiopod)
Mesophyllum (coral)
Leiorhynchus (brachiopod)
Hadrorhynchra (brachiopod)
Stringocephalus (brachiopod)
Gypidula (brachiobod)
71-leodoSsia (brachiopod)
RenSselaeria (brachiopod) 1 set per school .. set

Mississippian
Cleiopyridina (brachiopod)
Spirifer (brachlopod)v
Lithostrotionella (coral)
crinoid stems
Fenestrellina (bryozoa) 1 set per school set

Penngylvanian
Punctospirifer (brachiopod)
Neospirifer, (brachiopod)
Composita (brachiopod) 1 set per school

Permian
Parafusulina (foraminifera)
Neospirifer (brachiopod)
Streptorhynchus (brachiopod)
Spiriferella (brachiopod) 1 set per school set

Lower Triassic
Ophiceras (ammonite)
Pseudomonotis (clam) 1 set per school set

Middle Triassic' o

Terebratula (brachiopod)
Protrachyceras' (ammonite) 1 set per school set

Upper Triassic
. Himavatites (ammonite)

Gryphaea (clam)
Monotis (clam) 1 set per school set '

Lower Jurassic and Middle Jurassic
Paracaloceras (ainmonite)
Grammoceras (ammonite)
Warrenoceras (ammonite)
Kosmoceras (ammonite) 1 set per school set

Uptier Jurassic
Buchia (Clam)
lnoceramus (clam)
Sonninia (ammonite) 1 set per school set.

set

Lower Cretaceous
Buchia (clam)
lnoceramus (clam).
Heteroceras (ammonite) 1 sbt per school set



Upper Cretaceous
Scaphites (ammonite)
Baculites (ammonite)
lnoceramup (clam)
Ostrea (clam)
Niviparus (snail)
carbonized wood-(variable) ,
silicified wood (variable) 1 set per school set

Pleistocene (marine)
Serripes (clam)
Mytilus (clam)
Mya (clam)
Natica (snail)
Astarte (clam)
NuQulana (clam)
Chlamys (clam)
Clinocardium (clam)
Balonus (Oarnacle) 1 set per school set
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PLANTS

Plants

Item

Devonian Car4oniferous
' Psilbphtop

Calamites
Linopteris
.- ferns

scale trees.
Metasequoia (conifer)
Cercidiphyllum ( ngiosper,
Ginkgo (angios erm):

Mesozoic Cenozoic
Sequoia .
qrix
Pinus
Carpites

.Amount Required Unit of Supply

,

1 set per school . set

1 set petr, school set

Fossils are illustrated in GEOLOGY/AND ECONOWC.MINERALS- OF CANADA (1970). Many, but not
all, %f the index foAils fisted can be pu-i.chased from Arbor Scientific Ltd., Box 113, POrt Credit, On-
tario.

. .
.

A set of twenty fossils from western Canada is available from Geofossil Canada Ltd., Box 3651,
ostal Station B;. Calgary, Alberta. T2M 4M4. They ,set ira ludes a stvge tray. a 25 page descriptive

kook let and 20 original '35 mm color slides. The set' eludes the following fossils:'
Coenites (coral)
Syringopora (coral)
Amphipora (stromatoporold)
Fenestrellina (bryozoa)
Viviphrus (snail)
Ostrea (clam)
R.iculites (ammonite)
Atrypa- (brachiopod)
Spirifer (brachiopod)
Paedeumias (trilobite)

Labiostria (trilobite)
/crinoid stem
di nosaur . bone
"Caibonized wood-
silicified wppd

M etaseouoiaa(conifer)
conife-r cq.ne
Ginkgo
Cercidiphyllum (angiosp.erm).

is suggested that storage spacebe provided

Item

10 Drawer Geological
Specimen Cabinet (Ward s type)

for Ge)Dlogfcal- Specimens

Amount Required Unit of Supply

1 per school , each



MAPS A WALL CHARTS

Maps:

..Geologic Map (local area)
Surficial Geology Map (local area)
Geologic Map-of Retreat of

Wisconsin and Recent- Ice "in
North America

Item

AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS

Amount Required Unit of Supply

1 per station each.

1 per station each

-
1 per station each

(The above are available from the Geological Survey of Canada.)

Geologic Maps of B.C., Canada
(Geological Survey of Canada) 1 per station 4. each

Geologic Map of North America
(U.S. Geological Survey) 1 per, station each

Tectonic Map of North America
(Geological Society of America) 1 per. station each

. Tectonic Map of U.S.,
U.S. Geological Survey,
1962 (1:2 500 000) 1 per station each

The Age of the Ocean Basins
by W.C. Pitman III et al.. 1974.
Geol. Society of Arn4rica 1 per station each

Glacial Map of Canada,
Map 1253A. Geol. Survey
of Canada, (1:5 000 000) 1 per station each

/ Pleistocene. Eolian Deposits of the
U.S., Alaska, and Parts of
Canada. Geol. Society of America. 4

1952, (1.2 000) 1 per station each

Wall Charts:

Chart showing physical fea ures of
.ocean basins (Available f om:
Geological Society of A erica,
Boulder, Colorado) 1 per class each

Charts showing physical features of
ocean basins (Available from:
Time, 'incorporated, Time-Life
Building: New York) 1 per class each

Deposits Near Medicine Hat, Alberta
(Available frdin Publications Distribution
Office, Geological Survey of Canada.
601 Booth Street, Ottawa)* 1 per class each

GeOlogy Map of
North America 1 per station each



FILMS

Films recommended a§ support material for Geology 12 are listed below. All films marked ( + ) are
included in the list of films 'for Earth Science 11, but may also be of value in this course. Films'
marked ( ) are available on a free loan basis from the Provincial Educational Media Centre, 44.55
Juneau Street, Burnaby. British -Columbia V5C 4C4.,

Films marked (T) are available for purchase in video tape format from PEMC through each district's
PEMC liaison.

Arrangements for obtaining other listed films may be made through local District Resource Centres.

Notations A. B. C. .and D are used to indicate the gt ecial relevance of films to a particular section of
the course

All films indicated are in colo . i
ill Name Time

T+

lk*
Earth Resources Technology Satellite

Mars: The Search Begins

NASA,

NASA

1973.

-11.-

27

25

min

min

T+ * The Moon: An Emerging, Planet NASA, 1973.. 13 min

T * The Moon Old and New NASA, 1970.. 25

T * Face of the Earth NFB, 1975 15 min.

T * Earth An Interplanetary Perspective Macmillan)if 15 min
+ . Canada

Section

C

D

D

D

D

T+ * Continental Drift 1 NFB. 1968 10 min'

* Continents Adrift AEF 17,1nin

* Earthquakes: Lesson of a Disaster EBE
,/
13 min

* Erosion: Levelling the Land EBE / 14 min t

4- * Evidence for the Ice Age EBE 22 min

+ * Glacier on the Move EBE 11 min

+ * Heartbeat of a Volcano E 20 min

* How Solid is Rock? ,/
/
EBE 22 min

. * Rocks that form on the Earth's Surface EBE 16 min

*

i *

Rocks that Originate Underground

The Rise and Fall of the Great Likes

EBE

NFB, 1968

23 min,

17 min.

. * The San Andreas Fault EBE 21 min

T * VOIcanic Landscapes Part 1 45 min

T - * Volcanic Landscapes Part 2 45 min.

* * Volcanoes Exploring the Restless Earth EBE 18 min.
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li- 4P .' Why do We still have.Mountains9. EBE 20 min A

+ * The Beach A River Of Sand EBE 20 min ;,'.
, I 4...T Castleguard CaVes .1.. NFB, 1Q75... 50 min..\ ...... A _

,
.

T * Satellites of the Sun NFB, 1975 12 min. ', D .
/energy for the Future EBE 17 min D

.4:

* What'Makes Rain EBE 22 Min. C

or' The Moon: A Giant Step in Geology EBE 24 min D

T Horizon: Drifting of Continents BBC 50 min.

f ., .

, Horizbn: The-Planets 4-- BBC 54 min.
.. .-

T * Energy Series . GWF
.. .4)1

a. The Dilemma ''GWF 20 min.

b. The Nuclear Alternative GWF 20 min.
-

c. New Sources GWF 20 min.

d.. Less is More GWF 18 Min.
,

T * THE PLANET OF MAN (SERIES)

The series hinges on the thepry ofiglobal plate tectonics. It also reconstructs, in ,mo el
form, how vast forces of water, wi d, ice and the shifting cruSt, have shaped the earth e
w k on today, and show hoW_we may be able to predict future consequences.l

jj

Name Source Time Section

T 'Voices of Time (Grand Canyon of Arizona) OECA 30 mind A.
T The Jigsw Fit (Plate Tectonics) OECA 30 min A .

T The Fire Within (Types of Volcanic Activity) OECA 30 min. A
-. =4.i

, 7 Trail of Ice Age Blues (Effect of Glaciation OECA 30 min A
on the Features of Nortli America)

,
T Mountain Heritage --" The Appalachian (Plate.. OECA 30 min A

Tectonics, Volcanism, Mountain building)
.

T Shield-of Plenty (Precambrran Earth) ° OECA 30 min A
,

T Challenge of the Deep (Minerals on the OECA 30 min. C
'Ocean Floors)

T The Inner' Limit (A Cross-Section of the Earth)... OECA 30 min A
.

T . The Cosmic Connection (Meteorite OECA 30 min. D.
Bombardmeht)



.

*S.

Beyond, A Doubt: A Revolution OECA
(Concept of ContOlental Drift)

The Uneventful Day (Weathering andErosion) OECA

This series is available by purc

30 min A

'30 min A

/
NASA AmeS Rese.arch Centr,e
(EducationalrogarM Office)
Moffet
California, U.S.A. 94035

ase through your district PEMC liaison.

NASA Films may be obtained f om:
National Science Film Library
1762 Carling Street
Ottawa, Ontario

or

Hubbard Super 8 Filmloops may be obtained from:
t Visual Education Centre

115 43erkeley Street
.Toronto, Ontario

122. -
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SUPER 8 FILMLOOPS

Name
' Sourck. Section

Sedimentation: Settling Rates Hubbard A

Sedinlentation:. Turbidity Currents Hubbard A

Deltas Hubbard A

Alluvial Fans Hub and A .
.

Stream Ottt*Offs Hubbrar A
-) A ------__LZ...---

., s.

tream Erqsion CrOle ard: A
..

Stream Piracy I Hubbard ' A*
,-Developrnent of Shorelines Hubbard A

\ , Earth Structures )EBE A
.

Mountain Building , EBE A....,

Glacial Movement EBE A

4 Otean Shores L tBE A

Overthrust Faults , EBE A

Anatomy a Volcano EBE A

FILMSTRIPS /

Field Identification of Minerals MEM -A

Laboratory Analysis of MinerAls MEM A

,eMinerals and Crystals MEM A

Minerals of Economic Importance MEM A

Rocks and Minerls
Kit contains 13 rock s6mples and
3 filmstrips, map NFB A

123. 11 7
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Name

SOUND FILMSTRIPS

Source Section

Recdgnizing Rock Making-Minerals EBE A

Comparing Rocks EBE A

Volcanic Rocks EBE A

;Shale, Sandstone and Conglomerate EBE A

Plutonic (Grani-tic) Rocks EBE A

Metamorphic Rocks EBE -- ,. A

The Rink Families ." ,. EBE A

Rocks and Minerals :s
MEM (Mclntyne A

Educ. Media)

Rivers" 1 MEM

4441

Rivers 2 . MEM
) \

Rivers' 3 MEM

Soils 1 MEM

Waterfalls an* 6orges MEM

Weathering MEM

The Sea: Erosion MEM

The Sea: Deposition MEM

Fold Mountains M EIG1

A

A

A

A

A

A

Volcanoes 1- 6 MEM A

Volcanoes 2 MEM A

Volcanicity MEM A

Ice 1 4 -\ MEM A

Ice 2 MEM A

Ice 3 . MEM ' A

i
Plate Tectonics I M'EM A

Earthquakes MEM

Evidence that Continents Move
e. MEM A-

Dating Geological Events MEM B

How Fossils are Farmed EBE B
...,

124.
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Collecting and Interpreting Fossils -EBE

Fossils and the Relative Ages of RockS EBE

Fosils and Prehistoric Environments., EBE B

FC)ssk' and Organic Change

STUDY PRINTS

Name Source Section

Plate Tectonics (8 Study Prints) A

SLIDES

Earth Science Slides BCTF Lesson A
Aid M1

Glaciation: Multimedia Kit NFB. A
(0/H Transparencies, slides,
teachers' guide)

Athabasca Glacier: Study of a BCTF Lesson A
Valley Glacier Aid M51

Exploration of Planets BCTF Lesson D
Mariner, Pioneer and Viking Missions Aid

Earth from Space and Remote BCTF Lesson; C
Sensing of .Earth Resources 'Aid

MISCELLANEOUS (VISUALS ETC.)

How to Conduit A Field Exercise BCTF Lesson
to a Mine Aid #2096

An Economic Approach To The BCTF Lesson
Mining Industry of B.C.i Aid #5857
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SUPPLEMENTARY 'REFERENCE TEXTS

'1. , Derek York, Pla.tet Earth (McGraw-Hill).

Mc Dbnald R., Years and Years Ago (Evergreen Press).

3. Hurlbut, C.S., Dana's Manual of Minerology, 17th ed. (Ward's Earth Science Books).

4. Read, et al. fleyint/ig Geology (George Allen Uriwin Press).

'5. Donn, W.L., The Earth (Wiley).

6. Searching for StruCture Series Roiks, Minerals, Fossils.

7. Strahler, The Earth (Harpet.8, Row).

8. Spencer, E.VV., The Dynamic Earth (C rower!).

9. Foundations of Earth SCience Series, Eicher, D.L., GebleNt,c Time (Prentice-Hafli.(i.,

10. . Ward, B., This Blue Planet (Little Bcown).

11. Bates, R,L., Geolo$y(Heath).

12. Bird; J.B., Wataral Landscapes.of Canada (Wtjey).

. 13. Foundations of Earth' Science Series: Units 24 -27.
Earth History I and II, (Open University Press)
Mawr Features of Earth's Surface, (Open University Press)

14. Baird, Our Earth in Continuous Change' (McGraw-Hill).

15. Alberta Society of Petroleum Geologists, Thr Face or Time (A Geological History, of Western
Canada)

612 Lougheed Building; Calgary, Alberta
*

16. Hallam. A., A R evoiu t ton it/ the-Earth .i-jejtices frim Continental Drift to Plate Tectonics lOxford
Univeriity Pres's), 1974.

17 Kucera R.E. Probing the Athabasca Glacier (Evergreen Press), 1975.

18. Kucera, R.E., Lake Louise Moraine Lake (Evergreen Press), 1974.

19. Pamphl t Series available from B.C.T.F. Lesson Aids,Vancou.ver, B.C. (Edited by Dr, 11r) Rau,
Dept. o Geological Scie es, U.B.C.)

.i)" ,G logic Hazards of itish Columbia
ii) The iCe Age in British olum.bia

hi) -ThaN Volcanoes of Britis Columbia
Eart'hquak'e Risk in Br ishCOltiMbie 4

v) Geology of the: North Shore
vi)^. Geology of the'UOper Praper-Vailey (Hope to AbbOtsofrd)

, .40

20.. Skinner, B.J., Earth Resources (Prentice-HaC

21. ,sSilinner, B.J., and Turekian, and the Oceem (PrentiCe-Hall)
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PRESCRIBED TEXTBOOK LIST

The iextbaoks authorized for the Geology 12 courses are listed below. The scale of issue of
authorized texts is indicated in the Prescribed Textbook List. The Prescribed Textbook List is
pub,lishild 'annually by the Curriculum Development Branch and is available from the Publication
Services Branch. ,

GEOLOGY 12

1. Janes: Geoioviiind -the New Global Tectorrietr (Macmillan).

2. Long: Geology '0/1cGraw-Hill).

3.. Gilluly: Principles of .0cology .(W.H. Freeman).

Laboratory Manual,.

. 1. Harntalin, Howard: Exercises in Physical' Geology (Burgess-MscAinsh). z

=4 ,
2. (a) . AAttey, Chase: urvironments Throrigh Time (Burgess-46AirlSh), or

(b) Bri6e, Levin: -Laboratory Studies in Earth History, Wm,,,Q, Brown (Burns & MacEachern).

Student. Reference Kit

1. Bickford, et al.: Geology Toaay (CRM Books, Random House).

2. Greely/Schultz A Iironer In Lunar Geology,--Comment edition (Ames Research Centre, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Moffett Field, California).

3. Stokes If:serrtiais of birth IlIstory. 3rd edition (Prentice-Hall).
A.

Geology and EconomIc ,Vlinerals of Canada (Queen's Printer, Ottawa).

5. Real/lugs Vrorri..ticientific Airier-Icon- Planet Earth (VV.H. Freeman).

6. Foundations of ,Earth Science Series.

(a)' .Laporte: A ittloit Erioiro nments (Prentice- Hall)..

(b) McAlester:: The History of Lifer (Prentice- Hall).

Skinner: Ear -th Reources (Prentice-Hall).

-,#
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